
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
 

The Rhetoric of Reflection: Hebrew Roots of Cognition and the Final Form of the 
Masoretic Text of the Psalter 

 
Jeffrey T. Wilson, Ph.D. 

 
Mentor: W. H. Bellinger, Jr., Ph.D. 

 
 
 This dissertation builds on and attempts to contribute to the larger stream of 

research of the past three decades generated by Gerald H. Wilson’s seminal work The 

Editing of the Hebrew Psalter.  This stream of research has considered the Psalter in its 

final form as an intentionally arranged collection that resolves the existential crisis caused 

by the displacement of the Exile by promoting YHWH as king in place of the failed, 

human Davidic monarchy.  In particular, this dissertation seeks to study the role of 

reflection/cognition in the final form of the Psalter on the basis of the introductory Psalm 

1’s description of the righteous as meditating on Torah (verse 2). 

To accomplish this goal, the dissertation uses the concept of a wordfield, centered 

on the Hebrew root hgh, to compile a compendium of the occurrences of Hebrew roots of 

reflection as they occur throughout the Psalter.  On the basis of this compendium, a 

synchronic reading of the Psalter vis-à-vis this wordfield is then sketched out.  The 

dissertation concludes with a chapter considering the role of Wisdom in the final form of 

the Psalter.  Wisdom is considered as it shows up in the final form of the Psalter through 



the presence of Wisdom psalms, through the shaping of the final form according to 

Wisdom ideals, and through Wisdom’s relation to Torah and memory. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

Introduction 
 
 

The order of the psalms seems to me to be a very holy mystery and its content has 
not yet been revealed to me.  However, since the psalms number one hundred and 
fifty in all, this total suggests something even to us whose minds are not keen 
enough to penetrate the depths of mystery concealed in their order.1 

 
 With these words, Augustine began his exposition of the final psalm in the 

Psalter.  Having been on a centuries-long detour through the pre-critical pious and 

biographical reading of the individual psalms, followed by the historical-critical agenda 

of form criticism and its attendant quest for genre-type and social location of individual 

psalms, scholarly study of the Psalter has only within the past three decades begun again 

to consider seriously the challenge of accounting for the arrangement of the Psalter as a 

whole in its canonical form within the Masoretic Text. 

 The current return to the study in earnest of the Psalter’s final form often asserts 

that the book was ultimately intended for pious meditation by the individual reader, 

concerned with the fate of the royal promises and prophecies concerning the house of 

David in a post-exilic context, and redacted into its present shape by individuals formed 

                                                 
1 Augustine, Expositions of the Psalms (The Works of Saint Augustine: A 

Translation for the 21st Century; Part 3, vol. 20;  ed. Boniface Ramsey; trans. Maria 
Boulding; Hyde Park, NY: New City Press, 2004), 508. 

I am indebted to Jaime A. Grant, The King as Exemplar: The Function of 
Deuteronomy’s Kingship Law in the Shaping of the Book of Psalms (Academia Biblica 
17; Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2004), 1, for directing me to this citation. 
Grant, in turn, acknowledges his indebtedness to the frontispiece of David C. Mitchell, 
The Message of the Psalter: An Eschatological Programme in the Book of Psalms 
(JSOTSup 252; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997) for making him aware of 
Augustine’s comment. 
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by Israel’s Wisdom traditions.  Within this gross-but-necessary overgeneralization of 

present research exist certain tentative conclusions regarding the meaning and nature of 

hr`ot and the role of Psalms 1 and 2 in introducing the Psalter as a book of hr`ot intended 

for meditation (cf. the use of hgh in Psalm 1).  While these conclusions—as well as the 

overall prevailing characterization of the nature of the final form of the Psalter—seem on 

the surface to be well founded, much of the work thus far in this area can fairly be 

characterized as limited in scope. That is, much of this present stream of research is 

dependent upon interpretations of certain key psalms and verses that otherwise ignore the 

bulk of the Psalter’s material.  This dissertation is intended to further the discussion of the 

shape of the Psalter’s final form by examining the Psalter in a more holistic fashion than 

has typically been the case. 

 
Sitz im Wissenschaft: The Present Dissertation in the Context of Modern Psalter 

Scholarship 
 

 While Augustine may well represent pre-critical awareness of and concern for the 

shape of the Psalter, modern critical scholarship has allowed (until recently) Hermann 

Gunkel’s concern for Gattung and Sitz im Leben to dominate the research agenda and 

nature of scholarly discussion.2  While form criticism—with its emphasis on individual 

                                                 
2 Mitchell Dahood, Psalms III: 101-150 (AB; Garden City, NY: Doubleday & 

Company, 1970), xxxvii-xxxviii, justifies his philological—though eccentrically so—
commentary in the Anchor Bible series on this fact. Writing in 1970, he points out that 
due to the influence of Gunkel’s research agenda “[t]he important commentaries of the 
past two generations have thus concentrated on trying to classify the individual psalms 
and to fix their place in the cult. As a result, the philological treatment of the text has 
been, generally speaking, quite perfunctory.” 
 For purposes of this dissertation, his observation that “[w]hat emerges from the 
philological approach to the text is the impression that many recent proposals regarding 
literary genus and the reconstruction of the Sitz im Leben have not been based on a 
firsthand control of the Hebrew text” is noteworthy in passing due to its implicit 
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psalms—has been the sin qua non of critical psalm scholarship for the past century, the 

matter of the significance of the Psalter as an intentional entity itself has never entirely 

disappeared within scholarship.  Gregory of Nyssa in the fourth century is a patristic 

example of a learned attempt to read the Psalter as a book.3  The medieval Jewish 

interpreter Saadiah Gaon seems to have tried to read at least parts of the Psalter in 

sequence and to have suggested that the Psalter was a book of guidance.4  In the 

nineteenth century, Franz Delitzsch saw purpose and intentionality in the arrangement of 

the Psalter.5  What the following survey and summary of twentieth century scholarship 

helps to show is that the issue was always lingering just below the surface of primary 

scholarly conversation and attention.   

 
Hermann Gunkel 

 The story of modern Psalms scholarship starts with Hermann Gunkel.  The 

practical result of Gunkel’s form critical method—both in his own work as well as in that 
                                                                                                                                                 
endorsement of the more recent line of research that seeks to take the text of the Psalter 
as a whole seriously.  The curious fact that his research leads him to argue that the 
commonly recognized group of royal psalms—a significant group in Gerald Wilson’s 
seminal studies of the Psalter’s message—ought to be enlarged requires no additional 
evaluation at this late date given that Dahood’s overall approach has failed to gain 
traction among scholars. 
 

3 Cf. Matthias Henze, “Patristic Interpretations of the Composition of the Psalter,” 
in Later Versions and Traditions (vol. 2 of Of Scribes and Sages: Early Jewish 
Interpretation and Transmission of Scripture; ed. Craig A. Evans; Library of Second 
Temple Studies 50-51; Studies in Scripture in Early Judaism and Christianity 9-10; 
London: T & T Clark, 2004), 135-147. 

 
4 Cf. Uriel Simon, Four Approaches to the Book of Psalms: From Saadiah Gaon 

to Abraham Ibn Ezra (trans. Lenn J. Schramm; SUNY Series in Judaica: Hermeneutics, 
Mysticism, and Religion; Albany: State University of New York Press, 1991), 28. 

 
5 Franz Delitzsch, Psalms (trans. Francis Bolton; Commentary on the Old 

Testament 5; Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1866-1891; repr. Peabody, MA: Hendrickson 
Publishers, 2006),11-13. 
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of his successors—was effectively to negate the final form of the Psalter from the 

scholarly agenda at the methodological level.6  By categorizing psalms based on their 

genre and their (supposed) original life-settings, the actual shape of the Psalter was 

implied to be an obstacle to understanding accurately individual psalm texts.   

 Yet while Gunkel’s heirs did not give the shape of the Psalter much 

methodological weight, Gunkel himself did devote an entire chapter to consideration of 

the matter of the collection of the Psalter in his epochal Einleitung die Psalmen.  Within 

this chapter he devoted considerable space to considering the purpose of the Psalter’s 

collection.  

 Gunkel’s analysis of the arrangement of the Psalter starts from the observation 

that the canonical text is not entirely or solely arranged on the basis of content, genre, 

authorial attribution in the superscriptions, or size; while some psalms are grouped 

together according to other superscription terminology, such arrangements are not 

                                                 
6 Hermann Gunkel and Joachim Begrich, Einleitung in die Psalmen: Die 

Gattungen der religiösen Lyrik Israels (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1933).   
The standard English translation of this work is Hermann Gunkel and Joachim 

Begrich, Introduction to Psalms: The Genres of the Religious Lyric of Israel (trans. 
James D. Nogalski; Mercer Library of Biblical Studies; Macon, GA: Mercer University 
Press, 1998).  All subsequent references and quotations will be drawn from this edition. 

It should not be overlooked, however, that it was not only Gunkel’s 
methodological presuppositions that made possible the decline of sustained and scholarly 
interest in the Psalter’s shape. In his chapter on “The Collection of Psalms” (333-348), 
Gunkel explicitly states that the question of the date of the Psalter’s collection is a more 
important issue than the “arrangement principle” (335). Thus Gunkel’s own statements 
and interests contributed to the prevailing situation throughout the bulk of twentieth 
century scholarship. 

To avoid an unsightly and ungainly cluster of footnotes in this section of 
summary and evaluation, particular pagination within Gunkel’s chapter on the Psalter’s 
collection will only be provided for direct quotations or highly significant points. 
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perfect.  Thus Gunkel concludes that “[s]imple, clear reasons for the arrangement of the 

psalms cannot be demonstrated.”7   

This conclusion leads Gunkel to summarize and evaluate the efforts of three 

particular scholars on the status questaeonis as it stood in his day.  He notes Franz 

Delitzsch’s attempts in his Psalmen Kommentar to demonstrate that the ordering of 

psalms is based on “prominent external and internal markers.”8  Gunkel finds himself 

essentially in agreement with Delitzsch when it comes to the micro-arrangement of some 

psalms, but he doubts whether the arrangement of the entire Psalter can be accounted for 

in this manner and fears the possibility of arbitrariness in such an approach. 

Gunkel also considers the work of R. Hallo and his endeavor to account for the 

Psalter’s arrangement based on “a psychological principle.”9  Gunkel uses little space in 

detailing Hallo’s position or critiquing it.  He simply points out its anachronistic 

presuppositions (noting a substantial list of texts that support his point) and concludes 

with a devastating rhetorical flourish that “Hallo’s thesis is pulled to the ground, leaving 

only the task of demonstrating in detail the amount of violence connected with the 

execution of his supposition.”10 

The third scholar noted by Gunkel is J. Dahle.  Dahle’s proposal was that the 

Psalter was arranged according to Pentateuchal themes so that during temple services 

                                                 
7 Gunkel, 334. 

 
8  Gunkel, 334. Given examples of Delitzsch’s approach, as Gunkel understood it, 

were the ordering of Psalms 50 and 51 because of their shared interest in sacrifice and 
Psalms 34 and 35 because they are unique among the psalms for their use of angels. 
 

9 Gunkel, 335. 
 
10 Gunkel, 335. 
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appropriate songs would be readily available.  Gunkel again cites the anachronistic 

assumptions of this approach (what Gunkel calls “evangelical worship service”11) and 

deems it unworthy of further critical attention. 

Gunkel’s evaluation of the Psalter and of the scholarship of his day leads him to 

conclude that the Psalter is a collection of smaller collections.12  This conception of the 

Psalter’s development guided his understanding of the closely-related-but-technically-

different question of the purpose of the Psalter.13  It is at this point that Gunkel interacts 

with Sigmund Mowinckel’s cultic approach to the Psalter.  Gunkel surmises from 

Mowinckel’s Psalmenstudien that Mowinckel affirms an exclusively cultic purpose for 

the Psalter as a whole.  Gunkel then goes on to note reasons internal to the Psalter for this 

view: some individual psalms clearly had cultic uses and purposes; the significant 

superscriptional term j~X@n~m=l undoubtedly connected psalms to the cult; and some psalms 

are attributed to the guilds of Korah and Asaph.  Gunkel responds to these points by 

reaffirming his previous assertion that the Psalter is a collection of collections: he reasons 

                                                 
11 Gunkel, 335. 

 
12 Cf. Gunkel, 343. Here, later in the discussion, Gunkel gives one of the 

significant reasons for this view of the Psalter’s collection. Specifically, in a discussion of 
the Elohistic Psalter, Gunkel notes that if the Psalter was collected as individual psalms 
(instead of collected as an edited compilation of existing collections), the presence of 
doublets (i.e., Pss. 14 = 53; Pss. 40:14-18 = 70; Pss. 58:8-12 and 60:7-14 = 108) would be 
inexplicable. 

 
13 Cf. Gunkel, 335: “One cannot recognize a unifying principle for the transmitted 

sequence, although perhaps various viewpoints are demonstrable for the combination of 
individual psalms (similarities of specific ideas, agreement of particular catchwords, 
common author, equivalent superscriptions). This result forces one to conclude that the 
book of Psalms owes its current state to a complicated process of origin. In this process, 
one must not only consider the combination of various small collections, but one must 
also consider rearrangements which took place without paying attention to the boundaries 
of the old small collections.”  
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that great care must be exercised in extrapolating from the purpose of earlier psalms or 

smaller collections to the purpose of the entire, final collection. One must differentiate 

between the poet’s intention and the collectors’ intention.  He also extrapolates from this 

rebuttal that it is illegitimate to allow a psalm’s genre to be the final arbiter of purpose in 

the final collection. 

To this rebuke of Mowinckel’s position Gunkel goes on to add an opposing 

hypothesis represented in the work of Duhm.  After an initial observation that a 

substantial number of psalms—though still a minority of the entire corpus—lack any sort 

of obvious cultic connection and thus evidence a lack of thoroughgoing cultic connection 

for the Psalter as a whole, Gunkel gives Duhm’s own work precedence.  Duhm’s view 

was that the Psalter was crafted for “edifying reading.”14  Duhm, in Gunkel’s summary, 

reasoned that a psalm such as 119 would not have been usable in a worship service—it 

was too large and unaesthetic.  Furthermore, acrostic psalms in general are best 

“appreciated by the eye, not the ear”—thus further supporting the Psalter’s literary 

purpose.15  Thus the conclusion seems to be warranted that the Psalter “was designed for 

the edification and devotions of the laity.  This collection combined more recent poems 

designed only for devotional reading with older poetry that arose in the cult, and songs 

that the cult still used.”16  

Gunkel then moves back to his own voice to point out that such a suggested 

purpose for the Psalter is also as impossible to be proven conclusively as the cultic 

                                                 
14 Gunkel, 341. 

 
15 Gunkel, 341. 

 
16 Gunkel, 341. 
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purpose.  To say that Psalm 119 or acrostic psalms in general are unsuitable for worship 

applications may be only true for modern canons of liturgy, not ancient ones.  

Significantly, Gunkel recognizes three acrostic psalms that have “liturgical-musical 

notations.”17  Thus Gunkel decides at this point that the purpose of the Psalter cannot be 

determined solely on the basis of internal evidence.   

To pursue the issue further, Gunkel then turns to the external evidence of the use 

of psalmody in the period which gave rise to the Psalter itself.  While there was 

undeniable cultic usage, there was also substantial non-cultic usage as well.  The line is 

traced from Jeremiah to the Maccabean era (through Isaiah, Deutero-Isaiah, Job, Daniel, 

Jonah, Tobit, the Psalms of Solomon, and Sirach).18  This survey shows that psalmody 

was used for non-cultic purposes over a substantial period of psalmody’s development.  

Thus Gunkel summarizes that “one is perhaps justified in accepting that the concluding 

collection of psalms be considered cultic and spiritual psalmody.”19  Still, the ultimate 

difficulty in attaining certainty with regard to the Psalter’s purpose lies in the fact that the 

Psalter was produced over time; again, Gunkel here refers to his basic assumption that the 

Psalter is a collection of collections.  

Therefore Gunkel now begins to examine those individual collections within the 

Psalter on their own merits.   He examines the Elohistic Psalter (42-83), the second 

Davidic collection (51-65 [67], 68-70 [71]), the Asaphite collection within its setting in 

                                                 
17 Gunkel, 341. 

 
18 Gunkel, 342.  Significantly, Gunkel points out that Sirach’s songs “are intended 

for the edification of the reader, [which] can be seen clearly from its context within the 
wisdom book. Everything that stands in this book is ‘insightful and understandable 
teaching’ (50:27).” 
 

19 Gunkel, 343. 
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the Elohistic Psalter (73-83), the Korahite collection within the Elohistic Psalter (42-49), 

and the Asaphite and Korahite collections on their own natures. Gunkel sees in these 

individual collections—as well as in their subsequent editing into the Elohistic Psalter—

an intended purpose within cultic usage. Gunkel also briefly looks at Psalms 90-150, 

finding only the assured presence of one collection: the Psalms of Ascents (Pss. 120-

134).  It is uncertain whether Psalms 90-150 ever served as a collection in their own right. 

For Gunkel, ultimately, the key to the Psalter’s purpose lies in the first Davidic 

collection (Pss. 3-41).  Focusing on the twelve psalms which he deems to have no explicit 

link to the cult (Pss. 7, 16, 17, 25, 26, 27, 28, 32, [33], 34, 35, 37; several of these have 

no internal evidence of cult connection either), Gunkel declares that the first Davidic 

Psalter was “compiled with the intention of creating a devotional and home book for the 

pious laity.”20  He then proceeds to defend his determination.  He finds support for his 

position in his previous survey of psalmody from Jeremiah to the Maccabean period 

where he demonstrated that poetry originally intended for the cult could be used in non-

cultic settings.  Furthermore, the vast majority of psalms in this first Davidic collection 

are of genres pertaining to the individual and thus eminently suitable for private use.  

From this suggested purpose for the first Davidic collection, Gunkel then extrapolates to 

the purpose of the entire Psalter: “[t]he possibility exists that the first Davidic collection 

was placed at the front for the same purpose which the entire psalter pursues.  

Specifically, one can observe that the first Davidic collection represents a devotional 

book and a prayer book.”21   

                                                 
20 Gunkel, 346. 

 
21 Gunkel, 348.  Significantly, it should not be overlooked that even when 

examining the other smaller collections in the Psalter (i.e., the Elohistic incorporation and 
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Thus Gunkel sees the Psalter as a whole as a book intended for private study and 

meditation.  This understanding of the Psalter’s nature is a facet of Gunkel’s work that his 

heirs largely neglected in the ensuing form critical project of the coming decades.  To be 

sure, Gunkel’s struggle with the twin poles of scholarly proposals (cultic/public vs. 

devotional/private) for the Psalter’s purpose highlights the complicated issue of defining 

the nature of the Psalter’s final form.  As Gunkel himself noted, “[d]eriving an 

incontrovertible verdict concerning the goal of the Psalter is thus so difficult because it 

was not compiled in a single act according to the plans of a single author.”22  As was 

noted earlier, the intentions of the authors and the collectors of the Psalter may well be 

two different things.  One point that should come out of this struggle is that, contrary 

even to some current opponents of the “Psalter-as-a-book” approach, such an approach is 

legitimate because clearly for at least some of the Psalter’s collectors and for at least 

some of the Psalter’s users, this was (and still is, in some circles) the point and purpose of 

the Psalter. In both ancient and modern times different groups use the Psalter liturgically 

or devotionally or in both ways. 

 
Sigmund Mowinckel 

 Gunkel’s criticism of Mowinckel’s cultic Sitz for the Psalter as a whole was based 

on Gunkel’s reading of Psalmenstudien.  Mowinckel’s later work Offersang og sangoffer 

                                                                                                                                                 
editing of Asaphite, Korahite and second Davidic collections) to which Gunkel had 
attributed cultic purposes, he still notes the non-cultic application of the materials. 
Specifically, of the second Davidic collection, Gunkel notes that large number of non-
cultic psalms (51, [52], 54, 55, 56, 57, 59, 61, 62, 63, 64, 69, 70, 71) in this collection had 
biographical notes that suggest non-cultic situations in which these songs would have 
been sung. Thus individual persons would have access to relevant and meaningful 
psalmody in their own personal situations. Cf. Ibid., 345. 
 

22 Gunkel, 342. 
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devoted separate chapters to the Psalter’s collection as well as to the issue of the Psalter’s 

purpose.23   

 Like Gunkel, Mowinckel sees the Psalter as a collection of collections.  The first 

Davidic Psalter (Pss. 3-41) is relatively straightforward. It ends with a doxology and may 

have been placed first in the Psalter’s final form because of the prominence of the figure 

of David in the development of Israel’s psalmody.   

The Elohistic Psalter (Pss. 42-83) is itself a collection of collections, consisting as 

it does of the Korahite psalms (Pss. 42-49), the second Davidic Psalter (Pss. 51-72), the 

Asaphite Psalter (Pss. 73-78), and a second, small Korahite collection (Pss. 84-89).  

Mowinckel sees the editorial replacement of Yahweh with elohim in this collection as a 

sign of the collection’s cultic usage in that in the post-exilic period worshippers refrained 

from pronouncing the divine name; furthermore, Mowinckel saw in Chronicles an 

example of how elohim was substituted for Yahweh in the cult before the later use of 

adonai became typical.  The Korahite Psalter was arranged according to the technical 

terms for “types.”  The second Davidic Psalter was also generally arranged according to 

form and included an explicit conclusion in Psalm 72:20.  The Asaphite Psalm 50 was 

likely separated from the larger Asaphite collection due to its shared interest in sacrifice 

and worship with Psalm 51.  The final, small, second Korahite collection includes the 

Davidic Psalm 86. 

                                                 
23 Sigmund Mowinckel, Offersang og sangoffer (Oslo: Aschehoug, 1951).  The 

specific edition of the standard English translation (by Ap-Thomas) to which this 
dissertation will refer is Sigmund Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel’s Worship (trans. D. 
R. Ap-Thomas; 2 vols. in 1; The Biblical Resource Series; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
2004). As with the previous section on Gunkel, footnotes to precise references will only 
be given for direct quotes and particularly significant points. 
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As for Psalms 90-150, Mowinckel finds several groupings which may or may not 

have been originally independent collections themselves.  The first collection he singles 

out is the “songs for the procession” (Pss. 120-134) which he suggests were originally 

used “at the festival of harvest and tabernacles.”24  This collection, together with Psalms 

135-136, were called “the Great Hallel” and may have been originally all in the same 

collection.  The Enthronement Psalms—which Mowinckel enumerates as Psalms 93, 95-

99 (100)—could possibly have been another collection, potentially used at a national 

enthronement festival.  The “Hallel” or “Egyptian Hallel” consisted of Psalms 113-118 

and probably had its origins in the public Passover rituals.  Also called the “Hallel” group 

was Psalms 146-150, a group that “was arranged for use at the festival of harvest and new 

year (tabernacles).”25  The “hallelujah psalms” of 105-107 may also have been an 

originally separate collection in Mowinckel’s estimation.  As for the entire section—

Psalms 90-150—it is not known whether the section ever existed on its own or whether 

the various collections within were merely gradually appended to Psalms 2-89. 

This last point brings up the issue of how the Psalter may have been collected into 

its final form, a subject to which Mowinckel turns.  He suggests that the process started 

when smaller collections began to form: the first Davidic Psalter, the second Davidic 

Psalter, the Korahite Psalter, and the Asaphite Psalter.  Out of the second Davidic Psalter, 

the Korahite Psalter, and the Asaphite Psalter was then developed the Elohistic Psalter. 

Psalms 84-89 came to the Elohistic Psalter at this point or at the next stage of the 

Psalter’s development when the first Davidic Psalter and the Elohistic Psalter were 

combined.  To balance out the concluding royal Psalm 89, Psalm 2 was added to the 
                                                 

24 Mowinckel, Psalms in Israel’s Worship, 2:195. 
 

25 Mowinckel, Psalms in Israel’s Worship, 2:196. 
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growing Psalter.  At this point, Psalms 2-89 was slowly supplemented with various other 

collections: the enthronement psalms, the Psalms of Ascents, the various Hallels.  With 

the Psalter’s final redaction, Psalm 1 was added to serve essentially as a prologue for the 

final version.  

The rationale behind the various collections and groupings remains obscure 

through the unfolding of the process described above.  Mowinckel notes that “[n]o clear 

principles governing the arrangement of the single psalms within the smaller collections 

can be demonstrated.”26  He is aware of the efforts of other scholars to ascertain such 

principles as he footnotes his awareness of the works of Hengstenberg, Hitzig, Delitzsch, 

Bentzen, Köster, Jacob, Dahse, Snaith, and Niemeyer.  He apparently does not find any 

of these works convincing. He does, however, allow that the various collections formed 

around such critieria as “common origin” among temple singers, authorship (the Davidic 

Psalters), cultic notations (maschils, michtams), “literary type” (the Psalms of Ascents 

and the Enthronement Psalms), or “catch-words” (the Hallel collections).  While the 

arrangement of the various collections within the Psalter was the product of the slow 

joining of groups into larger collections, the first Davidic Psalter was intentionally placed 

first given David’s identification with the development of Israel’s psalmody.  The 

division of the Psalter into five books—which Mowinckel says is possibly related to the 

Pentateuch’s shape—came later after the essential completion of the Psalter itself.  As for 

the concluding doxologies between the books that are found at Psalm 41:14; 72:18ff.; 

89:53; and 106:48, they were original to the psalms themselves, a holdover from their 

cultic Sitz.  Mowinckel derives this view from his study of 1 Chronicles 16:36.  These 

                                                 
26 Mowinckel, Psalms in Israel’s Worship, 2:196. 
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psalms were then placed where they were within their original smaller collections 

because they already had doxologies within them. Thus the doxologies only later came to 

be  

taken to be intended divisions and concluding doxologies between ‘the books’, 
and then Ps. 150 might be looked upon as the concluding doxology of the fifth 
section, and of the whole Psalter. Originally, as we have said, these doxologies 
had nothing to do with the collection, neither with the earlier smaller collections, 
nor with the composition of the Psalter as a whole.27 
 
In the first lines of his chapter on the Psalter’s purpose, Mowinckel admits the 

merit of previous objections that the individual cultic use of certain psalms does not 

necessarily lead to the conclusion that the entire Psalter was “the hymnbook of the second 

temple.”  Thus Mowinckel suggests the following wording as the thesis to be tested: 

“there came a time when every psalm used in the temple service had to be from the 

Psalter.”28  This careful sentence allowed Mowinckel to account for the twin realities that 

after a certain point in time all temple liturgy had to be taken from the Psalter (thus a new 

festival such as Hannukah required a reinterpretation of Psalm 30 rather than a new 

composition) while also admitting that some psalms in the Psalter—such as 1, 111, 112— 

were unlikely to have ever had a cultic function (though such is not entirely impossible).  

Therefore Mowinckel approaches the question of the Psalter’s purpose by inquiring into 

the purpose of the smaller collections from which the Psalter was composed.  Many of 

the collections had manifest cultic purpose: the Asaphite and Korahite collections were 

liturgical collections, the second Davidic Psalter had the repeated superscription! j~X@n~m=l^ 

that connected its contents with the cult, the Elohistic Psalter was collected from 

                                                 
27 Mowinckel, Psalms in Israel’s Worship, 2:197. 

 
28 Mowinckel, Psalms in Israel’s Worship, 2:202. 
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liturgically used smaller collections and edited so as to be suitable for worship in a more 

scrupulous environment vis-à-vis the divine name, and the Psalms of Ascents, 

Enthronement Psalms, and various Hallel collections all are tied to specific public 

festivals.  The first Davidic Psalter, however, is different; a number of the psalms—such 

as 25, 34, 37, and 49—are of “the later private psalmography.”29  Books 4 and 5 of the 

Psalter share in this same character so that the entire final collection must be received in 

light of these learned psalms. Thus Mowinckel admits that the first Davidic Psalter and 

Books 4 and 5 “cannot without more ado be designated song-books for temple worship, 

collected for that purpose.”30 

Mowinckel seems, then, to view the forces behind the first Davidic collection—

ultimately the entire Psalter—as being essentially the same.  The learned wise were the 

ones who most likely assembled both the first Davidic collection and the final Psalter out 

of older cultic materials along with learned wisdom psalmography.  Mowinckel steers a 

middle course between the two typical poles used to understand the Psalter’s purpose: 

that the Psalter was a compilation for the sake of the temple cult (the tradition was 

probably already settled as to which songs were to be used and when) and that the Psalter 

was collected “for private edification” of the common public (commoners could not 

read). While both poles have a modicum of truth to them,  

the leitmotif was the theological and religious interest of the learned in sacred 
traditions of an authoritative character.  We may put it in this way: the learned 
‘traditionalists’ wanted to collect and keep whatever they could find of sacred 
inspired poetry from the time of the fathers; it was sacred just because it was 
supposed to derive from ‘the wise of the past’ and to have been used in the cult 

                                                 
29 Mowinckel, Psalms in Israel’s Worship, 2:203. Mowinckel footnotes the idea of 

learned psalmography by pointing to his earlier chapter on “The Learned Psalmography” 
(2:104-125).   
 

30 Mowinckel, 2:203. 
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ever since the days of ‘David’. Being ancient, sacred poetry it ought to have its 
place in the temple service and serve as a pattern for the prayers of the pious, or 
even be used as models for prayers in the wisdom schools and in the private 
devotions of the individual pious—i.e. learned—person.31 
 

Thus Mowinckel sees the Psalter’s purpose was “both/and” rather than “either/or.”  Cult 

came in later times to be regarded among the Jewish learned as both public worship and 

private devotion.  Furthermore, to the wise, the poems of the Psalter were capable of 

providing “instruction—exhortation, admonition, chastisement, comfort—for the 

religious life.”32  Those responsible for the final form of the Psalter did not see the cult as 

a major factor in the poetry’s use or significance.  Still, as was previously mentioned in 

Mowinckel’s thesis statement for his chapter on this topic, the authority and age of the 

collection(s) naturally led to the poems of the Psalter being reused and reinterpreted as 

new feasts and events developed that required cultic support.  Going further, some psalms 

would have been modified with cultic additions made necessary by the reuse and 

reinterpretation of material in new situations, thus, in a sense, making the book of Psalms 

the unique liturgical sourcebook for the cult.33 On the other side of things, psalms that 

had originally been composed as private and learned psalmography would have been 

occasionally adopted for cultic purposes under the influence of the originally cultic 

                                                 
31 Mowinckel, Psalms in Israel’s Worship, 2:204. 

 
32 Mowinckel, Psalms in Israel’s Worship, 2:205. 
 
33 Mowinckel’s evidence for this point is his perceived alteration of “I-psalms” 

such as Pss. 25:22; 34:23; 131:3 so that they could be used communally of “Israel.” Thus 
the final social function of the Psalter may not have ultimately matched the final 
collector’s purpose.  Cf. 2:206. 
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material.34  Thus Mowinckel still seems to see a largely cultic function—if not 

intentional purpose—for the final form of the Psalter. 

                                                

 
Claus Westermann 

 The starting point for Claus Westermann’s brief treatment of the shape of the 

Psalter—given in a nine page chapter (titled “The Formation of the Psalter”) near the 

very end of his Praise and Lament in the Psalms—is his dissatisfaction with the scholarly 

consensus of the time that the Psalter was shaped by “purely formal criteria” and that the 

relationship behind Psalter-shape and psalm content was an impossible topic.35  

According to Westermann, form-critical methodology in the abstract had the ability 

eventually to arrive at an examination of the topic. In Westermann’s reading of Gunkel, 

however, Gunkel’s preemptive nullification of the question in his Introduction (as well as 

Gunkel’s Psalms commentary’s indifference to the matter) removed this issue from 

Psalter scholarship’s agenda.36 Westermann’s desire, then, is to reintroduce the question 

of the relationship between form, content, and shaping in the final form of the Psalter.   

 Westermann’s goad to burst the bubble of the (then) prevailing consensus is his 

observation that both the canonical book of Lamentations as well as the Hodayoth of 

Qumran provide two ancient examples of lyrical material arranged by content.  These 

examples lead him to ask the question of whether the Psalter could likewise demonstrate 
 

34 As an example of this phenomenon, Mowinckel cites the originally non-
liturgical Psalms 49 and 127 as they later came to have cultic superscriptions attached to 
them. Cf. 2:205. 
 

35 Claus Westermann, Praise and Lament in the Psalms (trans. Keith R. Crim and 
Richard N. Soulen; Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1981), 250-258. Additional footnotes in 
this section will only be given for direct quotes and highly significant points. 

 
36 To substantiate this claim, Westermann, 252, includes a block quote from 

Gunkel’s chapter on “The Collection of Psalms” in the Introduction.   
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arrangement by content as well, at least within some of the larger collections that make 

up the Psalter’s whole. What seems, at least in part, to lie behind Westermann’s attraction 

to this question is his sustained attention to the nuances of psalmic content as opposed to 

the more mechanical approach to form-critical genres.37 

 At this point Westermann launches into a concise and general overview of his 

understanding of the Psalter’s arrangement vis-à-vis its content.38  His purpose in such a 

passing summary is simply to show that the question of the relationship of the Psalter’s 

arrangement and its content has been too quickly and too simplistically answered by 

scholarship up to that point in time.  His summary combines recognition of more formal 

characteristics (such as the use of “authorial” superscriptions) with more subtle content 

groupings in a way that more recent research has more thoroughly developed. 

 Westermann’s starting point in his overview are the Psalms of Ascents (Pss. 120-

134), which he notes are universally agreed to be a previously independent collection.  

Given that this formerly independent collection immediately follows the unique Psalm 

119, and that Psalm 1—like Psalm 119—also focuses on Torah, Westermann suggests an 

early Psalter that runs from Psalms 1-119.  The Psalms of Ascents would be a sign of 

                                                 
37 This observation can be verified from Westermann, 250, f.n. 2, where, having 

classified the poems of Lamentations as five communal laments in the body of the text, 
he then reasons that “[o]ne can say this, even if the style of the ancient lament of the 
people is no longer strictly preserved, and even if Lam. 3 constitutes the joining together 
of an LI [Individual Lament] and an LP [Lament of the People].” 
 

38 It is noteworthy that the basic shape of the Psalter that Westermann here 
sketches has been the basic schema followed by Psalter scholarship, especially after the 
advent of Gerald Wilson’s dissertation.  The exceptions to this observation that should be 
noted are that scholars have not generally followed Westermann’s suggestion that 
originally there was a collection that ran from Psalm 1 to Psalm 119, as well as the role of 
Psalm 150 (and Psalms 146-149, by extension) as a conclusion for Book 5 (many 
scholars hold that Psalms 146-150 serve as a concluding doxology for the Psalter as a 
whole). 
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later collections being added to this prior Psalter. Such an inclusion of psalms praising 

Torah is understood to demonstrate a stage in the Psalter’s development when cultic 

function had receded into the background and a Torah-oriented approach dominated: the 

poems of the book had “become the word of God which is read, studied, and meditated 

upon.”39 

 Westermann then proceeds to examine the shape of the Psalter from the 

beginning. Psalms 3-41 form an obvious Davidic collection, a collection highlighted by 

the doxology at the end of Psalm 41 that serves to close Book 1 of the Psalter. Yet this 

collection’s existence is confirmed not just by the concluding doxology or the obvious 

ubiquity of Davidic superscriptions; rather, all of the psalms (with the exceptions of 

Psalms 19, 24, and 33) are psalms of the individual, with laments being the 

preponderance of the collection.  

The Elohistic Psalter (Pss. 42-83) is the next section to be examined.  

Westermann considers the collections behind the Elohistic redaction and again sees 

content-based groups.  Within the Psalms of Korah (Pss. 42-49), Psalms 44-48 are all 

communal psalms framed by Psalms 42-43 and 49.  The Davidic Psalms 51-72 stand 

between this Korah collection and the Asaph collection (Pss. 73-83).  These Davidic 

psalms are like the first Davidic collection with regards to content: they are almost 

exclusively individual.  Furthermore, the fact that Book 2 concluded at the boundary of 

this second Davidic collection again indicates its independent significance.  The Asaphite 

collection parallels the Korahite collection in that the communal Psalms 74-82 are framed 

by the different Psalms 73 and 83.  Westermann considers it noteworthy that nearly all 
                                                 

39 Westermann, 253.  Westermann’s own footnote 9 to this sentence links this 
observation to his understanding of Psalm 1. 
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the communal laments of the Psalter are found in the Korahite and Asaphite collections.  

Thus the basic structure of the Elohistic Psalter is two groups of predominately 

communal psalms bracketing the primarily individual-oriented second Davidic Psalter.  

Psalms 84-88 (with the exception of Ps. 86) are seen as an appendix of Korahite psalms 

that continue the pattern of being primarily communal. The royal Psalm 89 concludes 

Book 3.  Significantly, a pattern emerges: two primary collections (Pss. 3-41 and 42-

83+84-88) bookended by the royal Psalms 2 and 89. 

While the first half of the Psalter contains more and larger collections, the second 

half of the Psalter tends to have more individual psalms.40  Furthermore, the collections 

that do exist in the second half are the only substantial collections of psalms of praise to 

be found in the Psalter.  Psalms 93-99 (with Psalm 100 serving as a concluding doxology) 

are concerned with Yahweh’s kingship.  Other groups of praise psalms include Psalms 

103-107 and 111-118 (Pss. 135-136 may have originally been part of this group as well).  

The Psalms of Ascents (Pss. 120-134) are an originally independent and homogenous 

collection that was added to the hypothesized originally Psalter (Pss. 1-119).  They are 

primarily communal and concerned with worship, even if they are not formally psalms of 

praise; the intentional nature of their collection is seen in the conversion of Psalms 130-

131—originally of the individual—into communal psalms.  Psalms 134 serves as the 

collection’s doxology.  Psalms 140-143 are a unified collection: they are all laments of 

the individual that share the same superscription.  Psalms 146-150 are a unified collection 

of psalms of praise, with Psalm 150 serving as the concluding doxology for Book 5 of the 

Psalter.   

                                                 
40 Westermann buried this significant observation in footnote 17 on page 256. 
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Westermann concludes from his survey that there were two basic rationales 

recognized by the tradents who assembled the Psalter: psalms of the individual and 

psalms of the community on the one hand, and psalms of lament and psalms of praise on 

the other.  The Psalter as a whole moves from the dominance of lament at its beginning 

toward praise at its end.  Within this overall framework, the royal psalms were inserted in 

various collections and locations, Psalms 2 and 89 notably forming a frame around the 

first Davidic collection and Elohistic Psalter.  Westermann sees this (re)use of the royal 

psalms developing after they had come to be understood messianically. 

 
Brevard S. Childs 

 Brevard Childs’ contribution to Psalter studies can best be understood within the 

larger context of his overall scholarly agenda.41  His 1964 article “Interpretation in Faith: 

The Theological Responsibility of an Old Testament Commentary” presents his critique 

of what he sees to be the fundamental deficiency of Stendahl’s dominant “two-step” 

approach to Old Testament theology,42 even with the beneficial, then-recent work of 

Gerhard von Rad and his recognition of the confessional Heilsgeschichte inherent in the 

Old Testament.43  Childs’ contention is that the problem lies in modern scholarship’s 

                                                 
41 For an overall summary and response to Childs’ larger hermeneutical project, 

see Paul R. Noble, The Canonical Approach: A Critical Reconstruction of Brevard S. 
Childs (Biblical Interpretation Series 16; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1995). 

 
42 I.e., that modern biblical study is distinguished from previous eras by its 

orientation toward objective description.  Thus modern theology’s purpose is to describe 
in historical terms what ancient Israel believed.  Reflection on the content of that belief 
comes only after this prior historical description of said content.  This hermeneutic has 
been on occasion referred to as “what it meant/what it means.” 
 

43 Brevard S. Childs, “Interpretation in Faith: The Theological Responsibility of 
an Old Testament Commentary,” Int 18 (1964): 432-449. 
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understanding of the descriptive task itself: treating the biblical text as a source from 

which to do objective historical work predisposes the nature of what will be found in the 

text.  In other words, the method assumes the results.  In Childs’ view, the commentaries 

of Luther and Calvin prove his point—these works were the result of an approach that 

started not from purely historical criteria, but from the assumption that in the text the 

voice of God could be discerned.  It is Childs’ contention that in this perspective faith is 

absolutely necessary to move from describing the text’s contents to the substance thus 

described.44  To protect such an approach from descending into the pitfalls of pre-critical 

dogmatism, Childs insists that this “framework of faith” must not be subjected to “any 

theories of sacred language or sacred text which restrict the full freedom of the exegesis 

and destroy the grounds of precise textual description.”45  Childs’ “framework of faith” is 

a basic pillar on which he builds his call to interpret biblical texts in light of the canon.46 

                                                 
44 Cf. Brevard S. Childs, “The Struggle for God’s Righteousness in the Psalter,” 

in Christ in Our Place: The Humanity of God in Christ for the Reconciliation of the 
World (ed. Trevor A. Hart and Daniel P. Thimell; Princeton Theological Monograph 
Series 25; Allison Park, PA: Pickwick Publications, 1989), 255-264, for a study of the 
history of interpretation of the so-called imprecatory psalms that explicitly underscores 
the need to interpret “substance” of a text and not just its history or original social setting. 
 

45 Childs, “Interpretation in Faith,” 439. 
 

46 It is significant that one of Childs’ early attempts to demonstrate his canonical 
methodology used Psalm 8—“Psalm 8 in the Context of the Christian Canon,” Int 23 
(1969): 20-31.  His concern is to explore how texts can move from their historical 
function to a new function in the life of Christian faith (and literature).  His use of a 
psalm to explore this theological issue implies the facility of psalmic material to be 
reappropriated into different historical and literary contexts.  This insight is important for 
underscoring the legitimacy of reading the Psalter as a book.  
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 Childs first approaches the issue of how to study the Psalter itself in a 1976 

essay.47  His purpose in the essay is to advocate for a change from the dominant 

approaches to Psalter study: Gunkel’s form-critical approach and its emphasis on literary 

forms and social backgrounds; Mowinckel’s socio-cultic approach and its speculative 

setting; and the comparative philological approach, with its interest in recovering the 

Vorlage and fascination with the forms of early Hebrew poetry.  These approaches share 

an assumption that older is better and denigrate later Hebrew poetry (and by implication 

the final form of the Psalter itself) as inferior to original forms, settings, and language. 

Childs asserts that synchronic study is as legitimate as diachronic methods, and that the 

discovery of the Qumran materials demonstrates that the late period of Jewish psalmody 

has an integrity, legitimacy, and creativity all its own.  Thus he suggests four crucial 

areas necessary for a new view of the Psalter.  The first is the need to take the final form 

of the Psalter seriously—he notes Westermann’s observation that the Psalter moves the 

material from a cultic setting to a textual one intended for meditation.  The second is the 

concept of canon and the corollary fixation of the text.  The third is the concept of “inner 

biblical exegesis” where new situations are understood and processed by the community 

through the use of older material.  Childs links this phenomenon as part of the canonical 

affect where certain parts of the canon were becoming fixed and authoritative.  The 

fourth area is the psalm titles.  Here, Childs notes that despite their lateness, the titles 

provide evidence of how the Psalter in its ultimate shape was editorially understood. 

                                                 
47 Brevard S. Childs, “Reflections on the Modern Study of the Psalms,” in 

Magnalia Dei, The Mighty Acts of God: Essays on the Bible and Archaeology in Memory 
of G. Ernest Wright (ed. Frank Moore Cross, Werner E. Lemke, and Patrick D. Miller, 
Jr.; Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1976), 377-388. 
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 Childs further develops his concerns about the Psalter’s final form in his chapter 

on the Psalms in Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture.48  His concern is the 

theological problem created by the historical-critical method’s tendency to separate the 

biblical text from the traditional uses of the church and synagogue.  Thus he makes his 

call to take the canon into account in the interpretation of Scripture.  Applying this call to 

the Psalter, Childs’ asks, “In what way does the final editing of the Psalter testify as to 

how the collectors understood the canonical material to function for the community of 

faith?”49   

In his answer to his own question, Childs outlines areas that have become 

significant in current research on the final form.  He notes the import of Psalm 1—as well 

as its ambiguous relationship to Psalm 2—as the Psalter’s introduction: the original 

functions of this material are being replaced by a new one.  This new function is further 

implied in the anthological style of the Psalter where older material is reused for new 

purposes (cf. Childs’ example of Ps. 108 and its relationship to Pss. 57 and 60).  Because 

the cultic context was no longer dominant, the words of scripture—now important and 

authoritative in their own right—could be used for new purposes.  The royal psalms as a 

genre also become significant: unlike other genres which often appear in relatively 

homogenous collections, the royal psalms are scattered throughout the Psalter.  Childs 

suggests that their canonical location reinterprets the royal psalms so that they now 

convey an eschatological messianic hope instead of their original message about a human 

king derived from their original setting.  Furthermore, Childs notes that overall the 

                                                 
48 Brevard S. Childs, Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture 

(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1979), 504-525. 
 

49 Childs, Introduction, 512-513. 
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canonical Psalter has an eschatological thrust that places it in continuity with the Jewish 

prophets in anticipating the advent of divine kingship.  The Psalter’s final form also 

changes the “I” of the Psalter (traditionally understood as an individual) to a 

representative communal voice.  As for the psalm titles, they serve to show the redactors’ 

hermeneutical move to make the Psalter applicable to people’s contemporary life-settings 

outside of the cult and original historical contexts.  This move becomes particularly clear 

in how David is shown not as king but as representative human.50 

 
Gerald H. Wilson 

The singular contributions of Gerald H. Wilson to the study of the shape of the 

final form of the Psalter grow from the ground plowed by the previous work of Childs 

and Westermann.51  Wilson purposefully sees his work as challenging the 

Gunkel/Mowinckel complex that has dominated study of the Psalter with its assumption 

                                                 
50 For more on Childs’ views of the development of the historical psalms titles 

(specifically, the thirteen psalms titles linking concrete events from David’s life to the 
psalm setting), see his “Psalm Titles and Midrashic Exegesis” JSS 16 (1971): 137-150.  
Childs’ conclusion is that these titles do not derive from independent historical tradition, 
but originate in exegetical activity that linked the apparent situation of the psalmist and 
events in David’s life. This “proto-midrashic” exegetical work was probably carried out 
by some late scribal school with pietist impulses.  Childs concludes that such a method 
“serves to admonish the interpreter of the continual demand for close, rigorous study of 
the text, while at the same time reminding him that he brings to the text his own 
historically conditioned perspective which should not be denied.” 
 For Childs’ brief expansion of this proto-midrashic exegetical practice to the Old 
Testament more generally, see “Midrash and the Old Testament” in Understanding the 
Sacred Text: Essays in Honor of Morton S. Enslin on the Hebrew Bible and Christian 
Beginnings (ed. John Reumann; Valley Forge, PA: Judson Press, 1972), 47-59. 
 

51 Gerald H. Wilson, “The Structure of the Psalter,” in Interpreting the Psalms: 
Issues and Approaches (ed. David Firth and Philip S. Johnston; Downers Grove, IL: IVP, 
2005), 229. 
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that there is no editorial purpose or meaning in the arrangement and form of the Psalter.52  

His contributions begin with his 1981 Yale dissertation and continue in a substantial 

series of articles and essays that continue to develop the basic ideas first recorded in that 

dissertation.53  Just before his untimely death, Wilson published two recent articles that 

succinctly summarize his view of the Psalter54 and respond to some of the most common 

criticisms of his proposal.55   

 Wilson treats the Psalter in two parts: Books 1-3 (Pss. 2-41, 42-72, 73-89 

respectively [Psalm 1 is an introduction to the Psalter and thus a late addition in Wilson’s 

view]).  Each of these parts utilizes different editorial techniques to indicate purposeful 

arrangement.56  In Books 1-3, the focus of editorial technique is on superscriptions.57  

Changes in authorial attribution are used to mark breaking points in the Psalter, primarily 

at the seams between the books; the lack of use of this technique is all the more glaring in 

Books 4-5.  The other editorial technique involving the superscriptions and unique to 

Books 1-3 involves the ancient genre designations: these are used to soften the transitions 

                                                 
52 Gerald H. Wilson, “Evidence of Editorial Division in the Hebrew Psalter,” VT 

34 (1984): 337. 
 

53 Gerald H. Wilson, The Editing of the Hebrew Psalter (SBLDS 76; Chico, CA: 
Scholars Press, 1985).  Wilson’s dissertation was not published until after the first of his 
articles based on his doctoral work had been published in 1983, thus superficially 
appearing to postdate the earliest articles he produced. 
 

54 Wilson, “Structure.” 
 

55 Gerald H. Wilson, “King, Messiah, and the Reign of God: Revisiting the Royal 
Psalms and the Shape of the Psalter,” in The Book of Psalms: Composition and Reception 
(ed. Peter W. Flint and Patrick D. Miller; VTSup 99; Leiden: Brill, 2005), 391-406. 
 

56 Wilson, “Evidence of Editorial Division.” 
 
57 For an accounting of the “untitled” psalms, cf. Gerald H. Wilson, “The Use of 

‘Untitled’ Psalms in the Hebrew Psalter,” ZAW 97 (1985): 404-413. 
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between groups of psalms.58  Editorial intention in Books 4-5 is accomplished by 

different means—an obvious necessity given the paucity of authorial attribution or 

superscriptions in general in them with the notable exception of the so-called Psalms of 

Ascents (Pss. 120-134).  Here, using technique similarly used in Mesopotamian literature 

as well as the Qumran Psalms Scroll (11QPsa), the Psalter marks the ends of sections in 

these books with groups of hy-wllh psalms (Pss. 104-106; 111-117; 134/135; 146-150).  

To indicate the opening of sections, as can be seen in the individual psalms immediately 

following the first three hy-wllh groups noted above, wdwh psalms are used.   

 Because there is a legitimate sense in which the Psalter is a collection of 

collections, Wilson suggests that editorial shaping is most likely to take place and to be 

observed best at the “seams” between the collections.59  The use of particular psalms at 

the seams helps to create an editorial framework that conveys interpretive guidance.60  

What becomes immediately noticeable upon examination is that Psalms 2, 72, and 89 are 

                                                 
58 I.e., where changes of authorship within a book are necessary due to the 

constraints of the material, but the usual implication of disjuncture by such a change (as 
at a change from one book to another) is to be avoided, a common genre term will occur 
in superscriptions through the division.  For instance, in Psalms 82-85, authorial 
attribution changes from Asaphite to Qorahite, but because this transition is within Book 
3 and no disjuncture is intended, the psalms are bound together by the common genre 
marker romz+m!.  
 Cf. Wilson, “Evidence of Editorial Division,” 348, where Wilson notes that at the 
division between Books 1-2 (which contain the first and second Davidic Psalters and are 
generally considered an editorially intentional unity on the basis of Psalm 72:20), the 
disjuncture between the books is indicated by the change in authorship and genre 
between Psalms 41 and 42, while the desired connection is implied by the continuation 
across the book division of j~X@n~m=l^ in the superscriptions of Psalms 39-47. 
 

59 Gerald H. Wilson, “The Shape of the Book of Psalms,” Int 46 (1992): 134. 
 
60 Gerald H. Wilson, “Shaping the Psalter: A Consideration of Editorial Linkage 

in the Book of Psalms,” in The Shape and Shaping of the Psalter (ed. J. Clinton McCann, 
JSOTSup 159; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1993), 76. 
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all royal psalms and all sit at the seams between books (the seam between Books 1 and 2 

not being significant as they probably came to be viewed as a unified Davidic collection 

early on).61  The sequencing of these psalms creates a narrative progression moving from 

delight and assurance in the royal Davidic covenant to deep lament over the apparent 

failure of that covenant in the exile.  Books 4-5 then serve to answer this theological 

crisis by extolling and praising the kingship of YHWH in the place of the failed human, 

Davidic kingship.  The royal covenantal frame of Books 1-3 is extended into the last third 

of the Psalter by the placement of Psalm 144 which, with its emphasis on YHWH’s 

kingship, well balances the opening royal Psalm 2 and further strengthens the Psalter’s 

larger move from lament over failed human kingship to praise for invincible (and even 

messianic) divine kingship (notice the shared “wisdom blessing” at 2:12 and 144:15).62  

Books 4-5 parallel the royal covenantal frame inherent in Books 1-3 with their own 

wisdom frame and seen by the placement of Psalms 90-91, 107, and 145. As the frame 

from Books 1-3 was extended forward with Psalm 144, the wisdom frame of Books 4-5 is 

extended backward with the placement of Psalms 1 and 73.  Thus wisdom has the last 

word in the Psalter, forming an inclusio around the final form of Psalms 1-145 which is 

then concluded with an appropriate doxology (Pss. 146-150). 

 In Wilson’s view, the Qumran Psalms Scroll (11QPsa) provides potential evidence 

concerning how the Psalter’s final form developed.  Wilson interprets this material as 

providing historical evidence that parallels his suggested two-stage development (Books 

                                                 
61 Gerald H. Wilson, “The Use of Royal Psalms at the ‘Seams’” of the Hebrew 

Psalter,” JSOT 35 (1986): 85-94. 
 
62 For what follows regarding the royal covenantal and wisdom frames in the 

Psalter’s final form, cf. Wilson, “Shaping the Psalter,” 77-82. 
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1-3, 4-5) of the final form of the Psalter described in literary terms above.  Wilson is 

cognizant of the difficulty in conclusively discerning whether the Qumran materials 

portray a “deviation from a canonical form or represent a stage final to the fixed form or 

a different Psalter tradition.”63  What does seem more certain to Wilson is that the high 

degree of correlation between the MT and the Qumran Psalter in Books 1-3, coupled with 

the substantial differences in Books 4-5, support James A. Sanders’ thesis of a gradual, 

sequential stabilization of the canonical Psalter.  The Qumran materials may then 

represent a period in which Books 4-5 had not been stabilized in their editorially 

intentional final form.  In comparing the evidence for and significance of editorial 

strategies in the MT Psalter and the Qumran Psalter, Wilson notes that what is not 

included is as important as what is included: this point flows from the observation that 

MT does not include certain “apocryphal” psalms found at Qumran, while Qumran does 

not include the same psalms at the seams of well-defined books which are so significant 

for Wilson’s reading of the final form of the MT Psalter.  The result is that instead of 

sharing an emphasis on the kingship of YHWH like the MT Psalter, the Qumran Psalter 

depicts “the lamentable situation of Jerusalem and the need for divine deliverance.”64 

 Furthermore, the Qumran materials have allowed Wilson to develop a proposal 

regarding the original social setting of the final form of the Psalter that correlates with his 

use of the Qumran materials to support the possibility of Books 4-5 being unsettled in 

                                                 
63 Gerald H. Wilson, “The Qumran Psalms Manuscripts and the Consecutive 

Arrangement of Psalms in the Hebrew Psalter,” CBQ 45 (1983): 388. 
 

64 Gerald H. Wilson, “The Qumran Psalms Scroll (11QPsa) and the Canonical 
Psalter,” CBQ 59 (1997): 463. 
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form and content until relatively late.65  Specifically, Wilson suggests that in the 

aftermath of the Jewish war with Rome (66-70 BCE), the Yavneh assembly’s work—

shifting authority from priests to sages, re-interpreting messianic ideals into pacifist 

forms centered on divine intervention rather than human militarism, replacing the 

destroyed Temple cult with a piety of prayer, study and meditation on Torah, and shaping 

the Writings of the Hebrew canon—meshes well with the shape of the final form of the 

MT Psalter.  The emphasis of Books 1-3 on the Davidic monarchy which could easily 

encourage nationalistic zealotry needed to be adapted to the new, post-70 situation.  The 

addition of Books 4-5 would have aided in the shift from public performance to private 

meditation, supported Yavneh’s emphasis on written and oral Torah as the center and 

source of life, and through the influence of Mosaic motifs (especially in Book 4) 

supported the return of national, ethnic, and cultural identity to Torah instead of 

monarchy. As Wilson explains in another article, 

While this viewpoint (and the final shape of the Psalter) may have grown out of 
pragmatic realism in the face of Roman domination and military superiority and 
the futility of Zealot resistance, the result is a Psalter cut off from specific 
nationalistic hopes and set free to speak to the spirit of all people everywhere.  .  .  
. [w]hile it is true that messianic hopes continued both in Judaism and 
Christianity, the final form of the Psalter certainly played an important role in 
restructuring thought about the present experience of humanity which is no longer 
understood as a time in which the kingdom is lost, but a time in which YHWH 
rules directly over the spirit of humankind.  In this light, the Psalms become 
sources of individual meditation on the kingship of YHWH in the inner life of the 
reader (the insight provided by the introductory psalm 1) rather than communal, 
cultic celebrations of the nationalistic hopes of Israel.66 
 

                                                 
65 Gerald H. Wilson, “A First Century C. E. Date for the Closing of the Book of 

Psalms?” JBQ 28 (2000): 102-110. 
 

66 Gerald H. Wilson, “Qumran and the Hebrew Psalter,” TSFB 8.5 
(May/June1985): 12. 
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Thus Wilson’s work provides much of the background necessary to approach responsibly 

the Psalter in its final form as a book of (T)orah intended for meditation. 

 
Research after Wilson 

 Gerald Wilson’s dissertation and his subsequent work that developed out of it 

have ignited a stream of critical scholarship regarding the nature of the final form of the 

Psalter that has been going on for well over two decades.  The resulting body of research 

has since extensively explored the issue of reading the Psalter as a book.67  David M. 

                                                 
67 For summaries of the flowering of this approach to Psalter scholarship, see 

David M. Howard, Jr., “Editorial Activity in the Psalter: A State-of-the-Field Survey,” 
WW 9 (1989): 274-285; David M. Howard, Jr., “Editorial Activity in the Psalter: A State-
of-the-Field Survey,” in The Shape and Shaping of the Psalter (ed. J. Clinton McCann; 
JSOTSup 159; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1993), 52-70; David M. Howard, Jr., 
“Recent Trends in Psalms Study,” in The Face of Old Testament Studies: A Survey of 
Contemporary Approaches (ed. David W. Baker and Bill T. Arnold; Grand Rapids: 
Baker, 1999), 329-368; and David M. Howard, Jr., “The Psalms and Current Study,” in 
Interpreting the Psalms: Issues and Approaches (ed. David Firth and Philip S. Johnston; 
Downers Grove, IL: IVP, 2005), 23-40. 
 It should be noted that while many scholars working on the Psalter have generally 
accepted the “Psalter-as-book” paradigm, not all scholars agree with this approach. Cf. 
Norman Whybray, Reading the Psalms as a Book (JSOTSup 222; Sheffield: Sheffield 
Academic Press, 1996) for a challenge to this view. Erhard Gerstenberger has also logged 
his doubts (“In short, the Psalter does not contain a summa of theological thought or any 
kind of theological system but a treasury of experiences accumulated by generations of 
people . . .”) in Psalms: Part 1, With an Introduction to Cultic Poetry (FOTL 14; Grand 
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1988), 36.  

Wilson, whose work on the shape of the Psalter has been the driving force in this 
line of research, noted long-standing objections to finding editorial purpose in the 
division of the Psalter into five books early in his stream of publications. In his article 
“The Use of Royal Psalms at the ‘Seams’ of the Hebrew Psalter,” JSOT 35 (1986): 85, 
93, e.n. 1, he notes the opposition of Dahood, Tur-Sinai, and Mowinckel in particular, but 
is confident that his previously published work demonstrating the techniques of editorial 
arrangement (specifically in his “Evidence of Editorial Division in the Hebrew Psalter,” 
VT 34 [1984]: 337-352) sufficiently demonstrates the existence of editorial intent in the 
Psalter to silence such critics. It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to deal with these 
points as such, but suffice it to say the continuation of the larger stream of research in this 
area demonstrates that along with Wilson, many scholars have not found the objections 
raised to be convincing. 
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Howard has usefully categorized recent explorations of the “Psalter-as-a-book” as being 

“macrostructural,” “microstructural,” or “semantic-field (or thematic)” in their 

approaches to the Psalter.68  Of this third category (thematic approaches), Howard notes 

only one work: Jerome F. D. Creach’s dissertation published as Yahweh as Refuge and 

the Editing of the Hebrew Psalter.69  In this work, Creach looks at the hsj wordfield as a 

key feature in the structure and message of the Psalter.  In the past two and a half 

decades, only one other work has taken up this thematic approach to examining the shape 

of the Psalter in a thorough and sustained way—the unpublished 1997 dissertation of W. 

Dennis Tucker.70  Tucker’s dissertation focuses on the relationship between kingship and 

                                                 
68 Howard, “Recent Trends,” 332-342; Howard, “The Psalms and Current Study,” 

24-29. For macrostructural approaches (those approaches concerned with “overarching 
patterns and themes”), Howard cites Wilson’s published dissertation; David C. Mitchell, 
The Message of the Psalter: An Eschatological Programme in the Book of Psalms 
(JSOTSup 252; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997); Matthias Millard, 
Komposition des Psalters: Ein Formgeschichtlicher Ansatz (FAT 9; Tübingen: Mohr, 
1994); Nancy L. deClaissé-Walford, Reading from the Beginning: The Shaping of the 
Hebrew Psalter (Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 1997). For microstructural 
approaches (those approaches concerned with “connections among smaller groupings of 
psalms, especially adjacent psalms”), Howard cites his own The Structure of Psalms 93-
100 (Biblical and Judaic Studies from the University of California, San Diego 5; Winona 
Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1997); Klaus Koenen, Jahwe wird kommen, zu herrschen über die 
Erde: Ps 90-110 als Komposition (BBB 101; Weinheim: Beltz Athenäum, 1995); Gunild 
Brunert, Psalm 102 im Kontext des Vierten Psalmenbuches (SBB 30; Stuttgart: Verlag 
Katholiches Bibelwerk, 1996).  The references are from Howard’s 1999 summary. His 
more recent 2005 survey of scholarship further distinguishes between macrostructural 
approaches that focus on “a wisdom emphasis” (Wilson, Zenger) and those approaches 
that focus on “a royal/messianic emphasis” (Mitchell). 

 
69 Jerome F. D. Creach, Yahweh as Refuge and the Editing of the Hebrew Psalter 

(JSOTSup 217; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1996). 
 
70 Wade Dennis Tucker, “The Reign of Yahweh and the Theology of the Poor in 

the Final Shape of the Psalter” (Ph. D. diss., The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 
1997). To be sure, there have been other proposals about an overarching theme to the 
Psalter, notably Walter Brueggemann’s famous essay on the significance of dsj in the 
Psalter—“Bounded by Obedience and Praise: The Psalms as Canon,” in The Psalms and 
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the poverty wordfield in the Psalter’s final form.  There is, then, a substantial gap in 

research of the final form of the Psalter with regards to themes and thematic wordfields 

examined through the entire Psalter. 

 The lack of progress in this area of the study of the final form of the Psalter has 

been noted by some scholars.  M. A. Vincent’s recent essay well states the situation: 

More work needs to be done to illustrate in detail how such editorial principles 
might be traced in the Psalter, and how they have interacted with one another in 
specific instances. Up to now the work carried out has been primarily to identify 
overall themes.  This has been done with very broad brush strokes, but the time is 
now ripe to produce detailed evidence (if it exists) to corroborate what has been 
proposed. This must be done both at a lexical level (indicating the 
interconnectedness of sequences of psalms to show that deliberate organization 
has taken place), and at a thematic level (the themes need to be identified and 
established more precisely than has hitherto been the case).71 
 

Thus there is a recognized need for more studies of themes through the entire Psalter.  

The present dissertation seeks to contribute to this neglected area.   

 
Proposal 

 The theme to be studied in this dissertation is that of “meditation / reflection / 

cognition.”  There is a substantial consensus in the Psalter’s history of interpretation that 

Psalm 1 serves as the introduction to the Psalter as a whole.  As Brevard Childs writes, 

                                                                                                                                                 
the Life of Faith (ed. Patrick D. Miller; Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995), 189-213; repr. 
from JSOT 50 (1991) . Yet in this essay Brueggemann is highly selective in which psalms 
he treats; he virtually ignores some psalms in which dsj plays a significant role, such as 
Psalm 89 and Psalm 136. His proposal is creative and insightful—I essentially agree with 
his larger premise of the seminal significance of the term in the Psalter—but it is hardly 
thorough or sustained, thus leaving it open to criticism on points such as the one I 
mentioned above. 
 

71 M. A. Vincent, “The Shape of the Psalter: An Eschatological Dimension?” in 
New Heaven and New Earth: Prophecy and Millennium (ed. P. J. Harland and C. T. R. 
Hayward; VTSup 77; Leiden: Brill, 1999), 81. 
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The introduction to the Psalter testifies to a new theocentric understanding of the 
psalms in the continuing life of the people of God.  The introduction is, therefore, 
the first hint that the original setting has been subordinated to a new theological 
function for the future generations of worshipping Israel.72 

 
Thus Psalm 1 has come to be seen by some scholars as a sort of hermeneutical key to the 

Psalter as whole. 

 This hermeneutical key is broadly understood to consist of a description of the 

blessed/righteous person as one who “mediates on torah” (hghy wtrwtbw) that ultimately 

articulates the results of compliance or refusal to meditate in terms of a Wisdom-like 

“two ways” perspective.  It is this description of meditation on torah that has led some to 

suggest that the purpose of the final form of the Psalter was to present it as a book for 

meditation or study (in distinction from more liturgical uses).  It has also been noted that 

torah has a broad meaning of “instruction” and thus should not be narrowly limited to the 

Mosaic instruction.73  Indeed, the fact that the Psalter itself has a five-fold structure 

suggests that the Psalter may have been intended to be the torah/instruction that is to be 

meditated upon.74 

 Moving from Psalm 1 and its suggested role as an introduction to the Psalter 

urging the reader to meditation on its contents, some scholars have further suggested that 

Psalm 2 is closely related to Psalm 1 and also serves as prefatory to the Psalter.  Links 

between Psalm 1 and Psalm 2 include the lack of superscriptions (a striking fact in an 

                                                 
72 Childs, Introduction, 513-514. 
 
73 James L. Mays, The Lord Reigns: A Theological Handbook to the Psalms 

(Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 1994), 121, says that “[t]orah means 
instruction, teaching, direction that can be given in various literary forms.” 

 
74 J. Clinton McCann, Jr., “The Psalms as Instruction,” Int 46 (1992): 119. 
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otherwise heavily Davidic Book 1), the parallel use of the “two ways” perspective as well 

as the righteous/wicked rubric, the parallel use of hgh in 1:2 and 2:1, the dual use bvy 

with a verb of “mocking/laughing” (1:1—<yxl; 2:4—qjcy), similar phrases near the end 

of the psalms (1:6—dbat <yuvr irdw; 2:12—ird wdbatw [nay-/p), and the 

inclusion formed between 1:1 and 2:12 by the yrva sayings.75 

 Aside from the significant structural and lexical links that indicate Psalm 1 and 

Psalm 2 should be taken together as a two-fold introduction to the Psalter, Gerald T. 

Sheppard makes two significant observations that underscore the semantic link between 

Psalm 1 and Psalm 2 with regard to the theme/motif of “meditation” (upon torah).  First, 

Sheppard notes concerning the parallel use of hgh in 1:2 and 2:1: “In contrast to the 

concise language describing intellectual activity in Ps. 1, there is in Ps. 2 a piling up of 

noetic vocabulary for the plotting of the nations and rulers.”76  Thus the impetus remains 

upon mental processes and contents of the mind that lie behind rebellion; implicit here is 

the point that the nations and rulers should be meditating on torah instead of meditating 

upon evil.  The second observation by Sheppard concerns how the LXX handled certain 

Hebrew terms in 2:10, 12.77  Specifically, in 2:10 the LXX translates wrswh as 

paideuvqhte and in 2:12 it translates rb-wqvn as dravxasqe paideiva".  Thus the LXX 

makes clear its understanding of the latter parts of Psalm 2 as pertaining to the need of 

the rebellious kings for instruction/torah and proper meditation.  To these observations 

                                                 
75 Gerald T. Sheppard, Wisdom as a Hermeneutical Construct (BZAW 151; 

Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1980), 140. 
 
76 Sheppard, 140. 

 
77 Sheppard, 141. 
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should be added Psalm 2:10’s imperative for kings to “become wise” (wlykch)—yet 

another example of how the Psalter’s introduction suggests the improvement of the mind 

through torah-meditation. 

 James L. Mays has also made the case for the importance of other “torah-psalms” 

and “torah-language” in the final form of the Psalter as a whole.78  While only counting 

three “official” torah-psalms (Pss. 1, 19, 119), Mays suggests that fourteen other psalms 

also share in the torah-ideology of the Psalter’s introduction (that the torah is the 

meditation of the righteous and determines the outcomes of life)—Pss. 18, 25, 33, 78, 89, 

93, 94, 99, 103, 105, 111, 112, 147, 148.  Mays’ work undergirds the importance of the 

torah-concept throughout the whole Psalter, something he calls a “unifying point of 

view” for the Psalter.79  Thus, there is sustained warrant for examining the flip-side of the 

Psalter’s “torah-consciousness”—the implicit call for human meditation on it. 

 Given this running theme of the torah-concept in the Psalter (right down to its 

five-fold structure—a probable nod to the shape of the Pentateuch/Torah) and the 

introductory statement suggesting meditation (hgh) upon its contents in Psalms 1-2, the 

theme of “meditation/reflection/cognition” presents itself as a potentially significant 

theme in the final form of the Psalter.  I propose, then, to offer a study of this theme in 

the Psalter that focuses on a wordfield derived from significant Hebrew roots of 

“meditation/reflection/cognition”—hgh, lkc, jys, <kj, /yb, rkz, udy, bvj, dml.  This 

study will help to address the shortage of recent thematic studies of the final form of the 

Psalter, as has previously been noted by Howard and Vincent as cited above.  The chosen 

                                                 
78 James Luther Mays, “The Place of the Torah-Psalms in the Psalter,” JBL 106 

(1987): 3-12. 
 
79 Mays, “The Place of the Torah-Psalms,” 9. 
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theme is important in its own right, as the rhetoric of reflection in the final form of the 

Psalter is part of the book’s own self-presentation and self-consciousness. 

 
Methodology in Brief 

 As the survey of recent research as well as the previous block quote from Vincent 

both show, there is present and pressing need for more detailed study of the broad themes 

and editorial tendenz that have been thus far identified in recent research.  This present 

study seeks to contribute to this gap in scholarship.  To that end, this dissertation is a 

descriptive study—literary and synchronic in nature—that seeks to compile and evaluate 

the linguistic evidence within the Psalter for the theme of meditation.  As such it seeks to 

apply certain aspects of the general method/approach that Jerome F. D. Creach has 

successfully and acceptably applied to another theme in the Psalter.80  The contribution 

this dissertation makes then is not to be found in its borrowed methods but rather in the 

body of material it assembles and evaluates as Psalter scholarship begins to examine 

more closely the themes and detailed arrangement of the book. 

 Chapter two will attempt to define and quantify the wordfield associated with 

hgh.  This chapter will provide a systematic collection and examination of the 

terminology of meditation in the Psalter. It is essentially a data chapter, and the debt to 

the methodology developed by Creach will be especially obvious here.81  The intended 

result is a description of the scope and nature of the hgh wordfield in the Psalter.   

                                                 
80 Creach, 25, f.n. 9, himself notes that his own work on the lexical field of 

“refuge” that he is studying is substantially derived methodologically from the work of 
Pirmin Hugger, Jahwe meine Zuflucht: Gestalt und Theologie des 91. Psalms 
(Münsterschwarzacher Studien 13; Vier-Turme-Verlag, 1971), 65-116. 

 
81 Cf. Creach, 22-49. 
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In collecting the data on the presence and usage of terms in the hgh wordfield, it 

then becomes possible to engage in an informed reading of the entire Psalter with 

particular attention to the role of the hgh wordfield in the Psalter’s shape and message.  

To this end chapters three (covering Books 1-3, Pss. 1-89) and four (covering Books 4-5, 

Pss. 90-150) will present a reading-through of the Psalter so as to put the data of chapter 

2 into the larger context of the whole Psalter. 

Having completed a reading of the hgh wordfield in the Psalter in chapters three 

and four, chapter five will pursue the relationship of the hgh wordfield with the Wisdom 

dimensions of the Psalter.  The question derives from several interrelated issues. There is 

the common classification of Psalm 1—which introduces the Psalter as a book for 

meditation along with the hgh wordfield—as a Wisdom psalm. Second, there is the larger 

issue of the role of Wisdom psalms in the Psalter as a whole. And third, there is the 

question of Wisdom’s role in the final shaping of the Psalter, particularly in light of 

Wilson’s suggestion of a final, editorially significant Wisdom frame around the entire 

Psalter. Therefore this chapter will attempt to further the questions in this area on the 

basis of the results of the study of the hgh wordfield. 

Chapter six will summarize conclusions gained from the entire study.  It will also 

provide suggestions for further research. 



 

 
 
 

CHAPTER TWO 
 

The Roots of Reflection: Defining and Examining the Wordfield of hgh 
 
 
 This chapter is intended to be a lexical and semantic summary of the roots that 

form the wordfield for hgh.  This quantitative exercise—this chapter is essentially a “data 

chapter”—is a useful and necessary prerequisite to a thorough study of the roots of 

reflection/cognition in the Psalter because it sketches out the extent of the wordfield’s 

presence in the Psalter.  The utility and advisability of such a chapter is underscored by 

the fact that both previous thematic studies of the final form of the Psalter—one by 

Jerome F. D. Creach and the other by Wade Dennis Tucker—have a similar chapter after 

their respective introductory sections.1 

 The roots that are to be considered in this chapter are hgh, lkc, jyc, /yb, bvj, 

<kj, dml, rkz, udy.  What may appear to some as the apparent arbitrariness of defining 

a wordfield belies the nature of the exercise.  John Sawyer, in his important Semantics in 

Biblical Research: New Methods of Defining Hebrew Words for Salvation, points out that 

the definition of wordfields is ultimately an intuitive process—“[I]t would not be 

possible, or indeed desirable, to define in exact terms the processes whereby all 

                                                 
1 Cf. Jerome F. D. Creach, Yahweh as Refuge and the Editing of the Hebrew 

Psalter (JSOTSup217; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1996), 22-49, and Wade 
Dennis Tucker, “The Reign of Yahweh and the Theology of the Poor in the Final Shape 
of the Psalter” (Ph.D. diss., The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1997), 28-64. 
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associated lexical items, words, and longer phrases, are recognized .  .  .  .  A knowledge 

of Hebrew implies that I can intuitively recognize words of related meaning.”2 

The overall legitimacy of using key words to find authorial or editorial emphases 

is well-accepted among biblical scholars.  Buber’s work in the 1930s with Leitwortstil 

pointed scholars “to the ways in which the significant repetition of a word or root in the 

Hebrew of a biblical text (or complex of texts) can underscore an important theme, 

whether or not the theme is explicitly articulated.”3  While the context of these remarks 

regards narrative prose, the larger principle is still relevant and applicable to poetic texts.  

This relevance is even more pronounced with regards to the Psalter.  The work of 

scholars like Gerald Wilson and Nancy deClaissé-Walford4 has to one degree or another 

described the Psalter as possessing a linear development that has a subtle, narrative-like 

quality in telling the story of ancient Israel’s move from lament over failed Davidic 

human kingship to praise for YHWH’s eternal and universal kingship. 

What remains—and needs—to be said at this point is that this dissertation is 

building towards a proposed, viable reading of the Psalter in the light of the presence and 

use of the hgh wordfield.  Reading, in the literary sense, is an art as much as a science.  

This fundamental insight has been lost in much of the debate over whether it is 

                                                 
2 John F.  A.  Sawyer, Semantics in Biblical Research: New Methods of Defining 

Hebrew Words for Salvation (SBT 24; London: SCM Press, LTD, 1972), 33-34.  For a 
more recent and studied discussion of the role of intuition in wordfield definition see 
Gordon R. Clark, The Word Hesed in the Hebrew Bible (JSOTSup 157; Sheffield: 
Sheffield Academic Press, 1993), 27-30. 

 
3 V. Philips Long, “First and Second Samuel,” in A Complete Literary Guide to 

the Bible (ed. Leland Ryken and Tremper Longman; Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1993), 
170. 

 
4 Nancy deClaissé-Walford, Reading from the Beginning: The Shaping of the 

Hebrew Psalter (Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 1997). 
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historically or otherwise legitimate to seek and study the final form of the Psalter as a 

book.  Regardless of whether or not the editorial strategies guiding the shape of the final 

form of the Psalter can be absolutely determined with scientific precision and certainty, 

the obvious but often overlooked fact that the Psalter has been read as a book and used 

meditatively for instruction throughout both Jewish and Christian history provides 

existential legitimation (if nothing else) to attempt a critical and disciplined approach to 

the question of how the Psalter itself might be trying to guide us toward that end. 

 
The Wordfield 

The primary focus of this dissertation as a whole is a synchronic and literary 

approach to the place of the hgh wordfield in the final form of the MT Psalter.  The goal 

is to present a reading of the Psalter that is literarily sensitive and theoretically possible 

within the ancient context of the existing text and the current context of Psalter 

scholarship. 

The legitimacy (and even necessity) of a synchronic, lexically-based method can 

be seen in the methodological prolegomena of both Creach’s and Tucker’s previous 

studies.  Tucker, for his part, builds off the work of Gordon R. Clark’s well received The 

Word Hesed in the Hebrew Bible.  In particular, Tucker quotes Clark to the extent that 

wordfield study is inherently synchronic and then goes on to apply this insight to the 

Psalter in particular: “The complexity of the Psalter and the multifarious possibilities for 

the dating of different Psalmic materials necessitates a synchronic rather than diachronic 

study.”5 

                                                 
5 Tucker, 30, fn. 4. 
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Creach’s contribution at this point lies in his lexical methodology.6  He provides a 

syntactical analysis (as well as a notation of each form’s frequency) of each root in his 

chosen wordfield.  The purpose of this exercise is to find the “patterns of occurrence” of 

the various roots thus gaining “insight into the major functions” of the roots in the 

Psalter.  I will accordingly follow Creach’s basic approach by cataloguing the usage of 

each root by its verbal (including participles, regardless of syntactic function in a given 

clause), nominal, and adjectival uses.  This data will provide a basic guide for the reading 

of meditative/reflective terms in the Psalter that will follow in chapters three and four. 

 
hgh 

hgh is considered the defining root of this wordfield due to its highly significant 

placement in Psalms 1:2 and 2:1 vis-à-vis the final shape and possible editorial intention 

of the final shape of the Psalter (the recent research regarding this topic having been 

sketched in the preceding chapter).  The root is found in all five books of the Psalter, but 

the majority of the occurrences are found in Books 1 and 2 (twelve out of seventeen total 

occurrences).  It occurs in parallel or in a syntactical relation with a number of other roots 

in the defined wordfield: <kj, rkz, jyc, and /yb.   

 
 Syntactical analysis.  The following verbal forms occur in the Psalter: 

 yt!yg]h* (qal pf. 1cs) – 143:5 

 yt!yg]h*w+ (qal pf. waw consec. 1cs) – 77:137 

                                                 
6 Cf. Creach, 37-43.  The methodology of the bulk of the rest of this chapter is 

derived from and heavily dependent on Creach. 
 
7 I have presented this form as it appears in context since it is the only occurrence 

of its kind in the Psalter. 
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 hG\h=y\ (qal impf. 3ms) – 1:2, 37:30 

 WGh=y\ (qal impf. 3mp) – 2:1, 38:13, 115:7 

 hG\h=T# (qal impf. 3fs) – 35:28, 71:24 

 hG\h=a# (qal impf. 1cs) – 63:7 

The following nominal forms occur in the Psalter: 

gyg!h^8 – 5:2, 39:4 

/oyG*h! – 9:17, 19:15, 92:4 

tWgh* – 49:4 

hg#h# – 90:9 

 
 Conceptual analysis.  This root is not very common in the Hebrew Bible, but its 

use in various key texts gives it a significance greater than the sum of its occurrences.  

The relatively few appearances of this root, however, make precise definition of its 

meaning all the more problematic.  There seems to be a continuum of meaning that runs 

from low auditory volume and little semantic content to the opposite extreme of full 

auditory presence and full semantic content.  In other words, hgh entails a spectrum that 

                                                 
8 This form presents an etymological challenge. BDB relates this form to the root 

ggh which it defines as “murmur, then muse.”  This root only appears in the MT in this 
nominal form, and even then, only in Psalm 5:2 and 39:4. The BDB entry goes on to 
suggest also consulting the relevant entry on hgh.  Of this nominal form David 
Thompson, “gyg!h*,” NIDOTTE 1:1009 well summarizes the situation when he writes: 
“Neither etymology nor OT use allows us to fix the precise meaning of hāgîg.  The 
context in Ps. 5:1[2] indicates a sound stronger than sighing, more like groaning.  But Ps. 
39:3[4] associates it with the inner turmoil of silence.  Modern versions may be correct 
here in taking hāgîg as meditation or musing.”  Given its infrequent use in the MT, its 
limitation to the Psalter alone, and its obvious semantic overlap with the roots and forms 
under consideration in this chapter, gyg!h* is treated here under hgh due to its similar—if 
not associated—root/form. 
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goes from “inarticulate sounds” (that even animals can produce), through “muttering” or 

“whispering,” to “speaking,” and onward into specific types of speech such as praise or 

lament, and finally culminates in legitimate thinking, reflection, or meditation.9  It is 

significant to note that “meditation” as indicated by hgh can be externalized or otherwise 

made manifest through the spoken/sung element.  This point can be exemplified in Ps. 

63:6-7 where the use of the roots llh and /nr link meditation to the audible/musical 

expression of praise.10  Furthermore, Josh. 1:8 with its parallel lines linking the torah’s 

presence in one’s mouth with meditation also thus presents Torah-meditation as an oral 

activity as well; the lexical and semantic links of this verse for Psalm 1:2 are well-

established.11  As for the substantive content of the hgh-act, in the Psalter both YHWH’s 

deeds as well as Torah can be the object of the act.12 

 The fact that hgh can have musical connotations is highly significant.  Perhaps 

this root’s role and prominent place in the introduction to the Psalter are related to its 

occasional use as a musical term.  Its use could cover both the musical and mental aspects 

of what in many cases in its original individual forms or smaller collections was cultic 

poetry that was publicly performed.  This possibility will be further explored in chapter 3 

as more specific uses of the hgh wordfield are explored in their present contexts in the 

Psalter. 

 

                                                 
9 M. V. Van Pelt and W. C. Kaiser, Jr., “hgh,” NIDOTTE 1:1006-1008 and A. 

Negoită, “hgh,” TDOT 3:321-324. 
 

10 H. Ringgren, “hgh,” TDOT 3:322-323. 
 
11 Ringgren, TDOT 3:323. 

 
12 Negoită, TDOT 3:323. 
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lkc 

lkc is a highly significant root in the hgh wordfield despite its relatively limited 

number of occurrences.  Its importance flows from the fact that it appears in hiphil form 

in Psalm 2:10 as a call to kings to “discern” or “ponder” their actions—a call that 

parallels the opening call of Psalm 1 to meditation.  Furthermore, the root’s usage in 

Joshua 1:7, 8 furthers the parallelism between the opening call of the Psalter to 

meditation on Torah and the one found in the opening book of the Former Prophets.13 

 
Syntactical analysis.  The following verbal forms occur in the Psalter: 

WlyK!c=h! (hiph. pf. 3cp) – 64:10, 106:7 

yT!l=K^c=h! (hiph. pf. 1cs) – 119:99 

lyK!c=a^ (hiph. impf. 1cs) – 32:8 (2 masculine singular suffix), 101:2 (attached 

cohortative suffix followed by b and object) 

WlyK!c=T^ (hiph. impf. 2mp) – 94:8 

WlyK!c=h^ (hiph. impv. mp) – 2:10 

lyK!c=m̂ (hiph. part. ms) – 14:2, 41:2 (followed by la# and object), 53:3 

lyK!c=h^l= (hiph. inf. cstr.) – 36:4 

 The following nominal form occurs in the Psalter: 

lk#c@ – 111:10 

                                                 
13 These verses in the opening to the Former Prophets share several significant 

roots with Psalms 1-2: hgh, lkc, hrwt, and ilh.  For the intertextual nature of Psalm 1, 
see Jerome F. D. Creach, “Like a Tree Planted by the Temple Stream: The Portrait of the 
Righteous in Psalm 1:3,” CBQ 61 (1999): 34-46, esp. 35, f.n. 5. 
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Conceptual analysis.  The basic meaning of this root is “to have insight” or “to 

gain insight” (when used in an ingressive sense).  The fact that this root is sometimes 

used (particularly in the historical books) in the sense of “to have success” comes from 

the “effective sense” of the verb: success is the result of having or using insight.14 

Literarily, many of this root’s occurrences are found in wisdom literature.15  Also 

noteworthy is how the LXX treats this root.16  Generally, the LXX translates lkc with 

words of mental/wisdom activity; significantly, it never translates the root so as to be 

understood as “be successful.”  With the term lyK!c=m̂ in the superscriptions, a form of 

sunivhmi is always used.  In the significant occurrence of lkc in Psalm 2:10, WlyK!c=h^ is 

translated with suvnete (while Wrs=W`h! is translated with paideuvqhte). 

The term lyK!c=m̂ is used thirteen times in psalm superscriptions (Pss. 32, 42, 44, 

45, 52, 53, 54, 55, 74, 78, 88, 89, 142) as well as once as a technical term within the body 

of a psalm (Ps. 47:8[7]).  These occurrences are commonly parsed as masculine singular 

hiphil participles derived from the root lkc.  This superscription is found virtually 

exclusively in Books 1-3.  

Koenen has particularly focused on the possible meaning of this ambiguous 

term.17  Starting from a basic meaning of “insightful” for the root, lyK!c=m̂ could then 

easily signify “an insightfully composed song” after “a particularly artistic fashion,” that 

would serve to make “someone insightful.  .  .  a didactic poem or a wisdom psalm.”  As 

                                                 
14 M. Saebø, “lkc,” TLOT 3:1269-1272. 

 
15 Terence E. Fretheim, “lkc,” NIDOTTE 3:1243. 
 
16 K. Koenen, “lkc,” TDOT 14:112-128. 

 
17 Koenen, TDOT 14:126-127. 
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Koenen points out, however, the psalms possessing this superscription do not generally 

come off as wisdom psalms.  Koenen catalogues some of the proposals that have been 

presented.  There is Ahlström’s suggestion that the idea could be “instruction in the 

broader sense”—perhaps insight in the ultimate matters of life and death.  Also noted is 

Maag’s proposal that lyK!c=m̂, as a late insertion, would be a reference not to a psalm’s 

content or purpose but to its use as formal school instruction.  Then there is Delekat’s 

clever offering that lyK!c=m̂ could be drawing from the effective sense of the root 

(“successful”) to mean “a popular hit.”  Koenen’s own contribution to this catalogue 

stems from his proposal that lyK!c=m̂ is derived not from the dominant lkc stem, but from 

lkc II—“cross over”—and would thus signify “an antiphonal chant.”  Amid all these 

various propels, Koenen does raise what seems to be the key—and still unanswered—

question to the challenge of understanding the use of lyK!c=m̂ in Psalter superscriptions: 

what is the common factor among these thirteen psalms that leads them to be so 

labeled—especially when Psalm 53 bears the designation while its twin Psalm 14 does 

not? 

 
jyc 

 This root is found in Books 2-5 of the Psalter, though its heaviest concentration is 

in Book 5 due to its usage in Psalm 119.  Out of a total of fourteen verbal occurrences in 

the Psalter, six of them are found in Psalm 119; similarly, two occurrences of the nominal 

form of this root in the Psalter are found in Psalm 119.  Despite its rather small number of 

occurrences (twenty-one total occurrences of this root in the Psalter) and its general 

obscurity as a vocabulary term, this root should be included in the semantic domain of 

hgh for several reasons. First, its verbal form appears in parallel constructions with hgh 
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(as well as with rmz and /yb). Second, one of its nominal occurrences (119:99) is in a 

context where “insight” (lkc) is gained due to “meditation” (jyc), while another 

occurrence is found in the third verse of a psalm that is identified as a lyK!c=m̂ in its 

superscription (142:3). Third, another nominal occurrence of this root is found in a 

superscription (102:1).  Finally, the root makes a noteworthy contribution to Psalm 119’s 

emphasis on mental devotion to God’s commands and mighty deeds. 

 
 Syntactical analysis.  The following verbal forms occur in the Psalter: 

 j~yc!y` (qal impf. 3 ms) – 119:23 

 Wjyc!y` (qal impf. 3mp) – 69:13 

 j~yc!a* (qal impf. 1cs) – 119:78 

 hj*yc!a* (qal impf. 1cs, cohortative) – 55:18; 77:4, 7, 13; 119:15, 27, 48; 145:5 

 Wjyc! (qal impv. 2mp) – 105:2 

 j~yc!l* (qal inf. constr.) – 119:148 

 j~j@oca& (pol. impf. 1cs) – 143:5 

 The following nominal forms occur in the Psalter: 

 j^yc! – 55:3, 64:2, 102:1, 104:34, 142:3 

 hj*yc! – 119:97, 99 

 
 Conceptual analysis.  Given that all verbal and nominal occurrences of this root in 

the Masoretic Text total up to a paltry forty-one occurrences, it is no wonder that this root 

has posed some challenge for scholarly analysis of its semantic nature.  One of the most 

basic aspects of the learned discussion over this root’s meaning has to do with the 
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disputed existence and provisional relationship between jyc-as-mental activity versus 

jyc-as-verbal/oral expression (a similar issue for hgh). 

Sigmund Mowinckel attempted to define the root as solely concerned with the 

inner thought process, religious motivation, and the emotionally-involved meditation 

upon a matter.18  He essentially discounted any verbal or audible meaning for the root.  

Other scholars have rejected Mowinckel’s singular and monolithic approach as too one-

dimensional and forced in certain contexts.19  There are occurrences of this root that seem 

to require some sort of verbal or audible expression.  Maria Autexier presents perhaps the 

most balanced approach when she suggests that the key aspect of the meaning of jyc is 

not the manner (interior/pensée vs. exterior/parole), but the quality of the act: any audible 

aspect or quality in the term flows from the meditative act or is the meditation itself given 

voice.20 

The root seems to have a noticeable association with Wisdom, with the majority 

of its occurrences being found in the Psalter, with the bulk of the balance located in 

Job.21  Of particular notice is the role of the root in Psalm 119, where the psalmist 

declares that YHWH’s statutes, deeds, and wonders are his meditation; particularly 

                                                 
18 Sigmund Mowinckel, “The Verb śiaḥ and the Nouns śiaḥ, śiḥā,” ST 15 (1961): 

1-10. 
 

19 Cf. Hans-Peter Müller, “Die Hebräische Wurzel jyc,” VT 19 (1969): 361-371; 
J. Hausmann, “jyc,” TDOT  14:85-89. 

 
20 Maria Autexier, “Śyḥ: De La Méditation dans La Bible,” in Études Sémitiques 

et Samaritaines Offertes à Jean Margain (ed. Albert Frey, Christian-Bernard Amphoux, 
and Ursula Schattner Rieser; Historie du Texte Biblique 4; Lausanne, Switzerland: Zèbre, 
1998), 234. 
 

21 Haussmann, TDOT 14:85. 
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striking in this vein is the highly parallel 119:27, where the verbs /yb and jyc are 

as are their objects—;yd\WQP!-Er\D\ and ;yt#oal=p=n]B=, respectively.

parallel 

be 

 acts.23 

                                                

22  The idea may well 

that the psalmist now considers the substance of Torah as one of YHWH’s saving

The fact that this root occurs in several lament psalms and is even the “official” 

designation for a lament psalm in 102:1 raises the issue of the place of jyc in worship.  

This root literally stands at both of Westermann’s poles of lament and praise: whether it 

is meditation on YHWH’s Torah and deeds (cf. Ps. 119, etc.) or lamentation before 

YHWH (cf. Ps. 102, etc.), jyc occurs in both contexts.24  Thus jyc is a significant root 

that holds within its semantic domain and usage the full spectrum of the Psalter’s text: 

praise and lament, spoken/sung and meditated. 

 
/yb 

 /yb is a standard Wisdom word and thus included in the hgh wordfield.25  This 

root is used thirty times in the Psalter—twenty-six times in verbal form and four times in 

nominal form.  It is found in all five books of the Psalter.  A full one-third of these 

occurrences are to be found in Psalm 119: all are verbal forms, the majority of which are 

hiphil imperatives with first common singular suffixes—the psalmist’s plea to YHWH to 

provide “understanding.”   

 
 Syntactical analysis.  The following verbal forms occur in the Psalter: 

 
22 John E. Hartley, “hj*yc!,” NIDOTTE 3:1236; Hausmann, TDOT 14:87. 

 
23 A. R. Pete Diamond, “jyc,” NIDOTTE 3:1235. 
 
24 Diamond, NIDOTTE 3:1235. 

 
25 Helmer Ringgren, “/yb” TDOT 2:99-107, however, notes that /yb is not to be 

understood solely as a Wisdom term. 
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 hT*n+B̂ (qal pf. 2ms) – 139:2 

 /yb!y` (qal impf. 3ms) – 19:13, 49:21, 92:7, 94:7 

Wnyb!y` (qal impf. 3mp) – 28:5, 58:10, 82:5 

 hn`yb!a* (qal impf. 1cs) – 73:1726 

 hn`yB! (qal impv. 2ms) – 5:227 

WnyB! (qal impv. 2mp) – 50:22,28 94:8 

 yn]n}yb!h& (hiph. impv. 2ms) – 119:27, 34, 73, 125, 144, 16929 

 /yb!M@h^ (hiph. part. ms) – 33:15, 119:130 

 /yb!h* (hiph. inf. constr.) – 32:9 

 T*n+n~oBt=h! (hithpol. pf. 2ms) – 37:10 

 Wnn+oBt=y] (hithpol. impf. 3mp) – 107:43 

 n`oBt=a# (hithpol. impf. 1cs) – 119:95, 100, 104 

The following nominal form occurs in the Psalter: 

 hn`Wbt= – 49:4, 78:72, 136:5, 147:5 

 
 
 

                                                 
26 I have included the cohortative h in this form, since it is the only occurrence of 

a qal imperfect 1 common singular in the Psalter. 
 
27 I have included the paragogic h in this form, since it is the only occurrence of a 

qal imperative 2 masculine singular in the Psalter. 
 
28  Used with enclitic particle an. 
 
29 The hiphil imperative 2 masculine singular is given with the 1 common singular 

suffix attached because all occurrences of this verbal parsing occur in this form in the 
Psalter. 
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 Conceptual analysis.  The majority of the uses of this root in all its nominal and 

verbal forms in the Hebrew Bible are to be found in the Psalter and Wisdom texts.30  

Verbal occurrences of /yb are sometimes used in parallel with udy, lkc, and jyc in the 

Psalter, while the nominal form is found in parallel with tWgh* and hm*k+j*.   

 On the basis of etymology, /yb seems to have originally meant, “to distinguish, 

separate.”31  It is less common, less relational, and more semantically and theologically 

narrow than udy; it can be synonymous with udy, but more typically points to “the insight 

that comes from knowing.”32  /yb is often linked to perception through the senses (being 

used in parallel with har and /za) and thus connotes “the insight and understanding that 

is achieved through such observation.”33  The basic idea of this root, then, seems to be 

understanding achieved through discriminating consideration/meditation (i.e., the 

“separating” of the original sense of the root) of knowledge which is often achieved 

through observation. 

 YHWH is occasionally the subject of this verb, such as when YHWH is called to 

hear and understand the psalmist’s words (Ps. 5:2).  More significant is when the psalmist 

or other humans are the subject of /yb.  Here the focus is often on observation and 

consideration of YWHW’s work “in nature and history” (cf. Pss. 28:5; 73:17, etc.).34 

 

                                                 
30 H. H. Schmid, “/yb,” TLOT 1:230-232. 

31 Ringgren, TDOT 2:99. 
 

32 Terence E. Fretheim, “/yb,” NIDOTTE 1:652-653. 
 

33 Fretheim, NIDOTTE 1:652. 
 

34 Schmid, TLOT 1:231. 
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bvj 

This root is included in the semantic field of hgh because of its obvious 

significance as a root of internal mental activity.  It occurs in all five books of the Psalter.  

Its actual usage in the Psalter, however, generally serves to describe either the evil 

designs of the wicked and oppressors—usually against the psalmist (especially in Books 

1-2)—or the mental machinations of YHWH.  Still, this root should remain in the 

wordfield for the purposes of this study if for no other reason than the significant uses of 

it in the pivotal Book 3 of the Psalter.35 

 
 Syntactical analysis.  The following verbal forms occur in the Psalter: 

 Wbv*j* (qal pf. 3cp) – 10:2, 21:12, 140:3, 5 

 bv)j=y~ (qal impf. 3ms) – 32:2, 36:5, 40:1836 

 /Wbv)j&y~ (qal impf. 3mp) – 35:2037 

 Wbv=j=y~ (qal impf. 3mp) – 41:8 

 bv)j=T^ (qal impf. 3fs) – 52:4  

 bv@j) (qal part. masc. pl.) – 35:438 

yT!b=v^j=n\ (niph. pf. 1cs) – 88:5 
 
 Wnb=v^j=n\ (niph. pf. 1cp) – 44:23 

                                                 
35 Interestingly, this subjective use of bvj in book three (as well as in Psalm 119) 

occurs when the piel stem is used. 
 

36 In this verse this form is pointed as a jussive—bv*j&y~ .  
 

37 This form includes a paragogic nun which has been left in the form given that it 
is usually understood as a vestigial remnant of an older semitic form. 

 
38 The occurrence is in the construct state in the text. 
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 bv#j*T@w~ (niph. impf. waw consec. 3fs) – 106:31 
 
 yT!b=V^j! (piel pf. 1cs) – 77:6, 119:59 
 
 Whb@V=j^T=w~ (piel impf. waw consec. 2ms) – 144:3 

 hb*V=j^a&w` (piel impf. waw consec. 1cs) – 73:1639 
 

The following nominal form occurs in the Psalter: 

 hb*v*j&m̂ – 33:10, 40:6, 56:6, 92:6, 94:11 

 
 Conceptual analysis.  This root has two basic semantic domains.  The first is that 

of “calculation” which can signify straightforward mathematical machination as well as 

include the ideas of discerning valuation, categorizing, or crediting something to 

someone.  The second domain is that of “thinking” which focuses on the mental 

processes such as “pondering,” “probing,” or “devising.”  In this domain, the verb may 

appear with the noun “heart” (bl))@) given its role as the locus of subjective personhood in 

the Jewish perspective.  Overall, the root also frequently has a negative connotation due 

to its use for the “wicked” plotting against the “righteous” (a meaning often signified by 

the use of l+ or la# with the verb). God/YHWH may also be the subject of bvj when it is 

used of “thinking.”40 

 One of the unique aspects of this root is its role in giving “cultic acts a 

personalistic theological interpretation.”41  bvj is the key term in the seminal Genesis 

15:6, especially as it is later utilized in the Pauline tradition.  Yet this particular usage and 

                                                 
39 This occurrence has a paragogic h a suffix. 
 
40 John E. Harley, “bvj,” NIDOTTE 2:303-310. 
 
41 K. Seybold, “bvj,” TDOT 5:228-245. 
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cultic context also appears in Ps. 32:2.  Seybold sees the significance of this situation 

thus: bvj “is suggested by the context and its basic ideas of thinking and planning, and 

from it the authorship of the Wisdom Psalms took root here.”42 

 This inherent evaluative aspect—as seen most spectacularly in YHWH’s 

assessment of Abraham in Genesis 15—has been understood as one of the unique 

semantic components of bvj that makes it stand out from other roots of cognition.  When 

used absolutely, bvj can signify the unqualified valuation of something in its own right, 

which can be extended into the concept of reflection or meditation.  This aspect of the 

nature of bvj can be seen Pss. 77:6 and 119:59.43 

 
<kj 

 This root takes an obvious place in the hgh wordfield due to its representing one 

of the key concepts of this larger study—that of Wisdom.  The root itself, however, only 

occurs thirteen times in the Psalter, the majority of those occurrences being in noun form.  

It is found in all books of the Psalter except for the third book.  Of particular significance 

is the fact that it occurs in both Pss. 90 and 107 (the opening psalms of Books 4 and 5, 

respectively): as the Psalter moves through its climactic turning point at the turn from 

Book 3 to Book 4 and the exaltation of YHWH as king, the role of Wisdom becomes 

more prominent and explicit. 

 
 Syntactical analysis.  The following verbal forms occur in the Psalter: 

 <K@j^y+ (piel impf. 3ms) – 105:22  

                                                 
42 Seybold, TDOT 5:244. 
 
43 W. Schottroff, “bvj,” TLOT 2:479-482. 
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 yn]m@K=j^T= (piel impf. 3fs) – 119:9844 

 <K*j%m= (pual part. masc. sing.) – 58:6 

tm̂yK!j=m̂ (hiph. part. fem. sing.) – 19:845 

The following nominal form occurs in the Psalter: 

hm*k=j* – 37:30, 49:4,46 51:8, 90:12, 104:24,47 107:27,48 111:10  

 The following adjectival form occurs in the Psalter: 

 <k*j*49 – 49:11, 107:43 
 
 
 Conceptual analysis.  The root <kj combines abstract-concrete, general-technical 

concepts in one root. Gerald Wilson well explains this spectrum thus: “The basic sense is 

akin to the French savior faire—having the knowledge/ability required to accomplish a 

particular activity,” leading to a root that “may describe the more physical skills 

associated with those who have mastered crafts or other occupational skills, while in 

other contexts, the more mental skills normally association [sic] with intellectual wisdom 

                                                 
44  Because this parsing is the only one of its kind in the Psalter, the form is 

displayed with the 1 common singular suffix as it appears in context. 
 
45 Because this parsing is the only one of its kind in the Psalter, the form is 

displayed in the construct state as it is found in its context.  Furthermore, this is the only 
incidence of this root in the hiphil stem in the MT. 

 
46 Used in the plural here. 
 
47 Used with b= preposition. 
 
48 The noun occurs here in the construct state with a 3mp suffix. 
 
49 While some reference works treat this form as a noun that can be used 

adjectivally, I here follow the Dictionary of Classical Hebrew in treating this form as an 
adjective that can be (and often is) used substantively. 
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are in view. . . .”50  Thus the root has both a larger, less bounded meaning and a more 

narrow, technical, and internalized meaning. 

 The verb seems to follow a basic progression of meanings through the various 

stems.  In the qal, the basic meaning is “be/become wise.”  The piel stem intensifies this 

basic meaning by connoting causation as in “make wise” or “teach wisdom,” with the 

pual signifying the same concept in a passive sense—“be made wise.”  The pual stem, 

having a natural propensity for the past sense, is thus used with reference to those who 

are already skilled/wise as can be seen in Ps. 58:6.  The hiphil occurs only once in the 

MT—as a participle in Ps. 19:8 and seems to function essentially the same as the piel 

stem of this root.  The hithpael stem has a reflexive sense—“make oneself wise.”  As for 

the adjectival form <k*j*, it is sometimes difficult to discern whether it is being used 

substantively or adjectivally, as well as whether it is being used generally or 

technically.51 

 Finally, in the area of synonyms where there is overlap in sense or usage, <kj is 

generally acknowledged as sharing a semantic domain with /yb, lkc, and udy—all 

members of the hgh wordfield as defined for this study.52  On the theological level, <kj 

is frequently paired with forms of qdx, thereby adding an ethical component to the 

semantic content.53  Furthermore, the inclusion in the <kj-concept of torah-piety and an 

interpretive approach to YHWH’s acts can be seen in Ps. 107:43, where the question of 

                                                 
50 Wilson, “<kj,”NIDOTTE 2:132. 
 
51 Wilson, NIDOTTE 2:131-133. 

 
52 Cf. M. Saebø, “<kj,” TLOT 1:418-424. 
 
53 Saebø, TLOT 1:423; H. –P. Müller, “<kj,” TDOT 4:364-385. 
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“who is wise,” is paralleled with the phrase hẁhy+ yd}s=j^ Wnn+oBt=y]w+.54  Saebø’s work helps 

to tease out the implications of this observation: “Although the practical orientation of th

world dominates, esp. in the older wisdom sayings, an interest in organizing perception is 

also unmistakable in the abstract, which is of the greatest theological consequence.”

e 

                                                

55  

This insight helps to underscore both the place and importance of <kj in the hgh 

wordfield, as well as the larger idea of the Psalter as a Wisdom book intended to make 

one wise through instruction. 

 
dml 

 This root is included in the hgh wordfield because the concept it conveys is an 

aspect of the larger purpose/function of the Psalter as it has been sketched out in the 

recent research outlined in chapter one—that of the Psalter as an intentionally 

edited/shaped book for mediation towards a didactic end.  Furthermore, given the role of 

Wisdom in the final form of the Psalter as previously described in chapter one with 

regard to the work of Gerald Wilson, it is significant to note that the role of the sage 

(<k*j*) was “to teach”—as seen in Ecclesiastes 12:9 (<u*h*-ta# tu^D~-dM̂l!).56 

 Indeed, the overall usage of this root in the Psalter bears out the significance of its 

place.  Fifteen out of the twenty-seven occurrences of the verbal form of this root also 

have the first common singular pronominal suffix.  Furthermore, eleven of those 

 
54 Müller, TDOT 4:381. 

 
55 Saebø, TLOT, 1:422. 
 
56 An insight I gleaned from H. –P. Müller, TDOT 4:374.  Müller, 4:375, goes on 

to note the narrative presentation of the wise king Solomon in 1 Kings 5:9-13 [4:29-34, 
ET] includes an acknowledgement of Solomon’s literary output. 
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occurrences are in the imperative tense.  The psalmist often uses this root to either 

describe the fact of YHWH’s teaching or call upon YHWH to do so.  It is also 

noteworthy that dml is used in parallel with or in the same verse context as four of the 

other roots in the hgh wordfield—udy, /yb, lkc, and jyc. 

 Several other aspects of this root’s usage in the Psalter merit note.  First is that 

nearly half of this root’s appearances in the Psalter are to be found in Psalm 119 (a total 

of 13 times).  Even more interesting is that the piel imperative is often used as part of an 

apparent and occasional refrain in Psalm 119—yn]d}M=l^ ;yQ\j% or ;yQ\j% yn]d}M=l^—in verses 

12, 26, 64, 68, and 124.  Variations of this refrain can be found in Psalm 119:71,57 135,58 

171.59  Other nouns throughout the Psalter that serve either as the object of dml or 

otherwise describe the substance of the teaching/learning include hr*oT, /oxr*, tu^D^, fP*v+m!, 

hw*x+m!, tyr!B+, hd*u@, Er#d#, and ha*r+y!. 

 Second, there are the several, significant placements of this root in the Psalter.  In 

the superscription of Ps. 60, that psalm is explicitly designated as “for teaching” (dM@l^l=).  

In Ps. 119:99 (yl! hj*yc! ;yt#w{d+u@ yK! yT!l=K^c=h! yd~M=l^m=-lK*m!), three roots from the hgh 

wordfield are used in a poignant construction and a semantically significant statement 

regarding how meditation on YHWH’s “testimonies” places the psalmist beyond the 

(human) teacher.  Finally, there is the interesting syntactical and semantic similarity 

between the first and last occurrences of this root in the Psalter in Psalm 18:35 and 144:1; 

                                                 
57 ;yQ\j% dm̂l=a# 

 
58 ;yQ\j%-ta# yn]d}M=l^w+ 

 
59 ;yQ\j% yn]d}M=l^t= 
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here in both cases a piel masculine singular participle notes that YHWH “teaches” the 

psalmist’s hands the ways of war/battle (hm*j*l+m! / br*q+). 

 
 Syntactical analysis.  The following verbal forms occur in the Psalter: 

 dm̂l=a# (qal impf. 1cs) – 119:71, 7360 

 Wdm=l=Y]w~ (qal impf. waw consec. 3mp) – 106:35 

 yd]m=l*B+61 (qal inf. constr.) – 119:7 

 yn]T^d+M̂l!! 62 (piel pf. 2ms) – 71:17 

 dM@l^y+ (piel impf. 3ms) – 25:9 

 dM@l^t= (piel impf. 2ms) – 94:12,63 119:17164 

 dM@l^a& (piel impf. 1cs) – 34:12,65 51:15,66 132:1267 
 

yn]d}M=l^68 (piel impv. masc. sing) – 25:4, 5; 119: 12, 26, 64, 66, 68, 108, 124, 135; 

143:10 

                                                 
60 The occurrence in verse 73 includes a cohortative h suffix. 
 
61 Because this occurrence is the only one of its type in the Psalter, the form is 

here reproduced—including the prefixed b preposition—just as it appears in the context. 
 

62 Because this is the only occurrence of this parsing in the Psalter, it is shown as 
it appears in its context: with a 1cs suffix attached. 
 

63 This occurrence has a 3ms suffix. 
 

64 This occurrence has a 1cs suffix. 
 

65 This occurrence has a 2mp suffix. 
 

66 This occurrence has a cohortative h suffix. 
 
67 This occurrence has a 3 masculine plural suffix. 

 
68 I have included the 1 common singular suffix with this form because all uses of 

the masculine singular piel imperative in the Psalter have that suffix. 
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 dM@l^m= (piel part. masc. sing.) – 18:35, 94:10,69 144:1 
 
 yd~M=l^m=70 (piel part. masc. pl.) – 119:99 

 dM@l^l= (piel inf. constr.) – 60:1 

Interestingly, there are no nominal or adjectival forms of this root in the Psalter. 

 
 Conceptual analysis.  This root’s meaning is heavily determined by the stem in 

which it occurs.  While the semantic distinction is not rigid and there is an obvious 

relation between the two meanings, the qal stem generally signifies “to learn,” while the 

piel stem signifies “to teach.”71   

 Of the root’s ninety-four occurrences in the MT, twenty-seven of them are found 

in the Psalter.72  Despite this noticeable concentration in the Psalter (which looks even 

more impressive when one considers that this root occurs only six times in the OT 

Wisdom/poetry books outside of the Psalter), the root is fairly well distributed throughout 

the OT.  Interestingly, in the Pentateuch, dml occurs only in Deuteronomy.  This 

preponderance of occurrences in Deuteronomy and the Psalter within their respective 

literary contexts leads Eugene Merrill to observe that “[t]he covenant nature of Deut and 

the meditative-cultic orientation of Psalms suggest that lmd pertains mainly to learning 

and instruction in the realm of divine-human relationship and the manner of life expected 

                                                 
69 This occurrence has the definite article prefixed. 
 
70 As the only occurrence of this form in the Psalter, it is given in the construct 

state with a 1cs suffix as it appears in its context. 
 
71 Eugene H. Merrill, “dml,” NIDOTTE 2:801-803.  By Merrill’s count, the piel 

stem outnumbers the qal stem by about a two-to-one margin. 
 

72  E. Jenni, “dml,” TLOT 2:646-648. 
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to issue from that relationship.”73  A. Kapelrud further pursues the theological 

implications of the OT’s use of dml when he writes that  

“[t]he predominating idea is that God is the ultimate teacher. . . .  God [w]as the 
teacher of the Torah and of all the regulations applying to ethical and cultic life.  
He was the source of all instruction concerning these vital questions.  This also 
meant, however, that he was the teacher of all wisdom, and was the only one 
capable of mediating this insight into the heavenly mysteries.”74 

 
Thus dml can be understood as a root that would support the changing emphasis in the 

Second Temple period’s use of the Psalter as a devotional manual in addition to its duties 

as a liturgical handbook.  This theological dimension and emphasis makes it an important 

term in the hgh wordfield that can support the Psalter’s purpose in providing material and 

insight for pious reflection. 

 
rkz 

rkz is part of the rhetoric of reflection in the Psalter because of this meditative 

aspect of memory.  Memory becomes a means for both individuals and groups to make 

sense of the world in which they live through reflection on the past.  Given ancient 

Israel’s reliance upon “the mighty acts of YHWH” for its identity (including the giving of 

Torah), and given the Psalter’s apparent purpose of aiding meditation on the ways, 

means, and ends of life, rkz in the Psalter is an important aspect of the book’s larger 

raison d’etrê. 

                                                 
73 Merrill, NIDOTTE 2:801. 

 
74 A Kapelrud, “dml,” TDOT 8:4-10. 
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rkz is found in all five books of the Psalter. It occurs in the qal, niphal, and hiphil 

stems in the book.  Significantly, it also found in parallel with a number of other 

members of the wordfield under consideration in this chapter: /yb, hgh, bvj, and jyc.75 

 
 Syntactical analysis.  The following verbal forms occur in the Psalter: 

 rk*z̀ (qal pf. 3ms) – 9:13, 98:3, 105:8, 105:42, 109:16, 115:1276, 136:23 

 Wrk=z̀ (qal pf. 3cp) – 78:42, 106:777 

 <T*r+k^z+ (qal pf. 2ms) – 88:678 

 yT!r+k^z̀ (qal pf. 1cs) – 63:7,79 119:52, 119:55, 143:580 

 rK)z+y] (qal impf. 3ms) – 20:4,81 111:5 

 WrK=z+y] (qal impf. 3mp) – 22:28 

 Rk^z+t! (qal impf. 2 ms) – 8:5,82 25:7,83 79:884 

 

                                                 
75 W. Schottroff, “rkz,” TLOT 1:381-388. 

 
76 This occurrence has a 1cp pronominal suffix. 

 
77 This occurrence is parallel with lkc. 
 
78 Since this occurrence is the only one of its parsing in the Psalter, it is shown as 

it appears in context with the 3mp pronominal suffix. 
 

79 This occurrence has a 2ms pronominal suffix.  It is also parallel with hgh. 
 

80 This occurrence is parallel with hgh and jyc. 
 
81 This occurrence seems to have a jussive meaning, though not a jussive form. 
 
82 This occurrence has a 3ms pronominal suffix. 
 
83 This occurrence seems to have a jussive meaning—it is negated by lâ. 
 
84 This occurrence seems to have a jussive meaning—it is negated by lâ. 
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 rk^z+a# (qal impf. 1cs) – 42:5,85 42:7,86 77:4,87 77:7,88 77:12,89 137:690 

                                                

 rK)z+Y]w~ (qal impf. waw consec. 3ms) – 78:39, 106:45 

 WrK=z+Y]w~ (qal impf. waw consec. 3mp) – 78:35 

rk)z+ (qal impv. 2ms) – 25:6, 74:2, 74:18, 74:22, 89:48, 89:51, 106:4,91 119:49, 

132:1, 137:7 

 Wrk=z] (qal impv. 2mp.) – 105:5 

 yr}k=z{ (qal part. mp) – 103:1892 

 rWkz̀ (qal pass. part. ms) – 103:1493 

 Wnr}k=z̀B= (qal inf. constr.) – 137:194 

 rk@Z`y] (niph. impf. 3ms) – 83:5, 109:14 

 ryK!z+a^ (hiph. impf. 1cs) – 45:18,95 71:16, 77:12, 87:4 

 
85 This occurrence has a cohortative h suffix. 

 
86 This occurrence has a 2ms pronominal suffix. 

 
87 This occurrence has a cohortative h suffix and is also parallel to jyc. 

 
88 This occurrence has a cohortative h suffix and is also parallel to jyc. 

 
89This occurrence has a cohortative h suffix.  

 
90 This occurrence has a 2fs pronominal suffix. 

 
91 This occurrence includes a 1cs pronominal suffix. 

 
92 Since this is the only occurrence of this verbal form in the Psalter, it is shown in 

the construct as it appears in situ. 
 

93 Parallel with udy. 
 
94 Since this is the only occurrence of this verbal form in the Psalter, it is shown 

with its b preposition prefix and 1cp suffix, as it occurs in situ. 
 
95  This occurrence includes a cohortative h suffix. 
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 ryK!z+n~ (hiph. impf. 1cp) – 20:8 

 ryK!z+h^l= (hiph. inf. constr.) – 38:1,96 70:197 

The following nominal form occurs in the Psalter: 

  rk#z} – 6:6, 9:7, 30:5, 34:17, 97:12, 102:13, 109:15, 111:4, 112:6, 135:13, 145:7 

 
 Conceptual analysis.   The basic meaning of rkz (itself a root that is found across 

the spectrum of semitic languages) is “to remember,” though in the hiphil stem it can 

sometimes per context mean “to say” or some such related nuance.  In the MT, the root 

has a large number of occurrences, many of which have a theological implication.  

Indeed, while the basic definition of the root is “remember” its significance and 

implication go beyond a bland notion of simple “recall.”  rkz has a substantial 

mental/intellectual dimension that signifies conscious reflection on the past, though 

occasionally what are to be remembered/reflected upon are the certain events of the 

future.  Frequently, the result of the intellectual activity signified by rkz leads to action in 

the pursuit of concrete results as a consequence of the preceding reflection.98 

 Leslie C. Allen well captures one aspect of the significance of rkz for the Psalter: 

Remembering God is often a dynamic phenomenon that leads to the situation of 
the believer or the believing community being transformed, especially in the 
Psalms.  Recalling God’s past saving work becomes a bridge from a grim present 
to a blessed future. In Ps 77:11[12] his saving activity at the Exodus is seen to be 
relevant to Israel’s disastrous situation and an illicit promise that the God who 
saved them will save again. In 143:5 the recollection of God’s past salvation 

                                                 
96 This occurrence is in the psalm’s superscription and seems to convey the 

psalm’s purpose. 
 
97 This occurrence is in the psalm’s superscription and seems to convey the 

psalm’s purpose. 
 
98 H. Eising, “rkz,” TDOT 5:64-82. 
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changes despair into hope and prayer.  .  .  .  Many of these examples [drawn also 
from Isaiah and Zechariah in Allen’s article] focus on the Exodus not simply as an 
event in history but as a window through which to glimpse God’s redemptive will 
for his people and individual believers in every generation.  To this end the 
Exodus was to be personally remembered in the Feast of Unleavened Bread (Exod 
13:3; Deut 16:3).99 

 
Aside from the obvious implications that memory of the Exodus would have for the 

lament-praise continuum that the Psalter traverses,100 such awareness of the Exodus also 

recalls the generation of the Sinai covenant which received the gift of Torah.  With the 

large-though-subtle significance of the (T)orah concept for the Psalter (that is, that the 

text both points to Torah and is itself a form of torah), there is a very real sense in which 

the Psalter is a book of remembrance: a conscious intellectual interaction with memory—

both individual and communal—of the past and the future (through expressions of 

confusion or confidence in the surety of covenantal loyalty (dsj)).101   

 The importance of this concept of memory should not be underestimated.  

Memory is one of the most basic and important aspects of our humanity.  It is not just the 

simple recall of a fact or of something that happened.  In that sense, animals are capable 

of memory.  Memory, in its most human sense, involves recall combined with 

interpretation: the ascription of meaning or significance to facts, people, places, events.  

                                                 
99 Leslie C. Allen, “rkz,” NIDOTTE 1:1100-1106. 
 
100 Beyond the specifics of Exodus tradition in the Psalter, Schottroff, TLOT 

1:383, makes this point more generally: “Thus in passages that have lament expressions 
in the semantic field of zkr (Psa 42:5, 7; 137:1), memory participates in the lament 
emphasis.” Later, Schottroff adds: “Inclusion among terms for hymnic praise of God (Psa 
105:1-5=1 Chron 16:8-12; cf. Psa 63:6f.) or use as an expression for the call to prayer 
(Job 2:8; cf. Psa 119:55) indicates that the basic stem can also signify an announcement.” 

 
101 Though ds#j# does not always have the connotation of “covenant loyalty” (or 

even use God as the subjective referent: cf. Pss.  109:12, 16; 141:5) it is one of the most 
common and significant connotations of the word.  
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Memory is a crucial component of personal identity,102 but it also has social, communal 

dimensions.  The early twentieth century work of Maurice Halbwachs is generally 

credited with putting the subject of social or collective memory on the map as a 

substantial subject of study.103  One of Halbwachs’ most important contributions was his 

declaration that our understanding of the past is shaped by the issues of the present that 

we are confronting.104  This recognition helps us to understand both the importance of 

rkz for understanding the Psalter in terms of its history and literary vision, as well as the 

continuing fascination of communities of faith with what the Psalter meant and what it 

means. 

 
udy 

 udy possesses the broadest semantic range of the terms in the wordfield and thus 

is the least precise of various roots in terms of usage.  This reality accounts for the high 

number of occurrences of the root in the Psalter.  Still, given the fact that this term is a 

foundational one for the entire Hebrew semantic domain that deals with the mind (in 

whatever nuances may be pursued), it should be included in this study. 

 
 Syntactical analysis.  The following verbal forms occur in the Psalter: 

                                                 
102 Cf. Miroslav Volf, The End of Memory: Remembering Rightly in a Violent 

World (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2006) , 24-26. 
 
103 Cf. Maurice Halbwachs, La mémoire collective (Paris: A. Michel, 1997) and 

Maurice Halbwachs, Les cadres sociaux de la mémoire (Paris: Presses Universitaires de 
France, 1952). 
 

104 Maurice Halbwachs, On Collective Memory (ed. and trans. Lewis A. Coser; 
The Heritage of Sociology; Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1992), 34, 188. 
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ud~y` (qal pf. 3ms) – 73:11, 91:14, 103:14,105 104:19 

Wud+y` (qal pf. 3cp) – 14:4, 53:5, 79:6,106 82:5, 95:10, 147:20107 

T*u=d~y` (qal pf. 2ms) – 31:8, 40:10, 69:6, 69:20, 139:2,108 139:4, 142:4 

yT!u=d~y` (qal pf. 1cs) – 18:44, 20:7, 35:11, 35:15, 41:12, 50:11, 56:10, 71:15, 81:6, 

119:75, 119:152, 135:5, 140:13109 

ud̀y} (qal impf. 3ms) – 35:8, 39:7, 92:7,110 138:6 

Wud+y} (qal impf. 3mp) – 9:21,111 59:14,112 78:6, 83:19,113 109:27114 

ud̀a@ (qal impf. 1cs) – 39:5,115 51:5, 73:22, 101:4, 119:125116 

 

                                                 
105 This occurrence is parallel to an occurrence of rkz. 

 
106 This occurrence has a 2ms pronominal suffix. 

 
107 This occurrence has a 3mp pronominal suffix. 

 
108 The root /yb is in the larger context of this occurrence. 

 
109 This parsing follows the Qere rendering of this occurrence. 

 
110 This occurrence is parallel with /yb. 

 
111 This occurrence may be jussive in meaning. 

 
112 Parsing of this occurrence depends on whether one interprets it as a jussive in 

sense or as an imperfect waw consecutive. 
 
113 Parsing of this occurrence depends on whether one interprets it as a jussive in 

sense or as an imperfect waw consecutive. 
 

114 Parsing of this occurrence depends on whether one interprets it as a jussive in 
sense or as an imperfect waw consecutive. 
 

115 This occurrence has a cohortative h suffix. 
 
116 This occurrence has a cohortative h suffix and is used in conjunction with /yb 

in this verse. 
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ud̀T@w~ (qal impf. waw consec. 2ms) – 139:1, 144:3117 

<u@d`N}w~118 (qal impf. waw consec. 1cp) – 78:3 

ud~ (qal impv. ms) – 139:23 (two occurrences in this verse) 

WuD+ (qal impv. mp) – 4:4, 46:11, 100:3 

u~d}oy(qal part. ms) – 1:6, 37:18, 44:22, 74:9, 90:11, 94:11119 

yu@d+oy120 (qal part. mp) – 9:11, 36:11,121 87:4,122 89:16, 119:79123 

tu^d~y{ (qal part. fs) – 139:14 

tu^d~l* (qal inf. constr.) – 67:3, 73:16124 
 
ud~on (niphal pf. 3ms) – 9:17,125 48:4 

Wud̀n{ (niphal pf. 3cp) – 77:20 

 

                                                 
117 This occurrence has a 3ms pronominal suffix and is parallel with bvj. 

 
118 Given the single occurrence of this parsing in the Psalter, it is shown here as it 

occurs in context, which includes a 3mp pronominal suffix. 
 

119 The object of this occurrence is hb*v*j&m̂. 
 
120 This parsing is shown in the construct state as all occurrences of this form in 

the Psalter are in the construct. 
 
121 This occurrence has a 2ms pronominal suffix. 
 
122 This occurrence has a 1cs suffix. 
 
123 This parsing follows the MT Qere, which is supported by a multiplicity of 

other manuscripts, the LXX and Syriac versions, as well as Jerome.  Furthermore, this 
reading makes better sense of the grammatical and semantic parallelism present in this 
verse.  The Kethib is Wud+y@w++ and is parsed as a qal pf. waw consec. 3cp. 
 

124 This occurrence modified a finite verbal form of bvj. 
 
125 /oyG`h! is also used in this verse. 
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ud~W`y] (niphal impf. 3ms) – 74:5, 79:10,126 88:13 

ud̀on (niphal part. m s) – 76:2 

yu!D`y|m=127 (pual part. m s) – 55:14 

yu*D`y|m=128 (pual part. m p) – 31:12, 88:9, 88:19 

u~yd]oh (hiphil pf. 3ms) – 98:2 

T*u=d~oh (hiphil pf. 2ms) – 77:15 

u~yd]oy (hiphil impf. 3ms) – 103:7 

yn]u@yd]oT129 (hiphil impf. 2 ms) – 16:11, 51:8130 

u~yd]oa (hiphil impf. 1cs) – 32:5,131 89:2 

ud~oh (hiphil impv. m s) – 25:4,132 39:5,133 90:12,134 143:8135 

                                                 
126 This occurrence may be jussive in meaning. 
 
127 Due to the fact that this parsing occurs only once in the Psalter, it is here 

shown as it appears in situ: construct state and 1cs pronominal suffix. 
 
128 Because this parsing occurs syntactically the same way in all three 

occurrences, it is shown here as it always occurs in the Psalter: in the construct state with 
a 1cs pronominal suffix. 

 
129 Since both occurrences of this form have the same suffix, this parsing is shown 

as it appears in situ in the Psalter: with a 1cs pronominal suffix.   
 

130 This occurrence has hm*k=j* as its object. 
 

131 This occurrence has a 2ms pronominal suffix. 
 
132 This occurrence has a 1cs pronominal suffix and is also parallel to dml in this 

verse. 
 

133 This occurrence has a 1cs pronominal suffix. 
 

134 This occurrence is found in the same context as hm*k=j*. 
 

135 This occurrence has a 1cs pronominal suffix. 
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Wuyd]oh (hiphil impv. m p) – 105:1 

u~yd]ohl= (hiphil inf. constr.) – 25:14,136 78:5,137 106:8, 145:12 

The following nominal forms occur in the Psalter: 

hu*D} – 73:11138 

tu^d~ – 19:3, 94:10,139 119:66, 139:6 

 
 Conceptual analysis.  The root udy occurs well over one thousand times in the 

MT (including both Hebrew and Aramaic occurrences).  It occurs in all verbal stems 

(though the vast majority of occurrences are in the qal stem).  In terms of total verbal 

occurrences, the Psalter is second only to Ezekiel in this regard.  The wide semantic 

range of udy is seen in the fact that the LXX uses twenty-two verbs, three nouns, and 

eight adjectives to translate it.  Significantly, the LXX very rarely uses didavskw to 

translate the hiphil form of udy.140 

 The semantic range of the root runs the gamut from the experiential to the 

intellectual, from the observational to the practical, and even to the sexual.  The essential 

semantic domain of udy involves the internalization of first-person experience mediated 

through the resultant relationship with that which is known.  While the root certainly has 

substantial use in the secular sphere, the more religious uses of udy are obviously more 

 
136 This occurrence has a 3mp pronominal suffix. 
 
137 This occurrence has a 3mp pronominal suffix. 
 
138 This occurrence also has a use of the finite verb ud~y` in the larger context. 

 
139 This occurrence has the piel particle dM@l^m=h^ as the governing verbal form. 
 
140 G. J. Botterweck, “udy,” TDOT 5:448-481. 



 

significant theologically.  The root is used of personal experience and relationship with 

God, frequently in such relational metaphors as husband-wife or parent-child, but also in 

the “recognition formula” (“know that I am YHWH”) where experience of a particular 

event or occasion grounds the subject in a deeper or fuller relational knowledge of 

YHWH.  With God as the subject, the niphal, hiphil, and hithpael stems of udy are used 

to emphasize divine initiative in revelation (i.e., that YHWH “makes known” or “causes 

to know”).  This use can particularly be seen, for instance, when psalmists ask YHWH to 

make known to them (T)orah (cf. Pss. 16:11; 25:4; 119:66; 143:8) or to educate them 

regarding sin and death (cf. Pss. 39:4; 90:12, etc.).141 

 As might be expected, udy finds a place in Wisdom contexts.  The “wise one” 

(<k*j*) can be equated with “one who knows/understands.”  “Wisdom” is characterized 

with various wisdom terms that include derivatives of udy (tu^d^) as defining the sin qua 

non of wisdom.  Theologically, Wisdom can be defined as “knowledge of the holy,” and, 

when attributed to YHWH, can be understood as “perfect in knowledge.”142 

 
Conclusion 

 This chapter has defined the hgh wordfield for the Psalter.  It has collected all 

usages in the Psalter of the nine roots comprising the field, as well as provided basic 

sketches of the range of meaning of each root.  This compendium will serve as the 

roadmap to read the wordfield within the larger context of the Psalter in chapters three 

and four.

                                                 
141 Terence E. Fretheim, “udy,” NIDOTTE 2:409-414. 
 
142 W. Schottroff, “udy,” TLOT 2:508-521. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

Reading the Rhetoric of Reflection in the Psalter: The hgh Wordfield in the Final Form of 
the Masoretic Text of the Psalter 

 
 
 In his pioneering work Yahweh as Refuge and the Editing of the Hebrew Psalter, 

Jerome F. D. Creach examines his wordfield both diachronically (devoting chapters to the 

evolution of the refuge metaphor as well as the impact of the wordfield under study on 

the development of the Psalter1) and synchronically.  His synchronic chapter traces the 

use of the wordfield through the Psalter in its present form. 

 What is significant for this dissertation is how Creach in his synchronic chapter 

on the present shape of the Psalter vis-à-vis his chosen wordfield goes on to contextualize 

that wordfield in terms of the Psalter’s shape. Here he is worth quoting in full and at 

length. 

The view of tôrâ as a kind of refuge directs a way of depending on Yahweh.  
Psalm 119 relates to Ps. 94.12-13 in its assertion that tôrâ is a source of comfort, 
protection, and security.  The same conviction comes in Ps. 147.19-20.  .  .  .  The 
presence of psalms that emphasize the protective role of tôrâ suggests that 
meditation on tôrâ had become an important way of expressing devotion to 
Yahweh and a means of proving oneself worthy of the sheltering care of God.  
The fact that the Psalter begins with this idea (Ps. 1) and contains similar concepts 
in some of the latest psalms (19, 119) as well as in parts of the Psalter recognized 
for editorial activity (Ps. 94) indicates further that the idea of ‘refuge in tôrâ’ is 
important for reading and understanding the completed book.2 

 

                                                 
1 Cf. Jerome F. D. Creach, Yahweh as Refuge (JSOTSup 217; Sheffield: Sheffield 

Academic Press, 1996), 50-73, 106-121. 
 
2 Creach, 102. 
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Later, Creach goes on to add that “the combination of Psalms 1-2 and the presence of 

Psalm 19 in David 1 perhaps indicates that the story of tôrâ is an important part of the 

equation of how to display one’s dependence on Yahweh.”3  Later still, he adds: 

. . . hāsâ and associated terms are the vocabulary of a piety, central to which is the 
idea of dependence on Yahweh, that permeates the Psalter and seems to be at the 
forefront of the minds of those who collected the book.  The ascendancy of this 
way of thinking and speaking is seen in the fact that righteousness is characterized 
as ‘seeking refuge in Yahweh’ (Ps. 2.12d).  .  .  .  In view of the conflict between 
faith (security in Yahweh) and experience (exile), assurance is given that Yahweh 
was a refuge before possession of the land or establishment of the monarchy.  An 
essential element in this system of belief is tôrâ, which includes legal provisions 
of the Pentateuch (Ps. 147.18-20) though the term is probably not limited to these 
parts of the Hebrew scriptures.  Yahweh’s instruction is a source of support and 
protection, the seeking of which leads to success, like ‘seeking refuge in 
Yahweh’.   

It is in this world of ideas that the present Psalter is comprehensible.  It 
seems clear that the framework for reading the Psalter, established by Wilson, 
Mays, and others is made more understandable by the piety expressed by hāsâ 
and associated terms.  Furthermore, the fact that portions of the book are 
permeated with hāsâ and associated terms and that the idea of ‘seeking refuge in 
Yahweh’ is prominent in the combining of collections is perhaps evidence that 
this piety is at the heart of a proper reading of the book, perhaps even the reading 
intended by the final collectors, if such an editorial intention is cognizable.4 

 
While Creach’s focus is on the concept of “refuge” in the Psalter, his situating of that 

concept in the Psalter’s larger context with its call for and empowerment of 

meditation/reflection provides the point of entry for this chapter.  Specifically, this 

chapter will take the wordfield that was defined in chapter two and now read it in the 

context of the Psalter itself.  This process should serve to broadly sketch out the actual 

scope and significance of meditation/reflection in the Psalter. 

 
 

                                                 
3 Creach, 103. 
 
4 Creach, 104-105. 
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Rhetorical Criticism 

Rhetorical criticism first came to sustained scholarly prominence through the 

influence of James L Muilenburg’s 1968 Presidential address to the Society of Biblical 

Literature which was subsequently reprinted as “Form Criticism and Beyond” in the 

Society’s Journal of Biblical Literature.5  Muilenburg in no way wanted to be seen as 

denigrating the contributions of form criticism.  Indeed, he made every effort to note its 

scholarly utility and accomplishments from the recent decades: it served as a corrective to 

the deficiencies of historical and literary criticism as it had been practiced up to that 

point; it seriously took account of a pericope’s genre; it recognized the social/communal 

                                                 
5 James L. Muilenburg, “Form Criticism and Beyond,” JBL 88 (1969): 1-18.  To 

be sure, Muilenburg’s implicit advocacy of what he made systematically explicit in his 
presidential address is apparent in the larger stream of his published scholarship.  Two-
and-a-half decades before this address, Muilenburg published “Psalm 47,” JBL 63 
(1944): 237, where he wrote that “The literary features [of Psalm 47] lie so much on the 
surface to the reader of the Hebrew test that for that very reason they somehow elude his 
recognition.  One must, for example, learn to be sensitive to words and sounds, and to 
observe the articulation of individual words and sentences into a larger structure.”  A bit 
further, he writes that “an attempt will be made to analyse the literary form and character 
of the poem as a basis for determining its primary meaning and major emphases.  It 
cannot be repeated too often that this determination of form is an essential prerequisite 
for the determination of meaning.”  In his conclusion, on page 256, Muilenburg 
summarizes: “The psalm is constructed according to characteristic principles of Hebrew 
form and style.  Such principles are seen in word order; the relationships of words, 
stichoi, and lines; sense of symmetry and balance combined with a distinctive aversion to 
stereotype; fondness for euphony, concrete imagery, and love of the scenic; portrayal of 
incident and event as over against rational exposition; sense of the dramatic and climactic 
which does not necessarily become rhetorical.” 

Other examples of Muilenburg’s long-term development of the concepts that he 
defined as “rhetorical criticism” include “A Study in Hebrew Rhetoric: Repetition and 
Style,” in Congress Volume: Copenhagen 1953(ed. G. W. Anderson; VTSup 1; Leiden: 
Brill, 1953), 97-111, and “The Linguistic and Rhetorical Usages of the Particle yk in the 
Old Testament,” HUCA 32 (1961):135-160.  For Muilenburg’s more expansive appraisal 
of form criticism in general, see “Modern Issues in Biblical Studies: The Gains of Form 
Criticism in Old Testament Studies,” ExpTim 71 (1960): 229-233. 

For an example of a contemporary use of Muilenburg’s work as a point of entry, 
see J. Cheryl Exum, “A Literary and Structural Analysis of the Song of Songs,” ZAW 85 
(1973): 47-79. 
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and cultural context of said genres, and accounted for the oral prehistory of traditions and 

genres; it fostered a comparative approach in its analyses.  Despite all its successes, 

Muilenburg suggested that the law of diminishing returns had caught up with the method 

and that the time had come not so much to reject form criticism as to move beyond it.  

There were other literary features beyond Gattung and Sitz im Leben that needed to be 

studied and accounted for in interpretation. 

The most significant of Muilenburg’s critiques of form criticism for the purposes 

of this dissertation lies in the overall conception of the form critical task. As Gunkel 

defined, practiced, and passed on form criticism, the method was too much beholden to 

judging texts on a comparative basis: that which was unique or idiosyncratic in a text was 

ignored or explained away.  Muilenburg writes:  

To state our criticism another way, form criticism by its very nature is bound to 
generalize because it is concerned with what is common to all the representatives 
of a genre, and therefore applies an external measure to the individual pericopes. 
It does not focus sufficient attention upon what is unique and unrepeatable, upon 
the particularity of the formulation.6 
 

The implication of this large-scale point is made obvious when Muilenburg later reflects 

on the inseparable unity of form and content—“[e]xclusive attention to the Gattung may 

actually obscure the thought and intention of the writer or speaker.”7  The point, as 

Muilenburg goes on to elaborate, is that “the creative synthesis of the particular 

                                                 
6 Muilenburg, “Form Criticism and Beyond,” 4. 
 
7 Muilenburg, “Form Criticism and Beyond,” 4. 
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formulation of the periscope with the content.  .  .  makes it the distinctive composition 

that it is.”8 

Thus, according to Muilenburg, what had been lost in the actual practice of form 

criticism was a sense of the literary artistry and its role in the communication of meaning 

in a text.  He even notes that modern scholarship should be conscious of the larger 

historical stream of biblical study to which it is heir: among Christians since at least 

Jerome, literary style has been a component of serious biblical study.9  Accordingly, 

Muilenburg suggests a program of research which he calls “rhetorical criticism.”10  The 

basic procedure that is subsequently outlined involves clearly defining the boundaries of 

the literary unit and then thoroughly accounting for and examining its various stylistic 

features and functions.  Such an inventory would include sundry manifestations of 

literary phenomena: parallelism, particles, vocatives, rhetorical questions, repetition, and 

so forth.  To the charge that this method is too subjective, he admits the point but 

                                                 
8 Muilenburg, “Form Criticism and Beyond,” 4.  More recently, Antony F. 

Campbell, “Form Criticism’s Future,” in The Changing Face of Form Criticism for the 
Twenty-First Century (ed. Marvin A. Sweeney and Ehud Ben Zvi, ed.; Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 2003), 15-31, asserts that form criticism’s defining contribution—a “focus on 
the whole” and how it relates to the “typical”—was lost in the muddle caused by a lack of 
aesthetic appreciation and an emphasis on the subjective prehistory of the present text.  
Campbell’s prescription of the future of form criticism overlaps in part with 
Muilenburg’s concerns (while never even mentioning Muilenburg; Knierim, however, is 
mentioned), entailing the utilization of form criticism’s synchronic strengths of 
identifying the typical and the structural in individual text units. 

 
9 Muilenburg, “Form Criticism and Beyond,” 8. 
 
10 Muilenburg, “Form Criticism and Beyond,” 8.  Muilenburg writes: “What I am 

interested in, above all, is in understanding the nature of Hebrew literary composition, in 
exhibiting the structural patterns that are employed for the fashioning of a literary unit, 
whether in poetry or in prose, and in discerning the many and various devices by which 
the predications are formulated and ordered into a unified whole. Such an enterprise I 
should describe as rhetoric and the methodology as rhetorical criticism.” 
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responds that “in matters of this sort there is no substitute for literary sensitivity.”11  

Reading and appropriating a text involves art as well as science and method. 

 Several years later, a more thoroughgoing critique of form criticism by Rolf 

Knierim appeared.12  Knierim devotes substantial space to demonstrating and 

documenting key shortcomings inherent in form critical methodology.  There was the 

complicated matter of defining “genre”—that is, the role of content (in addition to, and, 

in some instances, more significantly) as opposed to structure and other formal markers 

in defining a genre had not been given adequate attention.  Furthermore, the link between 

the hypothetical oral prehistory and subsequent literary artifact had been overestimated.  

All that exists now is the textual reality and it must be dealt with on its own terms.  

Knierim affirmed the previous contention of Muilenburg that the individuality—in 

addition to the typicality—of texts must be appreciated and appropriated in 

interpretation.13   

Knierim’s detailed diagnosis of form criticism’s shortcomings is followed by a 

similarly substantial prescription to aid the discipline in moving forward.  The proposal is 

a potential methodology that is less rigidly ideological and more flexible in its means and 

aims.  It is presented in four aspects.  The first aspect is attention to “text and structure.”  

Here the goal is to gain awareness of the place of “rhetorical or stylistic devices” in a text 
                                                 

11 Muilenburg, “For Criticism and Beyond,” 9. 
 
12 Rolf Knierim, “Old Testament Form Criticism Reconsidered,” Int 27 (1973), 

435-468. 
 
13 Ironically, Knierim, “Old Testament Form Criticism Reconsidered,” 458, f.n. 

91, critiqued Muilenburg’s article for not going far enough—not truly beyond form 
criticism. He writes that “[t]he problem with Muilenburg’s meritorious paper is that it 
does not show where the ‘rhetorical criticism,’ proposed by him goes ‘beyond’ form 
criticism.  The way he summarizes ‘rhetorical criticism’ on p. 18 could also be part of an 
article on the form-critical method.” 
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as well as the interaction of the various structural features that may be present, all of 

which can only be properly done through a close-reading of the text. The thoroughly 

examined text can then be properly compared to the generic structure that it may be based 

on. Second is a consideration of “text, text-type, and genre,” where the element(s) (which 

might be structural, but then again, might not be) which give the text its relation to other 

texts are identified.  Third is an examination of “text and setting.”  The concept of setting 

is broadened from the original form critical concept of “social setting” and instead is a 

concept that can include eras, “literature itself,” and even “language itself.”  Furthermore,  

it should be recognized that texts and their various features can function under different 

settings at the same time.  Fourth comes the ambiguous realm of “content, mood, 

occupation of mind, function, and intention,” whose categories still need precise 

definition as well as attention to how they interrelate within a single textual unit. 

What becomes apparent in these two articles is that a realization was unfolding 

within biblical scholarship that close readings of texts that, while disciplined and 

rigorous, were not unduly and uncritically bound by unyielding methodology or ideology 

held over the text, were crucial in moving the discipline forward.  Muilenburg had given 

articulation and legitimation to a latent discontent that questioned the ultimate merit of 

hypothetical reconstructions of what lay behind the text; the final form of the text had 

been read profitably for centuries by Jews and Christians alike and its construction was 

more than just a cut-and-paste exercise—the final text “is a whole which is more than the 

sum of its parts.”14 

                                                 
14 Bernhard W. Anderson, “The New Frontier of Rhetorical Criticism: A Tribute 

to James Muilenburg,” in Rhetorical Criticism: Essays in Honor of James Muilenburg 
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The conversation concerning the meaning and method of “rhetorical criticism” 

continued over the next couple of decades.  The reality that is easily forgotten is that even 

if “rhetorical criticism” was not always the term of choice, the basic concerns that were 

rising back to the surface were old, as exemplified in the work of Erasmus of Rotterdam 

or Robert Lowth; the preeminence of diachronic concerns through the dominance of the 

historical critical method was weakened in the implications of Gunkel’s form criticism 

and whereas originally Gunkel had had to formulate his method in light of the diachronic 

reality of his time, the implications of his method for synchronic concerns were now 

becoming tenable in a changing discipline.15  Thus Muilenburg could describe his 

concerns not as antagonistic to form criticism, but as deriving from and even fulfilling the 

promise of the method.  The overall situation was well captured by Martin Kessler: 

“Rhetorical criticism may perhaps be seen as dealing with the juncture of diachronic and 

synchronic methods; it deals minimally with Vorgeschichte, and not with Nachgeschichte 

at all.”16 

In the ensuing articles and essays about rhetorical criticism, the flexibility 

inherent in the meaning of the term and the exact methodology to employ (which would 

naturally be influenced by the meaning ascribed to the term) became more obvious.  

Yehoshua Gitay conceptualized the method as “a middle ground between rational, 

                                                                                                                                                 
(ed. Jared J. Jackson and Martin Kessler; PTMS 1; Eugene, OR: Pickwick Publications, 
1974), xvii. 

 
15 Martin Kessler, “A Methodological Setting for Rhetorical Criticism,” in Art 

and Meaning: Rhetoric in Biblical Literature (ed. David J. A. Clines, David M. Gunn, 
and Alan J. Hauser; JSOTSup 19; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1982), 3-4, 10. 

 
16 Kessler, “A Methodological Setting,” 9-10. 
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mathematical proof and emotional appeal.”17  More specifically, he explains the goal as a 

“search for effective communication” which uses “a specific literary method that will 

enable the critic systematically to study the discourse’s strategy and techniques of 

effective communication.”18  Yet in this conceptualization of rhetorical criticism, Gitay 

differs enough from Muilenburg so as to explicitly distance his own recommended 

approach from the original call for a revised synchronic methodology: Muilenburg 

represented 

.  .  .  an expression of stylistic-formalist awareness rather than a systematic study 
of early Hebrew rhetoric, the biblical art of persuasion, which is the concern of 
the present chapter.  Muilenburg’s “rhetorical criticism” focuses on stylistic 
phenomena such as figurative language and relationships of sounds as ends in 
themselves.  Therefore, biblical scholarship regards Muilenburg’s school of 
rhetorical criticism as a synchronic approach that aims to reveal the art of the final 
product, that is, the aesthetic dimension of the text.19 
 

Gitay describes his preferred approach as “a pragmatic analysis that seeks to reveal the 

mutual relationship of the author(s), the text, and the audience.  Style is just one aspect of 

rhetoric, which endeavors to reach the audience effectively.”20  What is worth noting is 

that the distinction between Gitay’s approach and Muilenburg’s is not a stark one—it is 

more of degree than of kind (which Gitay would most apparently admit).  The issue is 

emphasis (aesthetics can, for some dispositions, be a very influential aspect of 

                                                 
17 Yehoshua Gitay, “Rhetorical Criticism,” in To Each Its Own Meaning: An 

Introduction to Biblical Criticisms and Their Application (ed. Steven L. McKenzie and 
Stephen R. Haynes; Louisville: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1993), 135. 

 
18 Gitay, “Rhetorical Criticism,” 135-136. 
 
19 Gitay, “Rhetorical Criticism,” 136. 

 
20 Gitay, “Rhetorical Criticism,” 136. 
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persuasion) and there is typically an element of subjectivity in it for author, original or 

implied reader, and critic alike. 

 Given that the persuasion that rhetoric/aesthetics can accomplish is inherently 

subjective, it is not surprising that rhetoric itself as a discipline/subject/method came into 

disrepute and disuse with the rise of the Enlightenment and its quest for and central 

assumption of objectivity through rationality.  Classical rhetoric and medieval 

understandings accepted the idea that language could construct “perceptions of reality,” 

an idea anathema to Enlightenment sensibility.  The renewal of rhetoric and the recovery 

of a sense of its value in the twentieth century inevitably reflected the realities of 

modernity: now “theories of discourse and epistemology” as well as “the relationships 

among language, persuasion, knowledge, and social control” were higher priority 

concerns.  The neglected issue in ancient rhetoric of the connection between language 

and knowledge is much more prominent; all communication has rhetorical/persuasive 

aspects.21 

 Rhetorical criticism has been naturally applicable to biblical poetry given that 

poetry, with its foregrounding of language, emphasizes form and structure (or the lack 

thereof).  Poetry’s use of form to communicate meaning makes it susceptible to and even 

fertile for aesthetic analysis, provided that analysis does not overemphasize the art to the 

                                                 
21 Patricia K. Tull, “Rhetorical Criticism and Intertextuality,” in To Each Its Own 

Meaning: An Introduction to Biblical Criticisms and Their Application (ed. Steven L. 
McKenzie and Stephen R. Haynes; 2d ed.; Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 
1999), 157 
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neglect or even diminution of “content and role of the reader in the making of 

meaning.”22 

 The relationship of narrativity and Hebrew poetry should be noted as well.  Paul 

R. House has summarized Robert Alter’s work as describing how “poetry can even create 

narrative as it moves ‘from line to story.’”23  Alter makes his proposal thusly:  

.  .  .  I would contend that the narrative impulse, for the most part withdrawn 
from the prominent structural and generic aspects of the poems, often resurfaces 
in their more minute articulations, from verset to verset within the line and from 
one line to the next.  Recognizing the operation of such a narrative impulse in the 
poems may help us see their liveliness more fully, may help us understand the 
links in modes of expression between the typical nonnarrative poems and the 
occasional poems with explicit narrative materials.24 

 
The focus in Alter’s work seems to focus primarily on narrativity within poems.  That 

contextual point being duly noted, it seems useful to point out how his “narrative 

impulse,” as explained above, depends particularly on subtlety as opposed to more 

explicit markers or genres.  This observation is significant in that the reading of the 
                                                 

22 Per the perceptive critique and implied warning of Mona West, “Looking for 
the Poem: Reflections on the Current and Future Status of the Study of Biblical Hebrew 
Poetry,” in Beyond Form Criticism: Essays in Old Testament Literary Criticism (ed. Paul 
R. House; Sources for Biblical and Theological Study 2; Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 
1992), 424.  Cf. West’s statement, 424-425, on the positive relationship between Hebrew 
poetry and rhetorical criticism: “Rhetorical criticism’s emphasis on the literary artistry of 
the biblical text worked well with Hebrew poetry, since the poetic function of language is 
to draw attention to itself in a way that helps communicate the poem’s message.  In 
applications of rhetorical criticism to Hebrew poetry, an effort was made to show how the 
literary artistry of the text embodied the text’s meaning.” 

 
23 Paul R. House, “The Rise and Current Status of Literary Criticism of the Old 

Testament,” in Beyond Form Criticism: Essays in Old Testament Literary Criticism (ed. 
Paul R. House; Sources for Biblical and Theological Study 2; Winona Lake, IN: 
Eisenbrauns, 1992), 18.  House took his language and basic point from Robert Alter, The 
Art of Biblical Poetry (New York: Basic Books, 1985), 27-61, these pages forming the 
second chapter of Alter’s book and entitled “From Line to Story.”   

West, 429, also notes Alter’s work with regard to narrativity in biblical poetry. 
 
24 Alter, 28. 
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Psalter initiated by the work of Gerald Wilson leads to an essentially narratival reading of 

the Psalter as a whole (perhaps most vividly and succinctly illustrated in the dissertation 

and subsequent book by Nancy deClaissé-Walford).  This line of research essentially 

finds a “narrative impulse” in the arrangement of the poems themselves, on the basis of 

the subtleties of continuities and discontinuities within the superscriptions, various 

repeated keywords, common themes, similar genres, and so forth.  The Psalter, in one 

sense, tells the story of ancient Israel through the lens of faith bestowed, faith shaken, and 

faith regained.   

 The critique that rhetorical criticism lacks “a well-developed methodology” or 

even a consistent definition misses the point.25  Phyllis Trible, one of the most insightful 

writers and practitioners of rhetorical criticism, explains this situation most insightfully: 

The Muilenburg rubric does not yield a rule that accounts for every eventuality, 
dictates every move, explains every procedure, or guarantees every result.  It does 
not even approach a comprehensive system.  Those who seek one misunderstand 
the rhetorical enterprise.  Fokkelman has made the point nicely: “But how to 
make a start?  Not a single method warrants our access to the work in advance; 
every text requires its own hermeneutics and the annoying thing is that the 
outlines cannot be drawn until after the event.”  The Muilenburg rubric offers 
perspective and guidance.  It allows for, indeed requires, intuition and play.  The 
test of its usefulness comes not in theory but in practice.26 

 
The demand for rigor in methodology during the heyday of historical criticism, while 

useful and important in correcting certain pious excesses of the pre-modern era,  was 
                                                 

25 Quoted phrase taken from West, 424, who also notes this criticism often raised 
against rhetorical criticism. 

 
26 Phyllis Trible, Rhetorical Criticism: Context, Method, and the Book of Jonah 

(GBS; Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1994), 101.  Trible draws her quote from J. P. 
Fokkelman, Narrative Art in Genesis: Specimens of Stylistic and Structural Analysis 
(Assen, The Netherlands: Van Gorcum, 1975), 8. 

Elsewhere, on page 52, Trible also points out that “.  .  .  Muilenburg never 
developed a comprehensive statement of rhetorical criticism.  He worked by intuition; he 
shared evolving perceptions; he did not construct a system.” 
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essentially an exaltation of Enlightenment rationality and assumptions upon the text that 

overcorrected into the opposite extreme.  Rigor required forcing texts to yield to 

preconceived method—there was little room for inductive work or intuitive approaches, 

which were not sufficiently “critical.”  The irony in this situation is that rigorous 

methodology did not produce universal consensus even in its early days (is it a 

Tetrateuch, Pentateuch, Hexateuch, or Octateuch?).  The well-documented casualties of 

this regime were adequate acceptance of ancient literary conventions and the all-to-

humane appreciation of textual aesthetics with their implications for meaning.27  Thus the 

“chief limitations [of rhetorical criticism] lie with the imagination, analytical faculties, 

and intellectual honesty of the exegete.”28  The reading of the Psalter suggested in this 

chapter seeks to invoke the best tools/traits of rhetorical criticism—imagination and 

intuition—to read the role of the rhetoric of reflection in the final form of the Psalter.  

  
Books 1-3 of the Psalter in Overview 

 The basic approach of Gerald Wilson (from which all modern readings of the 

Psalter as a book have essentially begun, particularly in the English-speaking world) to 

the shape of the Psalter is well enough known at this point so as only to require the 

briefest summary.  According to Wilson, the Psalter essentially follows a linear trajectory 

from lament to praise, from the individual to the communal, from the failure of the 

                                                 
27 Significantly, Alter, 112, notes (while explicitly writing about the poetry of the 

Psalter and its handling under Gunkel) that historical critical method neglects “an 
essential point about literary convention in [the] search for the general formulas that 
define a genre.  Convention gives writers of both verse and prose a solid framework in 
which to construct their own discourse, but good writers always exert a subtle pressure on 
convention, in certain ways remaking it as they build within it.” 

 
28 Tull, 178. 
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Davidic monarchy in exile to the hope for the future found in the reign of YHWH as 

King.  Books 1-3 of the Psalter essentially chronicle and emote the experience of the 

failure of human kingship as it was experienced by ancient Israel in the form of the house 

of David.  The two David collections contain the bulk of the Davidically ascribed psalms 

in the Psalter, and the use of the Solomonic Psalm 72 to close Book 2 (and an aspect of 

the Davidic voice, according to Ps. 72:20) lament their way to the crisis of the divine 

covenant with David as it is most forcefully expressed and explored in Book 3.  Book 3 

itself ends with the desperate Psalm 89 which wonders aloud about God’s faithfulness to 

the covenant with David.  The dénouement of this dilemma comes in Books 4-5 

according to Wilson. 

 Wilson’s work has been refined over the years, both by others as well as by his 

own hand.  J. Clinton McCann, while agreeing with the general thrust of Wilson’s work, 

has suggested that that the crisis of exile and the Davidic covenant is already being dealt 

with and incrementally resolved in Books 1-3.29  McCann’s methodological twist of 

focusing on the psalms at the beginning of Books 1-3 and how these books open (instead 

of Wilson’s primary focus on psalms at the end of sections and describing how books 

close, noting Psalms 2, 72, and 89 particularly) allows him to see more than just the 

framing of a royal/Davidic covenantal crisis in the first half of the Psalter.  Psalms 1, 42-

44 and 73-74 present “a pattern that serves to instruct the postexilic community not only 

                                                 
29 J. Clinton McCann, “Books I-III and the Editorial Purpose of the Hebrew 

Psalter,” in The Shape and Shaping of the Psalter (ed. J. Clinton McCann; JSOTSup 159; 
Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1993), 93-107. 
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to face the disorientating reality of exile but also to reach toward a reorientation beyond .  

.  .  the Davidic/Zion covenant theology.”30   

 To be fair, Wilson has, in a sense, taken McCann’s approach (focusing on the 

opening psalms of books) further than McCann himself by postulating a Wisdom frame 

around the final form of the entire Psalter that is formed in a substantial way by the 

psalms that open the various books.31  In a very real sense, the reorientation that McCann 

sees in Books 1-3 on the basis of the opening psalms is continued into the second half of 

the Psalter; what McCann has only partially described is extended by Wilson into a 

Wisdom frame overarching the entire book and its more familiar message of 

hope/restoration in exile through the kingship of YHWH.  He notes that the Psalter both 

begins (Psalm 1) and ends (Psalm 145:19-20) with an acknowledgement of the two ways 

open to humans and YHWH’s response to each of those ways. Thus there is an 

overarching wisdom frame around the Psalter as a whole.  Furthermore, opening psalms 

throughout the Psalter—Psalms 2 (it has been shaped by Wisdom influences), 73, 90, and 

107—all promote a Wisdom agenda and reading of the Psalter.   

 Even beyond purely covenantal concerns and the ancient existential crises such 

concerns could involve, J. Clinton McCann has also noted the subtle but seemingly 

significant place of beatitudes in Book 1 as well as in the Psalter more generally.32  Psalm 

1 itself actually begins with a beatific pronouncement and in some sense the rest of the 
                                                 

30 McCann, “Books I-III and the Editorial Purpose of the Hebrew Psalter,” 95. 
 
31 Gerald H. Wilson, “Shaping the Psalter: A Consideration of Editorial Linkage 

in the Psalms,” in The Shape and Shaping of the Psalter (ed. J. Clinton McCann; 
JSOTSup 159; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1993), 72-82, particularly 80-82. 

 
32 J. Clinton McCann, Jr., “The Shape of Book I of the Psalter and the Shape of 

Human Happiness,” in The Book of Psalms: Composition and Reception (ed. Peter W. 
Flint and Patrick D. Miller; VTSup 99; Leiden: Brill, 2005), 340-348. 
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Psalter is about the definition and recognition of blessedness.  Book 1 itself has seven 

other beatitudes, while there are seventeen others in Books 2-5.  That accounting gives a 

total of twenty-five macarisms, more than triple the total in the book of Proverbs—itself 

an undisputed Wisdom book!  Within Book 1, beatitudes are positioned to create an 

inclusion around the book: Psalms 1-2 (themselves shaped by a beatitude-inclusio) and 

Psalms 40-41.  The irony of the prominent placement of pronouncements of blessedness 

around a core body of lamenting poems is thus explained by McCann: 

To introduce the Psalter under the rubric of “Happy are those.  .  .,” then to follow 
that introduction with an impressive series of poignant prayers for help, and then 
to provide a closing frame for Book I that also features the concept of 
happiness—all this serves to suggest that the shape of human happiness according 
to the Psalms has nothing to do with the normal definition of happiness or 
blessedness (one that is even found elsewhere in the Bible) in terms of material 
prosperity as well as physical security and well-being.  Rather, according to the 
shape of the Psalter, happiness has to do with the fundamental orientation of the 
self to God, constantly delighting in God’s “instruction” (Ps 1:2, NRSV “law”); 
and with finding “refuge in” God (Ps 2:12).33 
 

McCann concludes that the beatitudes in Books 2-5 are too few to have a noticeable 

impact on shape, though it is interesting that both concluding psalms of Books 3-4 

(Psalms 89 and 106 respectively) have beatitudes.  McCann’s explanation, then, of the 

significance of the beatitudes outside of Book 1 is that they further reiterate Book 1’s 

message about “happiness” being found in trust in YHWH, which would include “being 

open to God’s instructions.”34   

Thus the noticeable number of macarisms in the Psalter, particularly in Book 1, 

can be plausibly accounted for in relation to the Psalter’s larger focus on Torah and 

                                                 
33 McCann, “The Shape of Book I,” 343. 
 
34 McCann, “The Shape of Book I,” 345. 
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reflection on it.  Furthermore, the link between the Psalter’s message and shape and the 

abundant use of a standard Wisdom form should not be overlooked. 

 One assumption undergirding the stream of research initiated by Gerald Wilson’s 

work has been well articulated in an effective and somewhat personal way by James L 

Mays: 

The attempt to discern and describe the shape of the Psalter.  .  .  does not reach to 
all the clues provided by individual psalms.  Psalmody began in festivals and 
rituals of Israel during the era of the kingdoms, if not earlier.  It reached its 
culmination in the formation of the Psalter, though, I believe, without losing its 
life and function as the provision of liturgical resources for the worship, prayer, 
and meditation of the people.  The crucial psalms for our purpose are those whose 
redaction or composition reflect the process of movement through stages of cultic 
history toward the formation of the book.  What is needed is to look at these 
psalms with questions about their implications for views of the whole and for the 
psalms in it.  What features can be identified that point to the way in which all the 
collected psalms are being understood and used?  The context sought, then, is not 
simply a literary entity; it is also the theological-historical perspective of the 
mentality that led to the book’s formation.  So I turn to indications of psalmody’s 
movement toward the double identity of liturgy and literature that belongs to the 
book of Psalms.35 

 
In describing the shape of the Psalter, not every psalm’s place nor every component of 

any particular psalm must be accounted for in order for the overarching view of the 

Psalter’s shape to have plausibility if not actual, consensual validity.  Most, if not all of 

the psalms individually, and certainly all of the smaller collections still preserved in the 

final form of the MT Psalter have previous existences and usages outside of the MT 

Psalter and those prior existences continue to leave their mark on the present forms of the 

various texts and collections.  That being said, Mays’s recognition of the literary and the 

“theological-historical” dimensions of the Psalter’s text highlights the multifaceted nature 

                                                 
35 James L. Mays, “The Question of Context in Psalm Interpretation” in 

Preaching and Teaching the Psalms (ed. Patrick D. Miller and Gene M. Tucker; 
Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2006), 81. 
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of the final form of the Psalter.  It still transmits historical information and is amenable to 

historical questions, but it is also a book that transcends history.  Its historical liturgical 

functions have given way to other uses in various forms of Jewish and Christian worship 

over the centuries.  It may well also have been shaped for reflection and study as well. 

 
Prolegomena: Psalms 1-2 and the Introduction to the Psalter 

 
 The discussion of the relationship between Psalms 1-2 and their role in opening 

the Psalter is ancient and ongoing.  That history need not be rehearsed here and at any 

rate is relatively familiar.36 

                                                 
36 The literature on these psalms, both individually and in tandem, is substantial. 

Most recently, relevant scholarly work can be summarized as follows. In the late 
seventies, John T. Willis, “Psalm 1—An Entity,” ZAW 91 (1979): 381-401, conclusively 
rebutted the notion that Psalms 1 and 2, with all their similarities and obvious literary 
relations, were a compositional unity.  They were, in fact, two separate entities.  In that 
same time frame, Brevard Childs, Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1979), 512-514, influentially (though not original in this 
respect; consider Westermann’s proposal for an original Psalter consisting of Psalms 1-
119) emphasized the role of Psalm 1 as the introduction to the Psalter as a whole, in its 
final form; Psalm 1 represented the hermeneutical shift that transcended the original (and 
often liturgical) setting of these words offered by humans heavenward and converted 
them into divine words for human instruction.  Also writing in this time period, Gerald T. 
Sheppard, Wisdom as a Hermeneutical Construct: A Study in the Sapientializing of the 
Old Testament (BZAW 151; Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1980), 136-144, while not 
suggesting compositional unity, does see a redactional unity between Psalms 1 and 2 so 
as to demonstrate an exilic or post-exilic “canon consciousness” of the Mosaic Torah that 
identifies its study with wisdom reflection as a guide to righteous thinking and living.  
Gerald Wilson early on notes the role of Psalm 1 as moving the Psalter from cultic 
hymnbook to manual for individual reading and meditation in his The Editing of the 
Hebrew Psalter (SBLDS 76; Chico, CA: Scholars Press, 1985), 204-207.  His later essay 
“King, Messiah, and the Reign of God: Revisiting the Royal Psalms and the Shape of the 
Psalter,” in The Book of Psalms: Composition and Reception (ed. Peter W. Flint and 
Patrick D. Miller; VTSup 99; Leiden: Brill, 2005), 394-396, reasserts his longstanding 
view that Psalm 2 is the first psalm of Book 1 of the Psalter, as well as explicitly 
challenging the frequently accepted view of Sheppard regarding the links between Psalms 
1 and 2 as opening the Psalter. Specifically, Wilson asserts that Sheppard’s view does not 
do justice to his foundational thesis regarding the role of the Royal Psalms at the seams of 
Book 1-3, a role that links Psalm 2 less with Psalm 1 than with Psalms 72 and 89 and the 
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 The literary significance of the interpretation of Psalms 1 and 2, both individually 

and collectively, derives from their powerful primacy effect: “[t]he opening framing 

device influences the reading process.”37  Psalms 1-2 have been well-described as 

providing the agenda for the Psalter as a whole, as well as Book 1 in particular.  Psalm 1 

notably divides humanity into two groups of two disparate fates—the righteous destined 

for communion with YHWH (<yq]yD]x̂ Er\D\ hẁhy+ u~d}oy) and the wicked destined for the 

destruction of judgment and communal abandonment—where any individual’s position 

in one group or the other is determined by one’s relationship with and delight (Jpj) in 

hr*oT.38  Thus the trajectory of the canonical Psalter—from opening obedience to a 

                                                                                                                                                 
royal/messianic themes that would have existed in the original collection of Psalms 2-89 
(existing prior to the addition of Psalm 1). 

 
37 W. H. Bellinger, Jr,. “Reading from the Beginning (Again): The Shape of Book 

I of the Psalter,” in Diachronic and Synchronic: Reading the Psalms in Real Time—
Proceedings of the Baylor Symposium on the Book of Psalms (ed. Joel S. Burnett, W. H. 
Bellinger, Jr., and W. Dennis Tucker, Jr.; JSOTSup 488; New York: T & T Clark, 2007, 
116.  Bellinger summarizes the “primacy effect” thusly on pages 114-115: “First 
impressions are influential in shaping readers’ views of texts.  This phenomenon has been 
called the primacy effect.  Impressions created by the beginning of a text will last as long 
as the text allows, that is, until the data in the text require a change of view.  Despite such 
revisions, known as the recency effect, readers tend to interpret texts in light of 
beginnings.  Even views rejected in a text may continue to exert influence on readers.” 
 

38 Patrick D. Miller, “The Beginning of the Psalter,” in The Shape and Shaping of 
the Psalter (ed. J. Clinton McCann; JSOTSup 159; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 
1993), 83-92.  One significant aspect of Miller’s article is how it notes that Psalm 1 
serves to universalize the royal emphasis of Psalm 2, Book 1 in particular, and the entire 
Psalter in general.  This observation is an important counter to Wilson’s overemphasis on 
royal aspects of the Psalter’s shape. 
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culmination in praise—is laid out at the outset.39  It should be clearly noted that at its very 

outset, the Psalter links praise (in both reality and in potential) with meditation on hr*oT. 

 For present purposes, what is perhaps most significant about the placement of 

Psalm 1 at the head of the Psalter is to be found in the recent work of Michael LeFebvre 

in connecting the relationship between Psalm 1, meditation, and the lyrical/liturgical 

form.40  Starting from an observation (drawn from his interaction with Harry Nasuti’s 

Defining the Sacred Songs41) on the tendency for genre classifications to override the 

meaning of certain aspects of a psalm’s actual text, LeFebvre begins by suggesting that 

the two typical genre designations for Psalm 1—wisdom psalm or torah psalm—

inadequately appreciate the full import of all lines of the psalm.  His proposal is that the 

actual text of Psalm 1 taken on its own terms presents a psalm of “torah-meditation.”  He 

notes the limitations of the English term “meditation” for translating hgh: the English 

word connotates silence while the Hebrew term indicates an oral, audible activity.  hgh is 

a qualitative term, and does not inherently indicate what kind of oral activity is in view.  

LeFebvre is quick to note, however, that when hgh is used of a single person alone, it 

does indicate that whole-souled reflection is taking place in whatever audible sounds that 

person is making.   

                                                 
39 Walter Brueggemann, “Bounded by Obedience and Praise: The Psalms as 

Canon,” in The Psalms and the Life of Faith (ed.  Patrick D. Miller;  Minneapolis: 
Fortress Press, 1995), 189-213 ; repr. from  JSOT 50 (1991). 
 

40 Michael LeFebvre, “Torah-meditation and the Psalms: The Invitation of Psalm 
1,” in Interpreting the Psalms: Issues and Approaches (ed. David Firth and Philip S. 
Johnston; Downers Grove: IVP Academic, 2005), 213-225. 

 
41 Harry P. Nasuti, Defining the Sacred Songs: Genre, Tradition and the Post-

Critical Interpretation of the Psalms (JSOTSup 218; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic 
Press, 1999). 
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The outstanding contribution of LeFebvre’s work is found in his description of the 

role of Deuteronomy 31-32 in linking Torah (which, particularly on the basis of the five-

book divisions of the Psalter, LeFebvre takes to mean Mosaic Torah in Psalm 1) and hgh 

(particularly with regard to its oft ignored nuance of “singing”).42  In this section of 

Deuteronomy, Moses writes a Torah-book for the priests and Levites, and composes a 

song to otherwise familiarize the people at large with the content of the Torah-book.  

Deuteronomy 32:44-46 particularly uses the idea of the law and the song as 

interchangeable concepts.  The significance of this equation is thus seen: 

Deut. 31-32 identifies law-contemplation with song-singing.  It is the song which 
will be forever known by the people (Deut. 31:21), while the book is not 
accessible to them.  According to Deuteronomy, the same Moses who appointed 
the written law also appointed song as an aid for common Israelites.  .  .  .  
Psalmody served as a means of torah-meditation.43 
 

LeFebvre is open in admitting that “singing” is not exclusive of the possibility of reading 

Torah in Psalm 1; rather, given the “everyman” quality of Psalm 1’s righteous person, 

and Deuteronomy’s picture of the common masses singing their understanding of Torah, 

the recognition of Psalmody as a tool for “meditation” or “reflection,” becomes powerful.  

Significantly, Psalm 1 exemplifies the activity it recommends, as it pulls various motifs 

                                                 
42 Miller, “The Beginning of the Psalter,” 91, also notes the link between Psalms 1 

and 2 and Deuteronomy as he elaborates on the role of the voice of the king (note, among 
other things the ubiquitous place of David in the superscriptions of the early Psalter) 
particularly in Book 1 of the Psalter.  He writes of “a major link between Psalms 1 and 2 
that is provided by Deuteronomy in its latest editorial stages.  In the Deuteronomic law of 
the king, the ruler is given only one responsibility, one assignment.  It is to have ‘a copy 
of this law’ (Deut. 17.18) with him always, to read in it all the days of his life, and to 
learn to fear the Lord by keeping all its words.  In the Deuteronomic ideal of human rule, 
the .  .  .  ‘one’ whose delight is in the law of the Lord, and who meditates on it 
continually, is the king.  The ideal ruler is thus the model Israelite.” 

 
43 LeFebvre, 222-223. 
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and images from elsewhere (LeFebvre mentions Joshua 1:8; Deuteronomy 17:18-20; 

Jeremiah 17:8; Exodus 25:22; 29:43; 30:6, 36) to accomplish its purpose and demonstrate 

its exhortation to hgh.  Thus, “[i]t may be that it was this song-as-torah-surrogate ideal 

that the editors of the Psalter had in mind when they placed this psalm at the head of a 

book of songs.”44 

 The idea of the Psalter as a communally-oriented tool for social reorientation,45 

provides another element in distancing the Psalter from a sole social function of Second 

Temple praise or other singularly liturgical functions.  Indeed, re-envisioning the present 

and re-conceptualizing future hopes can certainly be accomplished through memorable, 

musical material, but even more so, the idea of “meditation” or “reflection” becomes 

crucial in this regard.  Reflective repetition (particularly when coupled with the 

mnemonic power of music) focuses the mind on the important events, revelation, and 

insights of Israel’s history and experience with YHWH and underscores how seminally 

and indispensably important the Psalter would be, has been, and still is for connecting 

individual hearts to the divine. 

 
Books 1-2 

 
Though Book 1 has recently been repeatedly treated on its own merits and with its 

own integrity (note the works of Bellinger, McCann, and Miller cited above), it is here 

dealt with in conjunction with Book 2 due to the longstanding recognition that these two 

                                                 
44 LeFebvre, 225. 
 
45 For another useful demonstration of reading the Psalter on the basis of its role 

in subjective approaches to both individual and community social location and function, 
cf. Walter Brueggemann, “Psalms and the Life of Faith: A Suggested Typology of 
Function,” in The Psalms and the Life of Faith (ed. Patrick D. Miller; Minneapolis: 
Fortress Press, 1995), 3-32; repr. from JSOT 17 (1980). 
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books are most likely a redactional unity.  This traditional approach is dependent on how 

one reads Psalm 72:20, recognition of the heavily Davidic character of the overall unit, 

and the further reinforcement of that Davidic character by the presence of the Korahite 

and Asaphite collections.  Presently, each book will be described individually, as well as 

in association with the other. 

 
Book 1 
 

While the first non-introductory psalm of Book 1 (Psalm 3) does not have a 

member of the hgh wordfield in it, Psalm 4 does—verse 4 [3 ET] has udy ( “but know 

that YHWH has set apart the pious one for himself”).46  What is more significant are the 

following verses 5-6 [4-5 ET], though they contain no members of the wordfield.  Their 

significance is theological in that they further define the godly one of the preceding verse 

whom YHWH knows: “Tremble, and do not sin; Meditate in your heart upon your bed, 

and be still.47  Selah.  Offer the sacrifices of righteousness and trust in the Lord.”  These 

words not only define the godly one YHWH knows (thus linking to the wordfield under 

study) but also link Psalm 4 back to Psalm 3 (which speaks of sleeping and waking 

through YHWH’s sustaining aid in verse 6 [5 ET]) and forward to the opening of Psalm 5 

                                                 
46 On the history, hermeneutical challenges, and other dynamics involved in 

reading the Psalter sequentially (or something close to it), see Harry P. Nasuti, “The 
Interpretive Significance of Sequence and Selection in the Book of Psalms,” in The Book 
of Psalms: Composition and Reception (ed. Peter W. Flint and Patrick D. Miller; VTSup 
99; Leiden: Brill, 2005), 311-339. Nasuti helpfully notices the creative tension that can 
exist between a consistent effort to read the Psalter sequentially and a competing effort to 
read the Psalter’s whole in terms of certain psalms deemed hermeneutically significant.   
 

47 WMd)w+ <k#b=K^v=m!-lû <k#b=b^l=b! Wrm=a!  
The fact that the NASV-U translates Wrm=a! by “meditate” unintentionally 

highlights the relationship between mental and oral reflection, even on the metaphorical 
level. 
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where hgh is used with reference to the psalmist’s morning cry (i.e., after the nocturnal 

meditations and cries) to YHWH for help in verses 2-4 [1-3 ET].  In both Psalms 3:5 [4 

ET] and 4:4 [3 ET] the psalmist notes that the cries (which lead to sleep-meditation) are 

heard or answered by YHWH.  This link between meditation and the bed/sleep continues 

into Psalm 6 where verse 6 [5 ET] notes the lack of remembrance—and thus reflection— 

on YHWH in death/Sheol while the following verse again notes the psalmist’s wearying 

crying at night on the bed.   

Psalm 8 then pronounces its praise from a reflective perspective.  The observation 

of the heavens leads the psalmist to muse about the mystery of divine notice of humanity 

in verse 5 [4 ET]—what is the human race that YHWH “remembers” it at all?  This 

expression of mental marveling at YHWH’s remembrance of humanity is followed by 

Psalm 9, where in the midst of thanksgiving the psalmist both notes YHWH’s removal of 

even the memory of the wicked in verse 7 [6 ET] (and thus a loss of their place in 

YHWH’s “remembrance” in Psalm 8) and a request that the nations might know—

implicitly through the recognition of divine judgment—that they are mere mortals in 

verse 21 [20 ET].48  That this psalm may be used to further accomplish the goal 

mentioned in its closing verse 11 [10 ET] asserts that those who know YHWH put their 

trust in the deity (thus making knowledge and its use in meditation a ground of refuge in 

the Psalter itself), while verse 17 [16 ET] notes that YHWH makes himself known in 

judgment and then concludes with a hl*s# marker which is preceded by a hgh-form in 

/oyG̀h!: thus the psalm itself suggests a pause for reflection on YHWH and judgment, 

                                                 
48 Here the word used is vona$—the same rarer noun that was used in Psalm 8:5 [4 

ET]. 
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implicitly encouraging a recognition of human mortality and frailty.49  Psalm 10 

(traditionally a continuation of Psalm 950) then follows with a request that YHWH allow 

the wicked to be ensnared in their own evil machinations (Ps. 10:2).  If the 

wicked/nations will not submit to YHWH and know/meditate on YHWH’s ways, then the 

psalmist calls them to suffer the fate of their own flawed thinking. 

Psalm 14 sits at a significant point as it transitions into the recognized unit of 

Psalms 15-24.51  The psalm opens by noting the fools who take no thought of God by 

thinking/denying within themselves (cf. Psalm 10); thus fools are seen as those who 

suffer from a failure to reflect/meditate.  It then follows with a declaration that YHWH 

looks down from on high (cf. Psalm 8) searching for those who are reflectively oriented 

toward YHWH (Psalm 14:2).  Indeed, the evildoers are characterized as those who do not 

know (verse 4). 

                                                 
49 In keeping with the fact that hgh is linked to singing or other vocal expressions 

of meditation, it should be noted that this /oyG̀h! direction closes a section that began in 
verse 12 [11 ET] with a call to sing to and about YHWH.  This observation further 
heightens the point that the psalm itself is meant to foster the very meditation and 
reflection it extols.  This observation also relates to the larger issue regarding the final 
form and purpose of the Psalter, where the liturgical and musical aspects, as well as the 
previous history of the text, actually aid personal reflection and meditation. 

 
50 Cf. Richard J. Clifford, Psalms 1-72 (Abingdon Old Testament Commentaries; 

Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2002), 71. 
 
51 On this unit, cf. Frank-Lothar Hossfeld and Erich Zenger, “‘Wer darf 

hinaufziehn zum Berg JHWHs?’ Zur Redaktionsgeschichte und Theologie der 
Psalmengruppe 15-24,” in Biblische Theologie und desellschaftlicher Wandel: Für 
Norbert Lohfink (ed. Georg Braulik, Walber Groß, and Sean McEvenue; Freiburg: 
Herder, 1993), 166-182, and Patrick D. Miller, “Kingship, Torah Obedience, and Prayer: 
The Theology of Psalms 15-24,” in Neue Wege der Psalmenforschung (ed. Klaus 
Seybold and Erich Zenger; HBS 1; Freiburg: Herder, 1994), 127-142. 
 One of the insights Miller in particular demonstrates is the understanding of this 
unit as a chiastic structure, an idea the present reading of the Psalter incorporates. 
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Within the unit of Psalms 15-24, neither the opening nor closing brackets of the 

inclusion (the parallel temple-entrance liturgies of Psalms 15 and 24) use the hgh 

wordfield.52  The center psalm of this unit is the torah-oriented Psalm 19.  On the way to 

that central psalm and its emphasis, Psalm 16 confesses trust in YHWH and blesses the 

Almighty for “counseling” (verse 7; yn]x*u*y+), which served to enhance the psalmist’s 

nocturnal meditation (verse 7; yt*oyl=k! yn]WrS=y] tolyl@-[â) and thus furthered the 

psalmist’s keeping YHWH always in mind (verse 8).  This reflective posture leads to 

further confidence in the face of Sheol (verse 10) as well as a certain assurance that 

YHWH will continue to teach the psalmist the way to life (verse 11).  YHWH’s teaching 

of the psalmist is also apparent in Psalm 18:35 [34 ET], where YHWH secures the 

psalmist by bestowing the know-how for warfare.  Psalm 18:51 [50 ET] concludes by 

noting YHWH’s ds#j# for the anointed Davidic king.  This acknowledgment of divine 

favor and faithfulness highlights the introduction of the torah-theme with Psalm 19: torah 

becomes the means of divine ds#j#.   

Psalm 19 then employs the hgh wordfield several times.  As in Psalm 8, the 

heavens play a role in the psalmist’s meditation.  Here, the teaching is done in part by 

creation itself as knowledge is made known by the celestial magnificence (verse 3 [2 

ET]).  As Torah itself is introduced in verse 8a [7 ET], the parallel second line notes that 

the “testimony of YHWH” (hẁhy+ tWdu@) gives wisdom.  The following verses continue to 

describe and exalt Torah.  Then the psalmist, aware of the limits of human reflection 

(/yb!y`-ym! toayg]v+), asks YHWH’s assistance in faithful living.  The psalm significantly 

                                                 
52 Though, it should be noted, that Psalms 14 and 25 bracket the collection and do 

contain the hgh wordfield, thus setting the entire (pre-existing ?) unit within a reflective 
context. 
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concludes with a plea that the words and meditation (/oyg+h#) of the psalmist’s heart might 

be acceptable to YHWH.  This summative plea at the middle of a major unit (Psalms 15-

24) within Book 1 helps to underscore both the didactic purpose as well as the social 

function not only of this group of psalms in particular, but the larger unit of Book 1 (and 

potentially the entire Psalter) in which it is now situated as well. 

Psalm 25 (Wisdom-like in its use of the acrostic form), like Psalm 14 which 

transitions into Psalms 15-24, provides an exiting transition/setting for the collection.  

Psalm 14 had declared the foolishness of those who discount YHWH and noted YHWH’s 

attentiveness to those who are seeking as well as the fact that evildoers do not know.  

Psalms 15-24 then provide the path for those seeking YHWH to come into the divine 

presence and ponder Torah.  Psalm 25 subsequently continues this cycle by opening in 

verses 1-3 with an acknowledgement of the psalmist’s dependence on YHWH (in sharp 

distinction to Psalm 14’s opening note of the foolishness of denying YHWH). Next, the 

heart of the psalm (verses 4-14) repeatedly asks YHWH to make known (udy), teach 

(dml), or instruct (hry53) the “I” of the psalm.  This emphatic request for spiritual 

                                                 
53 hry is not included in the hgh wordfield due to its relatively limited use in the 

Psalter.  In and of itself the root does little to expand the semantic domain or the extent of 
existence of the wordfield in the Psalter.  The verbal form of the root occurs only eight 
times in the MT, primarily in Book 1 (Psalms 25:8, 12; 27:11; 32:8) or at the very 
beginning of Book 2 (Psalm 45:5).  Thus the bulk of the occurrences of the verbal form 
of the root occur in the earliest (literarily and historically) section of the Psalter. The 
remaining instances (Psalm 86:11 in Book 3 and Psalm 119:33, 102 in Book 5) are thus 
very limited in their context and contributions.  The nominative form hr#om occurs only in 
Psalm 84:7.  Perhaps the most significant thing about this root as it pertains to the present 
dissertation is that it most likely lies behind the significant noun hr*oT (cf. Merrill, “hry,” 
NIDOTTE 2:537-539).  Despite its theological weight for Scripture in general and the 
meaning of the Psalter in particular, the word hr*oT only occurs in eight psalms outside of 
Psalm 119 (Psalms 1, 19, 37, 40, 78 [3x], 89, 94, an 105).  Given that hr*oT has taken on a 
semantic and theological identity all its own and generally separate from that of its 
originating root (an identity and significance that will be addressed in chapter 5), the 
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enlightenment, particularly notable in the second line of verse 14 (<u*yd]ohl= w{tyr]b=W), 

links to Psalm 14 with its acknowledgment of YHWH’s favor to those who seek 

relationship, especially those who seek to come to the sanctuary itself and meditate on the 

Torah that stands behind the covenant (Psalms 15-24). 

Incidental and single uses of the wordfield continue to flesh out the importance of 

reflection in the message and meaning of the Psalter.  Psalm 28 contains an observation 

in the midst of a plea for help that the wicked do not “regard” (verse 5—/yb) YHWH’s 

work.  This point continues the emphasis from earlier in  Book 1 that the wicked, among 

other things, do not reflect on or intellectually acknowledge YHWH.  Psalm 30:5 grounds 

the sung praise (a potential form of meditation due to the oral nature of hgh) of YHWH 

on the remembrance of YHWH’s holy name—memory being itself a form of reflection.   

Psalm 32, following its joyful description of the psalmist’s first-person experience 

of YHWH’s forgiveness, contains near its end a responding oracle from YHWH that 

promises that YHWH will “instruct” (lkc),  “teach” (hry), and “counsel” (Juy) the 

psalmist while also admonishing the psalmist not to be like animals with their lack of 

“understanding” (/yb).  In a context of forgiveness for failure, humans are to move in the 

opposite direction and take advantage of their abilities to reflect creatively on the 

knowledge of YHWH.  Indeed, Psalm 33 continues to build on YHWH’s counsel offered 

to the psalmist for learning and reflection in Psalm 32.  Here verses 10-11 describe 

YHWH’s stifling of the “counsel of the nations” (noun form of Juy) while permanently 

                                                                                                                                                 
present note should be adequate acknowledgement of this aspect of the Psalter’s 
vocabulary. 

Suffice it for the present moment to note simply that the use of the root hry in 
parallel with members of the hgh wordfield heightens the significance of these roots and 
their semantic of reflection as part of the torah-function and message of the Psalter. 
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establishing YHWH’s own counsel.  In verse 10, <y]oG-tx̂u& is parallel to <yM!u^ tobv=j=m̂.  

Thus the hgh wordfield is connected to this use of YHWH’s counsel by using the bvj 

root (typically negative in connotation) as further evidence of how the reflection of the 

wicked, not grounded in Torah or the fear of YHWH, is thwarted by YHWH who is 

instead enabling the righteous reflection of those who seek Torah and fear YHWH.  

Psalm 34 makes this very point, where the psalmist, having been delivered by YHWH 

(verse 5 [4 ET]), proceeds to praise YHWH and teach others the fear of YHWH (verse 12 

[11 ET]). 

Psalm 35, which in its larger context is a vivid request for YHWH’s deliverance, 

makes repeated note of the wicked’s machinations against the psalmist (bvj in verses 4, 

20).  The psalm concludes with a generic call to praise YHWH coupled with the 

psalmist’s expressed intention to “declare” YHWH’s righteousness and praise all day 

long.54 

Psalm 36 again characterizes the wicked as those who do not fear YHWH.  

Accordingly, the wicked no longer understand/are wise/ponder/reflect (verse 4 [3 ET]) 

towards doing good (byf!yh@l= lyK!c=h^l= ld~j*).  Instead, they reflectively scheme 

                                                 
54 .;t#L*h!T= <oYh^-lK* ;q\d+x! hG\h=T# yn]ovl=W  

 The use of hgh here, coupled with the noun hL*h!T=, makes for a creative 
juxtaposition of the basic term of the wordfield under study and the Hebrew title of the 
Psalter itself. This link between the psalmist’s intention and the title noun for the book 
underscores the compatibility (as well as the subtlety) of the connection between the 
substance and use of the Psalter.  These poems of praise (and lament) can be reflectively 
declared-sung-meditated on even within the confines of the book itself, for that is what 
this very psalmist does! 
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wickedness on their beds (verse 5 [4 ET]).55  The concluding pericope of the psalm then 

asks YHWH to continue ds#j# for those who know YHWH, further illustrating the 

Psalter’s link (already seen in earlier psalms in Book 1) between reflection on and 

knowledge of YHWH and the Torah covenant along with related ds#j#. 

Psalm 37 is typically considered a Wisdom psalm in the form of an acrostic.56  

The larger perspective of the psalm describes the impermanence of the wicked and the 

secure stability of the righteous.  To this end, the wicked will soon vanish and the 

righteous will not be able to ponder (verse 10; /yb) their place or apparent prosperity.  

The plotting of the wicked (verse 12; <mz57) against the righteous is accordingly mocked 

by YHWH.  Later in the psalm, the condition and character of the righteous are 

described.  Here, the righteous one’s mouth and tongue are said in verse 30 to “utter 

wisdom” (hm*k=j* hG\h=y\) and “speak justice” (fP*v=m! rB@d~T=) respectively.  Verse 31 builds 

on these phrases by noting that the Torah is present in the righteous one’s heart.  Thus 

                                                 
55 The bed as place of meditation points the reader back to Psalm 3 and those 

psalms immediately following it at the beginning of the Psalter/Book 1, where the bed 
was often the place of righteous reflection. 

 
56 Cf. Peter C. Craigie and Marvin E. Tate, Psalms 1-50, (WBC 19; 2nd ed.; 

Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 2004), 128-131, 296-297. 
 
57 This root has not been included in the hgh wordfield due to its rare use and 

otherwise insignificant presence in the Psalter.  The verbal form of this root only occurs 
here and in Psalms 17:3 and 31:14.  The noun form hM*z]m= occurs five times—Psalms 
10:2, 4; 21:12; 37:7; and 139:20.  The other noun form hM*z] only occurs twice—Psalms 
26:10 and 119:150.  Virtually all occurrences of this root have negative connotations of 
the evil thinking/plotting of the wicked.  The root adds essentially nothing in a positive 
sense to the place of meditation on YHWH or Torah in the Psalter.  The greatest 
significance to be seen in this root’s contrastive role in the Psalter is that it further 
amplifies the point already implicitly made above that the wicked are often condemned 
essentially for their wicked meditation in distinction to the meditation of the righteous on 
YHWH and Torah. 
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this psalm helps to make explicit through its contrasts a substantial undercurrent in the 

Psalter that differentiates between the righteous and wicked, among other things, on the 

basis of their thoughts/meditations. 

To that end, Psalm 38 immediately designates itself a “memorial” (rkz) psalm in 

its superscription.  The righteous David presents a psalm specifically titled as a form of 

commemorative meditation.  The wicked again are contrasted in their contrary thoughts.  

Interestingly, verse 13 [12 ET] uses hgh to describe the mental activity of the wicked.  

The opening stanza of Psalm 39 can be read so as to continue this larger, contrastive line 

of thought.58  Following a period of silence lest the psalmist sin with the tongue, the 

psalmist must vocalize the musings of the heart (verse 4—hgh [3 ET]).  These 

meditations concern the psalmist’s desire for YHWH to make known to the psalmist the 

brevity of life and the ephemerality of mortals (verse 5—udy 2x [4 ET]), particularly in 

light of the human proclivity to be materialistically oblivious to our common fate (verse 

7—udy 2x [6 ET]). 

Psalm 40 presents the psalmist’s dependence on YHWH and rejection of other 

means of self-preservation through alliance with the wicked (verses 2-6 [1-5 ET]).  This 

motif is particularly prominent in verse 5 [4 ET] and its macarism on the one who trusts 

in YHWH.  This trust is based in particular on the psalmist’s confession of YHWH’s 

wonders (verse 6 [5 ET]) which takes particular notice of YHWH’s “thoughts” 

(;yt#b)v=j=m̂W) toward “us.”  The acknowledgement of YHWH’s reflective awareness of the 

psalmist’s situation connects this psalm to the larger current of the hgh wordfield in Book 

                                                 
58 It should not be overlooked that hgh, a relatively rare—but crucially 

important—root in the Psalter (even if the associated wordfield is itself anything but 
rare), occurs in three straight psalms: 37-38-39. 
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1 and the Psalter in general.  Torah is in the heart and obedience defines the will of the 

psalmist, a reality that is declared known to YHWH (verses 8-10 [7-9 ET]).  This piety of 

heart, mind, and will allows the psalmist to call upon YHWH for deliverance in the later 

verses of the psalm.  Especially is this religious rationale true in the concluding verse 

(verse 18 [17 ET]) where the psalmist asks YHWH to “think/meditate/ponder about me” 

(yl! bv*j&y~).  Thus Psalm 40 presents a reflective God who relates to humans who are 

themselves open to God, particularly through their own awareness of YHWH’s Torah 

and their disposition to trust in such a deity. 

Psalm 41 concludes Book 1.  The role of the hgh wordfield in this psalm is 

overtly obvious and more substantial than in more recent psalms.  Again, the wicked are 

at work plotting (bvj) against the psalmist (verse 8 [7 ET]) and the psalmist in turn 

confidently knows of YHWH’s pleasure in the fact that the enemy does not triumph over 

the psalmist (verse 12 [11 ET]).  On one level, these sentiments well capture the essence 

of one facet of Book 1’s message: the wicked expend their mental energies against 

YHWH and the righteous ones (with whom the psalmist identifies), while YHWH knows 

the righteous (who are described in terms of reflective piety as much as in external 

obedience).59 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
59 It should not be overlooked that every psalm since Psalm 30 has contained at 

least one occurrence of a root from the hgh wordfield.  On a statistical basis alone, this 
demonstrates the significance of reflection in the psalmist’s repertoire of response to 
YHWH and the enemies.  Book 1’s direction emphasizes the role of reflection in the 
relationship of the righteous to YHWH. 
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Book 2 
 
Book 2 opens with Psalm 42’s reliance upon memory as both source for 

meditation (verse 5 [4 ET]; yv!p=n~ yl^u* hk*P=v=a#w+ hr̀K=z+a# hL#a@) as well as impetus for 

solace in the midst of despair (verse 7 [6 ET]).60  The paradox of the situation is that the 

psalm both descriptively relates the psalmist’s use of memory for meditative purposes as 

well as objectively serves as an item for use in such meditation.  This second, objective 

life of the psalm is highlighted explicitly in the use of the term lyK!c=m̂ in the psalm’s 

superscription.61  A further example of the psalm itself being an aid to the reflection of 

the righteous is the superscription of Psalm 70: while not called lyK!c=m̂, it is designated as 

ryK!z+h^l=.  Thus the link between psalms and meditation is highlighted not only by content 

but by form-title itself.  Furthermore, the role of memory/remembrance is underscored as 

well. 

Various minor statements can be found throughout the next several psalms.  

Psalm 44 simply notes that God62 knows the heart’s secrets (verse 22 [21 ET]), 

                                                 
60 In addition to being the first psalm of Book 2 and the first psalm of the 

Elohistic Psalter, Psalm 42 is also the first Asaph psalm in the Psalter.  For the 
significance and role that Asaph and Korahite psalms play in the final shape of the 
Psalter, cf. Gerald H. Wilson, “Shaping the Psalter,” 76-78. 
 
 61 This genre designation occurs primarily in Book 2—Psalms 42, 44, 45, 47, 52, 
53, 54, and 55.  Outside of Book 2, it occurs once in Book 1 (Psalm 32), four times in 
Book 3 (Psalm 74, 78, 88, 89), and once in  Book 5 (Psalm 142). 
 

62 Book 2 contains the Elohistic Psalter (typically defined as Psalms 42-83). 
For recent work on the Elohistic Psalter cf. Frank-Lothar Hossfeld and Erich 

Zenger, “The So-Called Elohistic Psalter: A New Solution for an Old Problem,” in A God 
So Near: Essays on Old Testament Theology in Honor of Patrick D. Miller (ed. Brent A. 
Strawn and Nancy R. Bowen; Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2003), 35-51, and 
especially Joel S. Burnett, “Forty-Two Songs for Elohim: An Ancient Near Eastern 
Organizing Principle in the Shaping of the Elohistic Psalter,” JSOT 31 (2006): 81-101. 
Burnett, in particular, gives a useful history of research and status of the question on the 
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immediately followed by the desperate observation that the righteous are 

“accounted/considered” (bvj) as sheep for the slaughter for God’s sake.  Psalm 45, a 

lyK!c=m̂ psalm, concludes with the psalmist’s expressed intention to cause God’s name to 

be remembered (verse 18; [17 ET]; hr̀yK!z+a^) through the generations.  Psalm 46 presents 

the divine counsel-imperative to be still and know God’s person and presence (verse 11 

[10 ET])—the commanded stillness implying a meditative stance.  Psalm 48 reports 

divine efforts to make God known (verse 4 [3 ET]). 

But then comes Psalm 49, typically reckoned a Wisdom psalm, which focuses on 

the issues of riches, wisdom, and death.  Verse 4 [3 ET] uses the noun forms of hgh, /yb, 

and <kj to express the psalmist’s intention to reveal the meditation // understanding // 

wisdom of his heart.  Significantly, the following verse then goes on to state that the 

riddle/proverb will be expressed musically through the use of the harp, thus again 

solidifying the link between musical material and meditation/reflection on various 

matters of faith, including Wisdom’s efforts to understand the world.  Verse 11 [10 ET] 

notes that the wise must die and leave their wealth to others just like the wicked.  Yet 

Wisdom is not pointless in the face of death.  A person without understanding (verse 21 

[20 ET] /yb!y` aOw+; i.e., a person who does not pursue understanding?) is, at the end, to be 

equated with the unknowing animals that die.  Wisdom, understanding, reflection—these 

are the things that separate people from animals, the wise from the fools, against the 

common lot and fact of death.63 

                                                                                                                                                 
Elohistic Psalter.  Furthermore, his work is very much in sympathy with recent trends in 
Psalter scholarship which are also assumed in the present dissertation. 

 
63 A point related to the message of Psalm 32:9. 
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Psalm 50:22 is a call to understanding on the part of those who have forgotten 

God.  This imperative well prepares for the penitential Psalm 51.  Here the voice of 

David, acknowledging awareness (udy) of his sin (verse 5 [3 ET]), declares God’s 

intention to make him know wisdom in his innermost parts as well (verse 8 [6 ET]).  This 

reflective improvement and empowerment, coupled with forgiveness and the removal of 

guilt (verses 12-13 [10-11 ET]), leads to David’s being able to teach the ways of God to 

the sinful (verse 15 [13 ET]). 

Psalm 53, also designated as a lyK!c=m̂, resembles, recalls, and relates to Psalm 14.  

Attributed to David, there is a sense in which, particularly after Psalm 51, the sequential 

reader can recognize this psalm as David’s reflective and skillful efforts to teach and 

otherwise convert the wicked/foolish to God’s ways.  The psalm opens with the 

observation that only the foolish say there is no God.  God, again, looks down from 

heaven upon humanity to find those who understand (verse 3 [2 ET]).  The wicked who 

prey upon the people of God show on the basis of their hostility that they have no 

knowledge (the point is made through the rhetorical question that is verse 5 [4 ET]).  It is 

again knowledge/reflection that serves as a key facet in the difference between the 

righteous and the wicked. 

Psalm 55 is also identified as a lyK!c=m̂.  The jyc root is used twice in this psalm 

and translated as “complaint” or “complain” in the NASV-U.  In verse 3 [2 ET] jyc is 

used in a noun form in a context controlled by the verbal roots dwr and <wh.  In verse 18 

[17 ET] jyc is used in verbal form and in parallel with hmh.  While jyc can carry the 

nuance of “complaint” in terms of the semantic or emotional content of the act, the 

underlying reality that is being described or referred to is still of a reflective, repetitive, 
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and even oral nature.  In the context of a lament, the psalmist is still asking YHWH to 

hear and respond to a reflective yet desperate rumination. 

Psalm 59 is a Davidic psalm, its superscription describing Saul’s use of hit men in 

an attempted ambush of David at his home (cf. 1 Samuel 19:11ff.).  In verse 14 [13 ET] 

David wishes for YHWH’s destruction of his enemies so that all may know of the God of 

Jacob.  What is noteworthy here is the sentiment expressed in verse 17 [16 ET] that 

David will sing of YHWH’s refuge (;Z\u%) and covenant faithfulness (;D\s=j^).  In verse 18 

[17 ET], David goes further to state that he will sing praises (hr̀M@z~a&) to YHWH.  Psalm 

60 then follows and is introduced as a “miktam for teaching” (dM@l^l= dw]d`l= <T*k=m!).  One 

of the insights that this chapter has been attempting to highlight is the role, starting in 

Psalm 1, of singing as a form of meditation.  This theme again can be seen here in the 

movement from the end of Psalm 59 into the beginning of Psalm 60 as one of didactic 

deliverance that leads to praise of YHWH.  This psalm and its praise is itself meant to 

serve as a meditative reflection as well as further teaching about YHWH’s ways and 

raises the issue of further, continuing instruction regarding YHWH’s ways. 

The rhetoric of reflection continues to have a substantial presence as Book 2 

begins to draw to a close.  The Davidic Psalm 63 opens with David’s declared intention 

to seek God.  This intention finds reality, among other ways, in verse 7 [6 ET], where—

once again at night and in bed—David meditates (hgh) // remembers (rkz) God.  Psalm 

64:2 [1 ET], like Psalm 55, uses the noun form of jyc (again translated “complaint” in 

the NASV-U) to indicate both the emotional content of the meditation, as well as the fact 

of the act itself.  The connection to meditation is more explicit in this psalm than in Psalm 

55, however, as verse 10 [9 ET], anticipating divine deliverance in the response to the 
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plaintive, reflective appeal to deity, describes the response of the rest of humanity after 

the downfall of the enemies in terms of fear of God, a universal declaration of God’s 

work (<yh!Oa# lûP) WdyG]Y~w~ $) and a pious pondering on what God has done              

(WlyK!c=h! Whc@u&m̂W).   

Psalm 67:3-4 [2-3 ET] can be read as linking the expansion of the knowledge of 

God and God’s deeds among the nations with the didactic means of singing.  Thus, again, 

teaching/reflection is done through song.  Psalm 67’s cluttered superscription              

(ryv! romz+m! tn{yg]n+B! jX@n~m=l^) also seems to support this notion, referring to the psalm in an 

otherwise redundant fashion as ryv!.  Praise makes known God’s ways to all the 

earth/nations/peoples.  Psalm 68, while containing no wordfield members, seems to carry 

this larger-scale notion forward by also being superscripted as ryv! and going on to 

provide a remembrance of Israel’s Exodus and Sinai experiences.64  The common 

denominator of ryv! between the superscriptions of Psalms 67-68 highlights the 

significance and role of the auditory/musical in conveying a reflective message. 

Psalm 70 has been noted earlier in the chapter due to its superscription ryK!z+h^l=.  

Psalm 71 brings the final appearance of the hgh wordfield in Book 2 (the book itself 

concludes one psalm later).  It is notable in its lack of superscription, standing between 

the Davidic Psalm 70 and the Solomonic Psalm 72.  Overall the psalm seems to record 

the voice of an aged poet who, having been sustained by YHWH over time, now requests 

continued divine support in the declining years of life.  Intertwined with this plaintive 

dimension, the psalmist offers praise.  In the immediate context of one of these promises 

                                                 
64 Psalms 65-66, preceding Psalm 67 but also both superscripted as ryv!, 

substantially focus on God’s mighty deeds as well. 
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of praise (verse 14), the psalmist confesses his own limited understanding (verse 15), yet 

links that praise with an intention to facilitate the memory-reflection (ryK!z+a^) of YHWH’s 

unique righteousness (verse 16).  The psalmist continues on by noting YHWH’s personal 

teaching in verse 17, which is paralleled in that same verse by the psalmist’s intention to 

declare (dgn) YHWH’s doing to others.  Accordingly, the psalmist’s request for YHWH’s 

sustainment in his old age (a large undercurrent in the plaintive side of the psalm) is now 

linked in verse 18 with the psalmist’s desire to declare-teach (dgn) YHWH’s 

righteousness and wondrous works as YHWH had taught him.  While Psalm 72 does not 

use the hgh wordfield, its Solomonic superscription implicitly casts a reflective shadow 

over the work (as well as the coming Book 3) in invoking the sagest of the Jewish kings 

who also serves as the prime biblical patron of literary Wisdom.  The desire in Psalm 71 

for the reflection on YHWH and YHWH’s deeds helps to make sense of the appearance 

of Solomon in Psalm 72, and further prepares for Book 3 as the crisis caused by 

YHWH’s deeds (or lack thereof, especially vis-à-vis deliverance) is told and pondered. 

 
Reflections on Books 1-2 

This reading of Books 1-2 of the Psalter demonstrates several properties and 

themes that are worth noting explicitly here.  Not all of these following observations are 

limited to Books 1-2 alone, but they do seem to be prominent here in this opening part of 

the Psalter. 

As has long been noted, the early and literarily first sections of the Psalter are 

heavily oriented toward lament.  The cries for deliverance, confessions of trust, and 

confidence in YHWH as refuge are well familiar to readers of the Psalter.  What is not 

often noticed is how the call for YHWH to teach or instruct is frequent in Book 1.  Along 
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with cries, pleas, and requests for deliverance, the psalmist often asks for instruction, 

knowledge, or other reflective aspects relating to YHWH’s person and presence.  Even 

the single uses of members of the hgh wordfield in some psalms otherwise devoted to 

other emphases help to undergird the point that reflection (through both mental process 

and oral praise) is a major underlying current and theme in the Psalter.   

YHWH is shown in Books1-2 as being acutely interested in—and even seeking 

after—those who muse, reflect, or otherwise seek understanding.  Indeed, this seeking is 

seen to be part of what separates those who are acceptable to YHWH from the 

wicked/oppressors. 

On the part of those who seek YHWH and understanding, much comfort and 

confidence in the face of enemies and other tribulations come from what is known and 

understood of YHWH and life in general.  The idea of YHWH as refuge, prominent in 

the shape of the final form of the Psalter (per the previously noted work of Jerome 

Creach), is directly related to the idea of reflection.  Indeed, it can actually be said that 

reflection becomes a type and source of refuge in the Psalter, as seen above in Books 1-2. 

 
Book 3 

 
Psalm 73 opens Book 3 with what is typically reckoned as a Wisdom poem.  The 

cognitive dissonance of the psalmist is caused by the seeming obliviousness of God to the 

prosperity of the wicked in contrast with (and typically at the expense of) the righteous.  

The conventional wisdom embodied in the traditional confession has seemingly failed 

(verse 1).  It is significant that the hgh wordfield proves crucial at the turning point of this 

seminal psalm.  Verse 16 summarizes the psalmist’s frustration: an ongoing inability to 

account for and discern the logic/pattern/meaning in the apparent disparities of life     
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(taz{ tûd~l* hb*V=j^a&w*).  The resolution comes only when the psalmist enters the sanctuary 

and finds “understanding” (/yb) in verse 17.  In the subsequent rejection of the frustration 

and bitterness displayed in the opening section of the psalm, the psalmist notes that the 

preceding bitterness left him brutish like an animal due to the frustration of not 

knowing/understanding (verse 22).  Thus Psalm 73 underscores the significance of refuge 

and overcoming despair through reflection by using /yb in the climactic turning point 

verse: the change comes when we “understand”/ “perceive.” 

Psalm 74, linked to Asaph (as is Psalm 73 before it and all of the first two-thirds 

of Book 3), also defines itself as a lyK!c=m̂ in the superscription.  Though it has typically 

common notes of disasters and requests for deliverance, it is a probing and pondering 

psalm in its tone.  The psalmist asks God to remember the congregation at the opening 

(verse 2), while at the conclusion of the psalm God is asked to remember the reproaches 

of the foolish and of the adversaries against divine authority, name, and glory (verses 18, 

22).  In the middle of the psalm, in between the bookends asking God to reflect, is verse 9 

with its confession of the cognitive limitations of the psalmist and human associates.  

There is neither prophet nor anyone else who knows “how long.”  Unable to adequately 

reflect their way out of the crisis—and its scope and significance—the psalmist explicitly 

lays it before God in verse 10, thereby empowering the opening and closing calls for 

God’s reflective remembrance.  God can ponder and reflect beyond the limits of what is 

known, knowable, or ponderable for humans.  And in the time of (exilic) crisis, per the 

larger Sitz im Leben of the Psalter itself, the question of how long ignorant and 

unthinking adversaries can trample God’s name and God’s people is a matter only the 
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Divine can understand or know.  The limits of human reflection become a lament for the 

psalmist. 

Psalm 75 contains no members of the hgh wordfield, but does style itself a ryv!, 

thus perhaps, as seen in Book 2, indicating a reflective or didactic purpose.  None the 

less, its content can be seen as a response to the question of “how long,” given in the first 

person of the divine voice in verses 3-6 [2-5 ET].  Psalm 76, also designated ryv!, then 

pronounces that God is known in Judah.  This knowledge of God is shown in the 

reflection upon divine majesty and judgment that follows.  Such praise of and peace with 

divine judgment, given the exilic undercurrent, presents an alternative perspective to the 

way the crisis of theodicy was framed in Psalm 73—though, significantly, still involving 

the hgh wordfield and the use of reflection. 

Psalm 77 is a record of the Asaphic psalmist’s own troubled reflection.  Verse 4 

[3 ET] holds the roots rkz and jyc in parallel lines, describing at the conclusion of the 

opening pericope the psalmist’s frustration at the mental preoccupation caused by distress 

and God’s distance.  This mental anguish is further explained to be caused by the 

reflection on the irreducible question of God’s intentions in verses 5-7 [4-6 ET].  In these 

verses, linked again with sleepless nights (verse 5 [4 ET]),65 reckoning (bvj), 

remembrance (rkz), and agitated meditation (jyc) along with a searching (cpj) by the 

spirit multiply the emphasis on reflection regarding the crisis and mystery of God’s ways 

in time and space.  The opening tone of Book 3 and Psalm 73 is here continued and 

magnified.  Verses 8-10 [7-9 ET] make the crisis more specific, moving beyond Psalm 

73’s focus on the problem of evil to the more specific issue of God’s apparent rejection 

                                                 
65 The motif recalls the role of the bed and nocturnal meditation in Book 1. 
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and the implications that contingency has for ds#j# (verse 9 [8 ET]).  It should also be 

noted that verse 7 [6 ET] again links the meditation act with song.  The psalmist 

transcends the crisis by further reflection on God’s nature and deeds toward ancient Israel 

(verses 12-16 [11-15 ET]), concluding with a larger perspective on God’s ways in 

creation (verses 17-21 [16-20 ET]).   

Psalm 78, a lyK!c=m̂ linked to Asaph, continues the course of Psalm 77.  While 

verses 1-2 do not use the hgh wordfield, they do express the psalmist’s intentions to give 

instruction (hr̀oT) and teach.  What follows is further described with the Wisdom term 

lv*m*.  Verses 3-4 situate this forthcoming instruction within the larger traditions of 

ancient Israel, known and passed down from one generation to another.  In verse 5, udy 

in the hiphil continues to build this emphasis on the psalmist (and the psalm’s) intention 

to “make known” and thus teach and pass on the traditions.  The psalm itself, starting 

with the giving of the Law, serves as a tradent of tradition by recollecting the history of 

the covenant and the people through Exodus, Wilderness, Conquest, and subsequent 

existence in the Promised Land, frequently mentioning human failure and divine anger 

and punishment in response.  Verses 34-39 chronicle the frequent and familiar pattern of 

divine punishment leading to Israelite remembrance of God, though that remembrance 

was only followed by fickle fidelity which then led to further divine compassion and 

forgiveness in the restraint of divine wrath that did not utterly annihilate the nation.  

Ancient Israel’s heartless remembrance and calculated repentance is contrasted with the 

related divine remembrance that produces compassion and forgiveness.  Thus ancient 

Israel’s repeated rebellions are called in verse 42 a lack of “true” remembrance on the 

nation’s part.  Ancient Israel’s failures can be at least partially attributed to a failure of 
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reflection.  Eventually, once in the Promised Land, ancient Israel’s continued rebellion 

led to God’s willingness to submit God’s own glory into captivity (verse 61—yb!V=l^) so as 

to punish the wayward nation (verses 59-64).  The final stanza (verses 65-72) of the 

psalm describes God’s renewed efforts on the nation’s behalf.  What is significant in this 

concluding section is that the rejuvenated divine help to the nation is described in terms 

of God’s choice of Judah and Mount Zion, along with the accompanying sacred 

sanctuary.  These choices are ultimately summarized in the choice of David (God’s 

servant—verse 70) as king to “shepherd” (hur) the nation.  The final verse of the psalm 

describes David’s execution of his role with a heart of integrity (obb*l= <t)K=) and with 

“understanding hands” (wyP*K^ tonWbt=b!W).   

Psalm 78 thus serves as a lengthy and significant continuation not only of Psalm 

77’s call to reflect on the divine ways in creation, but also of the larger direction being 

sketched in this dissertation chapter of psalms themselves conducting the meditation that 

they call for.  The contribution that Psalm 78 makes is two-fold: first it explicitly invokes 

God’s willingness to submit the nation to defeat and captivity as a judgment for 

covenant-breaking (but only after repeated invitations to renewed fidelity), and secondly, 

it characterizes David as a wise, understanding leader of integrity—the kind of leader 

necessary to restore the nation to security and relationship with God.  Such a leader 

would of necessity have a reflective quality in heart and mind. This thematic move also 

gives the Davidic voice its moral authority to speak reflectively in the Psalter.  

Furthermore, this idealization of David makes possible the messianic impulse in the 

book. 
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In moving on from Psalm 78’s notation of YHWH’s willingness to sacrifice 

divine glory for punitive purposes against ancient Israel, Psalm 79 amplifies a theme 

(present in Books 1-2 as well) that occurs in several of the psalms leading to Book 3’s 

conclusion: divine retribution against the nations will lead to a knowledge of YHWH 

among those who do not know/fear YHWH.  This move can be seen between verse 6, 

where the psalmist calls on YHWH to punish the nations who “do not know” YHWH for 

their destruction of ancient Israel (referenced in verse 7), and verse 10, where the 

psalmist again notes the unawareness of YHWH among the nations and accordingly asks 

for vengeance as an antidote to theological ignorance.  Given the global turmoil and 

upheaval of regime and empire change that precipitated the return from exile and the 

subsequent ferment of the post-exilic period, this point becomes quite significant.  The 

larger context of the Hebrew Bible explains Babylon’s downfall and the Medo-Persian 

rise as according to divine purposes.  These developments lead to the Persian monarch’s 

release of the Jewish captives and assistance in the reconstruction of the Second Temple.  

The punishment of Babylon leads to the knowledge of YHWH among the nations in the 

Hebrew Bible. 

Though not explicitly partaking of the hgh wordfield, Psalm 80 shares the 

wordfield’s ethos as its superscription describes that psalm as tWdu@, which appears to 

designate this psalm as a sort of “testimony.”66  Following the opening language of tribe 

and the vocative designation of shepherd, here the psalmist in verses 5-8 [4-7 ET] raises 

                                                 
66 Notice the use of the word in Psalm 81:6 [5 ET] immediately following this 

psalm.  Besides serving as a catchword to link mechanically the two psalms, the fact that 
the catchword is tWdu@ serves to underscore the interpretive possibility that the hgh 
wordfield is being used to undergird a sub-collection designed to reflect and remember 
ancient Israel’s covenant infidelity and YHWH’s covenant loyalty. 
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the “how long” question once again, tying it to the testimony-confession-remembrance of 

YHWH’s previous deliverance of the nation from Egypt, like a transplanted vine.  This 

psalm serves in its present location as a remembrance reflection, linked by theme-word to 

Psalm 79 (cf. 79:13 and 80:2 [1 ET]), as well as finishing the preceding psalm’s most 

recent invocation of divine salvation for the sake of the divine name.   

Psalm 81 serves primarily as a bridge between Psalm 80 and Psalm 82.  It links 

backwards to Psalm 80 with its shared recollection of Egypt (cf. Psalm 81:6-7, 11 [5-6, 

10 ET] and Psalm 80:9-10 [8-9 ET]) and links forward to Psalm 82 with the shared theme 

of human rebellion.  This rebellion is the cause of YHWH’s refusal to deliver the nation.  

Psalm 82 makes the nature of that human rebellion concrete in the form of social 

injustice.  Such injustice is the manifestation of a lack of understanding and knowledge 

on the part of God’s people (Psalm 82:5—Wnyb!y` aOw+ Wud+y` aO).   

While Psalm 82 notes the rebellion within God’s people (cf. Psalm 82:1) and its 

subsequent judgment, Psalm 83 recapitulates the rebellion of the nations against God as 

well.  Psalm 83 bears the designation [s*a*l= romz+m! ryv! in its superscription.  This 

superscription, referring to it as a “song” with the meditative implication that such a word 

might have in the Psalter, helps to explain the otherwise apparent redundancy of this 

psalm which once again repeats the idea of ignorant and unknowing enemies (“the 

nations”) seeking to destroy the existence and legacy of God’s people (“remembrance”), 

only to face divine retribution as a form of promoting the knowledge of the God of Israel.   

 While Psalms 84-86 do not contain members of the hgh wordfield, their content 

contains elements that certainly do integrate these psalms into the themes and concerns of 

the larger context of the psalms that do contain wordfield members both before and after 
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this small group.  Psalm 84 contains Wisdom language and typical Wisdom forms with 

the three yr}v=a^ statements (verses 5, 6, 13 [4, 5, 12 ET]) that reflect an emphasis on 

enjoying God’s presence in the Temple through a trust that makes God its strength.  

Psalm 85 revolves around the issues of corporate restoration and forgiveness, and invokes 

the weighty word ds#j# to that end (verse 8 [7 ET]).  The climax of the psalm comes in 

verse 9 [8 ET], where the psalmist declares the intention to listen to what YHWH will 

say—an openness to divine communication-instruction that is the root of the meditation 

endorsed and proposed by the Psalter.  Psalm 86 confirms the significance of this aspect 

of Psalm 85 as it follows a similar pattern, but uses words that in such a parallel usage 

point to the larger goal at hand.  Specifically, Psalm 86 opens with an individual’s cry (as 

opposed to the corporate nature of Psalm 85’s opening—per Kugel, parallelism typically 

wants to move forward67) for divine response and deliverance linked to the invocation of 

ds#j# (cf. verse 5).  At its center, Psalm 86 asks YHWH to teach (verse 11, yn]r}oh—the 

hiphil form of hry) YHWH’s way to the psalmist, much like Psalm 85’s intention to 

listen. 

 The hgh wordfield reappears with Psalm 87, which is referred to as both ryv and! 

romz+m! in its superscription.  This psalm concludes with an acknowledgement that its 

words are intended for singing, its message designed for musical meditation (cf. verse 7).  

The gloriousness of being born within Zion is compared with the pedantry of being born 

anywhere else among the nations. Such a birthright is to be sung about and thought over. 

Among those who know YHWH, YHWH will aid in the remembrance-recollection of 

                                                 
67 Cf. James L. Kugel, The Idea of Biblical Poetry: Parallelism and Its History 

(New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1981).   
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how paltry the birthrights of various nations are as compared with the citizenship and 

birthright of those born in Zion. 

 Psalm 88 elaborately describes itself as a ryv!, romz+m!, and lyK!c=m̂.  It is renowned 

as one of the darkest laments in the Psalter,68 a fitting preparation for the desperate and 

wondering Psalm 89.  The semantic implications of death and Sheol are seen in the 

psalmist’s realization that the dead are unable to remember (verse 6 [5 ET]) and that the 

disaster of death severs relationships among humans as the ability to experientially know 

the “other” is constrained (verse 9 and 19 [8 and 18 ET]).  The potential end of reflection 

and meditation is one of the major concerns of this psalm—note the litany of 

consternation in verses 11-13 [10-12 ET]).  But most significant of all, the ability to 

know and relate to YHWH is absent, even before death, in the psalmist’s perception of a 

divine absence (verses 14-19 [13-18 ET]).   

 Psalm 89, the conclusion to Book 3, introduces itself as a lyK!c=m̂.  Thus this psalm 

is explicitly linked into the Psalter’s reflective milieu.  Furthermore, the fact that Psalm 

88 is linked to yj!r`z+a#h* /m*yh@ in its superscription while Psalm 89 notes its relationship to 

yj!r`z+a#h* /t*ya@ legitimates the reading of these two psalms as in dialogue with each other.  

The darkness of Psalm 88 is answered by the opening optimism of Psalm 89.  Yet Psalm 

89 will share the overall concern of YHWH’s apparent abandonment that was broached 

                                                 
 68 Cf. James L. Limburg, Psalms (Westminster Bible Companion; Louisville: 
Westminster John Knox Press, 2000), 297-298, who puts this case thusly: 

Psalm 88 is a cry for help, from deep in the darkness.  .  .  .  The contrast 
with the previous psalm is dramatic.  Psalm 87 is about seeing sunlight 
and enjoying dancing and singing.  Psalm 88 is obsessed with the night 
and the darkness (vv. 1, 6, 12).  This psalm reeks with the stench of death, 
of Sheol (where there is no singing; v. 10) and the Pit and the grave.  At 
the end of the psalm is the loneliness and the silence of the darkness (v. 
18).  No psalm is as desperate or as hopeless as this one. 
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in Psalm 88, albeit with an explicit focus on the Davidic covenant that uses the optimistic 

praise of YHWH for creation and covenant to highlight the depth of despair caused by 

the apparent abandonment of ds#j# toward David and his heirs.   

 In distinction to the dark depression of the conclusion of Psalm 88, Psalm 89 

opens more optimistically in verse 2 [1 ET] with the psalmist’s declared intention to 

“sing” of YHWH’s ds#j# in perpetuity.   This singing is used in parallel with the 

psalmist’s intention to “make known” (udy) YHWH’s faithfulness.  Once again music is 

used for meditation: the psalm/song itself is a means of teaching and reflection.  What 

follows is an opening reflection of praise of YHWH for creative power and the Davidic 

covenant that gives way to a poetic rendition of the Davidic covenant.  This rendition sets 

up the climax and conclusion of the psalm and Book 3 with its questioning of YHWH 

regarding the apparent divine abandonment of ds#j# for the Davidic line.  The closing of 

Psalm 89 forms a reflective inclusio-like finish in relation to the opening’s declared 

intention to “sing” // “make known” YHWH’s ds#j# and faithfulness by twice calling 

YHWH to reflection by “remembering” (rkz).  Having once again invoked the pleading 

and desperate question “how long” (hẁhy+ hm*-dû; verse 47 [46 ET]), verse 48 [47 ET] 

calls for YHWH’s remembrance of human mortality69 and frailty, while verse 51 [50 ET] 

calls for YHWH’s remembrance of the “reproach” endured by YHWH’s servants due to 

                                                 
69 Cf. Jerome F. D. Creach, “The Mortality of the King in Psalm 89 and Israel’s 

Postexilic Identity,” in Constituting the Community: Studies on the Polity of Ancient 
Israel in Honor of S. Dean McBride, Jr. (ed. John T. Strong and Steven Shawn Tuell; 
Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2005), 237-249, where the mortality of the Davidic king 
is suggested as particularly in view in this psalm as a means of preparing for the eternal 
kingship of YHWH. 
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the divine absence and abandonment.70  Here Book 3 ends, with YHWH’s anointed 

one—i.e., the Davidic king himself—suffering under the reproach of the nations/enemies 

in the vacuum created by the divine apparent abandonment.  Part of the solution to that 

apparent divine abandonment is divine “remembrance”—meditation on David, his 

covenant, and his fallen nation. 

 
Reflections on Book 3 
 
 Book 3 makes some contributions to the development of the reading of the 

rhetoric of reflection in the Psalter.  First, the question of “how long” comes to 

prominence in expressing the festering frustration at apparent divine abandonment.  It 

serves as both admission of the limits of human cognition and reflection, while also 

inviting YHWH to reflection and consideration of the suffering members of the covenant.  

The climax of the existential exilic crisis, as poetically depicted in Book 3, naturally 

lends itself to the sub-issue of the limitations of human reflection and the need for divine 

reflection and teaching, just as it presents the limits of human kingship and (implicitly) 

the need for divine kingship. 

 Second, Book 3 presents the idea that the crisis of divine abandonment (and, by 

extension, the exile that served to demonstrate that apparent reality) was at least in part a 

function of the failure of reflection by ancient Israel.  The nation’s failure to appreciate 

and appropriate the instruction to be found in her own traditions made such a catastrophe 

possible.  Indeed, it is a universal aphorism that the past’s mistakes are supposed to 

                                                 
70 Note especially verse 52 [51 ET] with the final reproach falling on YHWH’s 

anointed—i.e., the Davidic king—himself. 
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instruct and warn against future repetition, and Book 3 of the Psalter puts that aphorism 

in Jewish garb. 

 Third, the idea that YHWH’s vengeance on the oppressors of YHWH’s people 

among the nations will lead to a widespread knowledge of YHWH is continued in Book 

3.  This point is dependent upon the fact that the Psalter typically uses YHWH’s mighty 

acts of the past as a source for present meditation.  The apparent abandonment by 

YHWH, as discerned in the nation’s crisis, makes reflection on YHWH’s past 

deliverances difficult both for the Jewish people as well as for the nations, and thus the 

psalmist implores YHWH to deliver, not just for its own sake, but so as to reinforce the 

reflective potential of YHWH’s deeds among the people.  

 
Conclusion 

 
 This chapter has examined Books 1-3 of the Masoretic text of the Hebrew Psalter.  

It has proposed a reading of the Psalter that takes into account the importance and 

contributions of the hgh wordfield.  The reading that this chapter has begun is continued 

in the following chapter four. 



 
 
 

CHAPTER FOUR 
 

Reading the Rhetoric of Reflection in the Psalter: Books 4-5 
 
 

This chapter continues the reading of the Psalter begun in the previous chapter.  It 

now focuses on the second part of the Psalter that works towards the resolution of the 

crisis of covenant and faith caused by the Exile 

 
Books 4-5 of the Psalter in Overview 

 
Books 4 and 5 focus on the recognition of YHWH’s enthronement as king along 

with the accompanying praise as a solution to the dilemma of the exile in light of the 

Davidic covenant as described in Books 1-3 (and culminating in Psalm 89).  Thus they 

have generally been recognized as a purposefully redacted response to Books 1-3. 

The boundaries of Book 4 have been described as being delimited by an inclusio 

formed by Psalm 90:13-14 and Psalm 106:43.1  Beyond that basic framing device, the 

oft-noted Mosaic character of Book 4 is born out in a content-oriented inclusion, as well.  

Psalm 90:3 alludes to Genesis 3:19 and thus takes the reader back to the beginning of 

Genesis and the creation of the human race while Psalm 106 concludes Book 4 with a 

rehearsal of the conquest and settlement of the land all the while invoking a 

Deuteronomic perspective on those events (cf. Deut. 7:1-5, 16; 29:26; 31:17; 32:17).2  

                                                 
1 Erich Zenger, “The God of Israel’s Reign over the World (Psalms 90-106),” in 

The God of Israel and the Nations: Studies in Isaiah and the Psalms (ed. Norbert Lohfink 
and Erich Zenger; trans. Everett R. Kalin; Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical Press, 2000), 
163. 

 
2 Zenger, “The God of Israel’s Reign over the World,” 165. 
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Thus the entire span of the Pentateuch from creation to conquest implicitly underscores 

the Mosaic nature of Book 4 at its beginning and end. 

The Mosaic nature of Book 4 is best understood as intercessory in nature.  Psalms 

90, 99, 103, 105, and 106 all explicitly mention Moses (who only appears one other time 

in the entire Psalter) and cumulatively “create an overwhelming awareness of Israel’s sin, 

need for forgiveness, and Moses’ intercessory role in the past.”3  Though Psalm 105 is 

somewhat singular in that it does not focus on Israel’s dysfunction or employ Moses as 

an intercessor as such, its Mosaic motif significantly serves to underscore divine 

faithfulness to the covenant people.4  Ultimately, the use of the Moses-as-mediator motif 

further solidifies the larger message of Book 4 that YHWH is the true king and divine 

kingship is the true ideal: “whereas the human monarchy had to give way to an earlier 

and more perfect divine monarchy, so the monarchical intercessors gave way to an earlier 

and model intercessor.”5 

Yet the Mosaic theme also provides impetus for the discernment of Alter’s 

“narrative impulse” in Book 4.6  Here the voice of Moses (via the superscription of Psalm 

90) appears and presses the idea that the Davidic monarchy is subordinate to an earlier 

                                                 
3 James Todd Borger, “Moses in the Fourth Book of the Psalter” (Ph. D. diss.; 

The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 2002), 147-148 
 
4 Borger, 152-153. 
 
5 Borger, 163. 
 
6 Robert E. Wallace, “The Narrative Effect of Book IV of the Hebrew Psalter” 

(Ph. D. diss; Baylor University, 2006).  This dissertation has subsequently been published 
as Robert E. Wallace, The Narrative Effect of Book IV of the Hebrew Psalter (New York: 
Peter Lang, 2007).  The pages referred to in subsequent footnotes are from the original 
dissertation. 
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reality.7  Psalms 90-92 introduce Book IV and lead the reader through an exercise in 

repentance that proceeds to praise.8  This introduction leads into Psalms 93-100 and the 

proclamation that YHWH reigns.  Here the Mosaic motif and hints of Torah continue: 

Psalms 93:5; 94:12; 95:10; 96:10, 13; 97:8; 98:9; 99:7 all contribute in this regard.9  

Psalms 101-103 progress from Psalm 101’s re-introduction of the Davidic voice to Psalm 

102’s implicit presentation of the Davidic voice’s search for answers to Psalm 103’s 

Davidic voice looking to Moses for those answers.  This sequence is quite significant as 

the basic movement of Psalms 93-100 is repeated from a different point of view: 

Psalms 101-103 provide the reader the same story from a new perspective.  In Ps 
94, the psalmist was lamenting the oppressive rule of the human royalty.  In Ps 
101-103, the psalmist is human royalty.  Book IV presents a David who, though 
vowing (or testifying) to be blameless through Pss 101 and 102, still seeks God’s 
presence through the person of Moses and Torah in Ps 103:7, 18.10 
 

Thus the Davidic/royal theme in the Psalter ultimately subjugates itself to Torah.  In fact, 

the entire progression of Psalms 101-106 forms a sort of “Mosaic remembrance” to 

balance out the explicit Mosaic voice earlier in Book 4; here for the first time in the 

Psalter, the actual phrase/call Hỳ-Wll=h^ is found.11  Thus the over all thrust of Book 4 

serves to underscore the supercession of human Davidic kingship with YHWH’s kingship 

through the return to the original enthronement of YHWH over all Israel in the Mosaic 

                                                 
7 Wallace, 187. 
 
8 Wallace, 189. 
 
9 Wallace, 190. 
 
10 Wallace, 193. 
 
11 Wallace, 194, 197. 
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era and with the acceptance of the Mosaic covenant and Torah.  The overall narrative 

progress through Book 4 can be summarized like so: 

In Ps 89:50, the psalmist wants YHWH to demonstrate the divine faithfulness that 
enemies of the divine will have no reason to gloat.  In Ps 106:47, the psalmist 
wants YHWH to gather the people from the nations so they may give thanks to 
the divine.  The focus on Moses and Torah has moved the psalmist from a patron-
client relationship to a praise of YHWH which recognizes the divine position.12 
 

Thus Book 4 is rightly regarded as the major transition point in the Psalter’s perspective. 

What has frequently been noted in studies of Book 4 is the intertextuality between 

the Mosaic motif in these psalms and actual narrative accounts in Exodus and 

Deuteronomy.  Psalm 90—with its explicit invocation of the Mosaic voice—has 

significant ties to both Exodus 32 and Deuteronomy 32, Psalm 92 has its ties to 

Deuteronomy 32, and Psalm 106 recapitulates aspects of Psalm 90 and in so doing also 

draws from Exodus 32.13  These intertextual references become all the more significant 

in light of what has been previously noted about the relationship betwee

singing/meditation and Torah per Psalm 1 and Deuteronomy 32.  They further support 

and enhance the previously noted link between psalmody as an apt medium for reflection 

on covenantal concerns and crisis.   

n 

                                                

To the extent that Moses and Torah are invoked in the context of the reign of 

YHWH, the role of reading/study/meditation/reflection as the mean of activating Torah 

naturally arises.  In Book 4, the Davidic/royal voice and perspective places itself under 

the primary and previous Torah. 

 
12 Wallace, 195. 
 
13 Zenger, “The God of Israel’s Reign over the World,” 168; Wallace, 187; 

Jerome Creach, “The Shape of Book Four of the Psalter and the Shape of Second Isaiah,” 
JSOT 80 (1998): 65. 
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Book 5 has been relatively less and only more recently studied than other portions 

of the Psalter, perhaps due to the fact that it has also proven difficult to analyze.  Kilnam 

Cha’s recent dissertation has summarized the most prominent, recent proposals regarding 

Book 5’s shape and meaning.14  Virtually all sketches of Book 5’s shape focus on the 

subgroups within Book 5: the Davidic collections (Pss. 108-110; 138-145), the Hallelujah 

Psalms (Pss. 111-118), the Psalms of Ascents (Pss. 120-134), the imposing Psalm 119, 

                                                 
14 Kilnam Cha, “Psalms 146-150: The Final Hallelujah Psalms as a Fivefold 

Doxology to the Hebrew Psalter” (Ph.D. diss., Baylor University, 2006),145-162.  Cha 
makes note of the work of Joseph P. Brennan, “Some Hidden Harmonies in the Fifth 
Book of the Psalms,” in Essays in Honor of Joseph P. Brennan (ed. Robert F. 
McNamara; Rochester: St. Bernard’s Seminary, 1976), 126-158; Reinhard G. Kratz, “Die 
Tora Davids: Psalm 1 und die doxologische Fünfteilung des Psalters,” ZTK 93 (1996): 1-
34; Klaus Koch, “Die Psalter und seine Redaktionsgeschichte,” in Neue Wege der 
Psalmenforschungen (ed. Klaus Seybold and Erich Zenger; Herders Biblische Studien 1; 
Freiburg: Herder, 1994), 243-277; and Erich Zenger, “The Composition and Theology of 
the Fifth Book of Psalms, Psalms 107-145,” JSOT 80 (1998): 77-102. Cha also sites the 
observations of Gerald Wilson, Nancy deClaissé-Walford, and Douglas Stuart regarding 
Book 5 that were made in the context of larger works primarily concerned with other 
aspects of Psalter study. 

It should be pointed out that Cha’s primary concern is to describe the nature of 
Psalms 146-150 and their relationship to the close of Book 5 and of the Psalter in general. 
Cha’s conclusion is that Psalms 146-150 are indeed the conclusion of the whole Psalter 
and not to be considered solely as the doxology/conclusion of Book 5. Pages 166-172 of 
his dissertation lay out his proposal and the reasons undergirding it: Psalm 145:21 serves 
as the doxology for Book 5 and thus the book does indeed have a conclusion without 
Psalms 146-150; Psalms 146-150 can be adequately described as a self-contained unit; 
Psalms 146-150 serve as a “fivefold doxology” that balances out the use of Psalms 1-2 as 
an introduction; Psalms 146-150 parallel the five doxologies found at the end of each 
book of the Psalter (Pss. 41:14; 72:18-19; 89:53; 106:48; 145:21).  Theologically, Cha, 
189-202, suggests that the yr}v=a^ inclusion around Psalms 1-2 presents a theological 
vision of righteous blessedness that does not match with historical reality.  The historical 
reality is one of conflict (first described in Psalm 2) and further elucidated in Psalms 3-
145 as the Hebrew Psalter’s final shape focuses on the failure of Davidic kingship and the 
existential question of how to live in light of the exile.  Psalms 146-150 solve this 
incongruity between the beatific theological aspects of Psalms 1-2 and the body of the 
Psalter proper. 
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and then the remaining psalms that must otherwise be accounted for—Psalms 135-137 

(Psalm 107 being generally recognized as an opening/transition psalm for Book 5).15   

Erich Zenger’s description of Book 5 is particularly literarily sensitive and 

theologically astute.16  Psalm 107:1 presents the theme for Book 5 and the psalm itself 

forms a frame around the book along with Psalm 145.  Psalms 108-110 serve to answer 

the question that concluded Psalm 107:42-43.  Psalm 110 is best seen as a new 

interpretation of Psalm 2 and its related issues.  The acrostic Psalms 111-112 serve as a 

reply to Psalm 110 and are further connected to Psalms 108-110 by the shared theme of 

uvr (a lexeme notably absent in Psalms 113-118 and 120-137 with the exception of 

129:4).  Psalms 113-118 and 120-136 are collections that were originally shaped by 

liturgical concerns.  Psalms 113-118 are intentionally composed and focused on Exodus 

theology.  The Psalms of Ascents (Pss. 120-134) can be broken into three five-psalm 

sections (Pss. 120-124; 125-129; 130-134) in which each middle psalm (Pss. 122, 127, 

132) reflects royal/Zion theology. The significance Zenger finds in this arrangement is 

worth noting: “[w] ith their different emphases (122: Jerusalem; 127, the temple; and 

132: David), these three psalms produce a coherent theological view which acclaims Zion 

as the place of blessing and salvation to which Israel should go in ‘ascents’ or a 

‘pilgrimmage’ (executed as a second Exodus from exile or foreign lands).”17  Psalm 137 

serves as a “commentary” on the Zion psalms of 120-136.  Psalm 138 answers Psalm 137 

                                                 
 15 Cha, 163-165. 
 
 16 Zenger, “The Composition and Theology of the Fifth Book of Psalms,” 88-101. 
For further interaction, development, and refining of pieces of Zenger’s work in this 
article, cf. Patrick D. Miller, “The End of the Psalter: A Response to Erich Zenger,” JSOT 
80 (1998): 103-110. 
 
 17 Zenger, “The Composition and Theology of the Fifth Book of Psalms,” 92. 
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(Zenger agrees with Wilson and Lohfink on this point) and serves as the opening bracket 

(Psalm 145 is the parallel closing bracket) of the final Davidic collection of Psalms 138-

145; together these inclusion-forming psalms propagate the theme of praise of YHWH 

while alluding to Exodus 33-34.  In between these psalmic brackets, four psalms of 

petition (Pss. 140-143) are tightly connected by semantic and linguistic motifs.  Psalm 

144, a royal psalm related to Psalm 18, takes up the matter of ephemerality and the need 

for protection while declaring the blessedness of those who solve these needs in YHWH.  

This psalm closes the trajectory of the previous petitionary psalms.  Accepting such a 

move allows Psalm 139 and its assertion of trust to be the opening for Psalms 140-144.  

As for the wildcard Psalm 119 (where many interpreters of Book 5 and even of 

the whole Psalter stumble), Zenger sees it at home not just through shared themes and 

leitwortes, but within the structural logic of Book 5 itself.  Acrostics are used in Book 5 

to separate and otherwise demarcate larger collections: Psalms 111-112 follow the 

Davidic Psalms 108-110; Psalm 119 separates the liturgical collections of Psalms 113-

118 and 120-136; and Psalm 145 stands at the end of the other Davidic collection in Book 

5—Psalms 138-145.  This arrangement puts Psalm 119 in the center of Book 5, serving 

as “a prayer for a life according to the Torah which is the precondition for the advent of 

the universal reign of the God of the Exodus and of Zion celebrated in the fifth book of 

psalms (God of the Exodus: Pss. 113-18; God of Zion: Pss. 120-36, 137).”18  The Davidic 

collections (Pss. 108-110; Pss. 138-145) on either side of the Egyptian Hallel and the 

Psalms of Ascent invoke royal ideology in service of YHWH’s universal rule. 

                                                 
18 Zenger, “The Composition and Theology of the Fifth Book of Psalms,” 98. 
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Zenger’s view of Book 5 is particularly significant in view of this dissertation’s 

larger concern with the didactic role and purpose of the Psalter as exemplified in its 

rhetoric of reflection.  Zenger identifies the upshot of his portrait of Book 5 thusly: “.  .  .  

the fifth book of Psalms is post-cultic and meant to be recited/meditated upon as a 

‘spiritual pilgrimage’ to Zion which is the seat of the universal king YHWH and of the 

God of Sinai who teaches his Torah from Zion.”19  Here in the finale of the Psalter, even 

with all the emphasis on praise and thanksgiving, the larger result of 

praying/reading/singing the Psalter can responsibly be linked to reflective purposes 

through YHWH’s (T)orah. 

 
Book 4 

 
Psalm 90 opens Book 4.  Its superscription is typically taken as significant: 

<yh!Oa$h*-vya! hv#m)l= hL*p!T=.  Here the figure of Moses is invoked, a stark change from the 

concern of and for David and the Davidic covenant at the close of Book 3.20  Moses’ 

                                                 
19 Zenger, “The Composition and Theology of the Fifth Book of Psalms,” 100. 
 
20 J. Clinton McCann, NIB 4:1040-1041, builds off the work of David Noel 

Freedman in noting the connection between Psalm 90 and Exodus 32 where Moses 
served as intercessor for the people to YHWH at the climax of the Golden Calf episode.  
On the location of this psalm in the final form of the Psalter, McCann writes “it is more 
likely that the editors of the psalter intended for readers to hear this psalm as a poetic 
imagining of how Moses might have spoken to the monumental crisis posed by the loss 
of land, Temple, and monarchy.”  John Goldingay, Psalms, (Baker Commentary on the 
Old Testament; Grand Rapids: Baker, 2008), 3:24, puts it this way: “Here the people’s 
situation in a time later than Moses’s (e.g., after the exile) is reckoned to be similar to 
their situation in Moses’s time.”  It should be noted that this recognized link between 
Psalm 90 and Exodus 32 heightens the significance of the relationship between Psalm 91 
and Exodus 33-34 proposed and developed in the dissertation pages below. 

The invocation of Moses in the superscription implicitly reminds readers that the 
Davidic king and nation could be judged on the basis of the prior Mosaic Torah.  
Especially relevant would have been the Deuteronomic material outlining the divine 
expectations regarding a king (cf. Deuteronomy 17:14-20).  An interesting point to 
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significance, already substantial due to such an unexpected reference, is heightened in the 

designation “a man of God.”  Furthermore, the unique description of the psalm as a 

“prayer” breaks with convention thus far in the Psalter and its superscriptions.   

Verse 13 provides one of the primary links back to Psalm 89 and Book 3 in 

general.  The question of “how long” (hm*-du^ [89:47{46 ET}]; yt*m*-du^ [90:13]) reminds 

the reflective reader that the crisis is not over and that Psalm 90 (and Book 4 in general) 

continues to work out the theological and existential implications of exile and the 

apparent loss of Davidic monarchy.  Furthermore, the explicit request for YHWH to 

return reminds readers/singers of the psalm of the crisis of apparent divine abandonment 

at the end of Psalm 89 and Book 3. 

It is in this context that the hgh wordfield itself appears within Psalm 90 in a 

pericope (verses 7-12) focused on the awareness of human frailty, a frailty heightened by 

the arousal of divine anger due to human guilt.  This pericope relates to Psalm 89 

thematically with its focus on human frailty in the face of divine anger for covenantal 

failure.  The Mosaic voice notes the wilting of humans in the heat of divine fury.  Verse 

9, in describing the fleeting nature of time for humans, curiously describes the reality as 

hg\h#-omk= Wnyn}v* WnyL!K!!.21  While the translation here may well need to be something such 

                                                                                                                                                 
consider is how Psalm 119 may have later on represented or modeled the ideal meditation 
on Torah that the (divine) king was to do. On the larger issue of the relationship between 
the Psalter and Deuteronomy, cf. Patrick D. Miller, “Deuteronomy and Psalms: Evoking 
a Biblical Conversation,” JBL 118 (1999): 3-18, especially with regard to the mutual 
work both books provide regarding what Miller calls “cultural memory.” 

 
21 Marvin E. Tate, Psalms 51-100 (WBC 20; Nashville: Thomas Nelson 

Publishers, 1990), 435, calls the use of hgh here “strange.”  He goes on to give his own 
interpretation: “a reference to the whimpering, sighing end of the swift course of toilsome 
and troubled life.” 
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as “our years come to an end like a moan/groan”—highlighting the frustrating difficulty 

of life under divine displeasure that, unremedied, precedes death—the use of hgh here 

may well nuance the tone of the pericope towards wisdom reflection as it heads towards 

its conclusion.22  There in verse 11 the question is asked as to “who knows” the power of 

divine anger.  Verse 12 then resolves the tension by asking YHWH to “make known” to 

humans how to reflect upon their time in this world, the goal being to develop a “heart of 

wisdom” before YHWH.23  Reflection, based upon YHWH’s instruction, leads to 

wisdom and is part of the response to divine anger. 

                                                

Psalm 91 has no superscription.  It deals primarily with the safety and security of 

those who take refuge and trust in YHWH.  The point to be made from this psalm is that 

in verse 14 YHWH’s deliverance is dependent on a person’s “knowing” (udy) YHWH’s 

name.  In the Mosaic milieu invoked by Psalm 90, it should especially be remembered 

that to know YHWH’s name is a highly reflective matter.  In the larger unit of Exodus 

33:17—34:9, Moses had requested a glimpse of YHWH’s glory.24  Instead, Moses was 

sheltered by YHWH in the cleft of the rock (cf. the opening of Psalm 91) while the divine 

 
22 In other words, even though hgh here probably most literally refers to the 

groaning/murmuring sound made (often while meditating, thus the semantic extension), 
using this word here brings the larger semantic field of meditation/reflection into view, 
which is exactly where the pericope goes in its concluding verses. 

 
23 David Howard, “A Contextual Reading of Psalms 90-94,” in The Shape and 

Shaping of the Psalter (ed. J. Clinton McCann; JSOTSup 159; Sheffield: Sheffield 
Academic Press, 1993), 111, refers to verse 12 as “[t]he key to the psalm—in terms of 
finding the answer to the human problem.  .  .” 
 

24 In the previous section, the recognized connection between Psalm 90 and 
Exodus 32 was noted.  The present reading’s suggested link of Psalm 91 with Exodus 33-
34 means that the Psalter is essentially recapitulating the Mosaic intercession and divine 
theophany in preparation for the enthronement of YHWH subsequently developed in 
Book 4.  The fact that Psalm 91 has no superscription allows it to further the Mosaic 
motif and poetic application of Exodus 32-34 begun in the preceding psalm. 
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glory passed by.  The significance of that theophany, however, is that it was primarily 

semantic in its rendition of YHWH’s name in all its meanings.  As Moses was protected 

by God he was taught the reflective significance of the divine name. To heighten the 

situational parallels between Psalm 91 and Exodus 33-34, it should also be noticed that in 

Exodus Moses was essentially interceding with YHWH not to abandon His people at 

Sinai in light of their covenant failure with the Golden Calf.  Now, here is the Mosaic 

voice, once again encouraging ancient Israel and its Davidic leaders to reflect anew on 

and take refuge in the Name of the One who is slow to anger and abundant in compassion 

as they once again face the penalties for covenant failure.  Mosaic intercession pleading 

with YHWH not to abandon, or to return to YHWH’s people, is deeply related to 

reflection on and knowledge of the Divine name. 

 Psalm 92 is dually described as a romz+m! and ryv!.  It is further designated as 

tB*V^h^ <oyl=.  This notation can serve as a marker directing the reader towards reflection, 

given the restful and meditative nature of the ideal Sabbath observance.  The psalm opens 

with the expressed intention to give thanks to YHWH and to sing praise.  The psalmist 

intends to make known YHWH’s ds#j# and hn*Wma$ round the clock.  This musical 

meditation is to take place on various instruments named in verse 4 [3 ET].  In this verse, 

the use of /oyG`h! may well be translated “meditation.”  The point of the music here is to 

both think about and communicate the reality and significance of divine faithfulness and 

favor.  The song/meditation regarding YHWH’s greatness can be found in the pericope of 

verses 6-10 [5-9 ET].  Divine ds#j# and hn*Wma$ are particularly seen in the fate of the 

wicked, despite their temporary success.  This basic idea is introduced with a statement of 

praise for YHWH’s “doings” in general and deep thoughts (hb*v*j&m̂—plural in the 
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context) in particular (verse 6 [5 ET]).  It is the paradoxical failing of the foolish that they 

do not have knowledge (udy) or understanding (/yb) of the unsearchableness of YHWH.   

 Psalm 93 has no hgh wordfield members in it.  It is significant here and its 

placement most likely determined due to its role in the YHWH malak psalms. 

 Psalm 94 opens with a call (verses 1-7) for YHWH’s vengeance upon evil doers 

(<yu!v*r+), especially those who have engaged in social injustice (victimizing the orphans 

and widows).  The call to YHWH is found in verse 3 with its two-fold use of the question 

“how long” (yt̂m*-du^).  These wicked oppressors are ultimately summarized as those who 

question and doubt YHWH’s awareness (har) and understanding/recognition (/yb) of 

what they are doing.  This description leads to the paragraph of verses 8-11. In verse 8 

the foolish wicked are called to improve their own understanding/recognition (/yb) and 

wise perception (lkc).  What follows then are a series of rhetorical questions that 

highlight the foolish and poor logic (“reflection” of a sort) of the wicked.  Of course the 

deity who made human eye and ear can see and hear himself.  The God who rebukes 

nations and teaches knowledge (tûD` <d`a* dM@l^m=h^) will not allow such evil to go 

unremarked or unchallenged (verse 10).  The climactic statement comes in verse 11: 

YHWH indeed knows human thoughts (<d̀a* tobv=j=m̂ u~d}y{) and their foolish emptiness 

(lb#h*).  The macarism of verse 12, while it begins a new pericope, also links back to the 

preceding paragraph by its use of parallelism to link the blessing of YHWH’s chastening 

(rsy) with YHWH’s teaching (dml).  The blest chastening of YHWH is itself a form of 

teaching: a form that sometimes becomes necessary when more semantic means of 

reflection and instruction have not produced theological understanding and proper 

actions, particularly among the wicked.  Furthermore, this usage harks back to the 
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programmatic Psalm 2:10 where the root rsy was used at the opening of the Psalter: there 

the riotous kings of the earth were called to wisdom and reflection as parallel to divine 

chastening. 

 Psalm 95 also opens with a call to sing for and about YHWH.  It parallels 

YHWH’s wondrous creative work and the reverential worship it should inspire in 

contrast with ancient Israel’s hard-heartedness at Meribah and Massah.  YHWH reflects 

upon the nation’s stubbornness and resultant forty years of wanderings.  In verse 10 

YHWH attributes the nation’s failure (among other things) to the fact that they did not 

know YHWH’s ways.  This psalm itself may serve as an attempt reflectively (via the 

opening call to sing) to remedy the Exodus-Wilderness generation’s failure of reflection 

by now hymning YHWH’s deeds in creation.25  The crisis of Exile must not harden 

hearts as the struggles in the wilderness once did. 

                                                

 Psalm 96 does not contain any wordfield members.  It does, however, proclaim 

and acclaim YHWH’s reign (cf. verse 10 in particular).  The location of this psalm and its 

message (aside from its presence in a preexisting collection incorporated into Book 4) 

may be a further part of the remedy to ancient Israel’s previous failures due to their lack 

of knowledge regarding YHWH’s ways as per Psalm 95.   

 Psalm 97 is also a YHWH-malak psalm.  In its concluding verse it asserts that the 

righteous should rejoice in YHWH.  It further defines this rejoicing as “giving thanks for 

the remembrance of his holiness” (w{vd+q` rk#z}l= Wdohw+).  This admonition to reflective 

remembrance connects with and continues the rehabilitation of ancient Israel’s failure to 

know/reflect in the wilderness. 

 
25 For a study of the role of the Exodus motif in the Psalter, cf. Susan Gillingham, 

“The Exodus Tradition and Israelite Psalmody,” SJT 52 (1999): 19-46. 
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 Psalm 98 concisely titles itself romz+m!.  Immediately it then opens with an 

imperative to sing a new song to YHWH on the basis of YHWH’s wondrous works 

(toal*p=n]).  This opening call is further substantiated by noting that YHWH has taught 

(u~yd]oh) salvation and righteousness to the nations (verse 2).  In verse 3 YHWH has also 

remembered the implications of divine covenantal loyalty and faithfulness (w{tn`Wma$w\ 

w{Ds=j^) for ancient Israel.  In the midst of a section of psalms that essentially reminds 

ancient Israel of its failure (based upon a lack of knowledge, with all the implications that 

lack would have for righteous reflection), these psalms also grant hope on the basis of 

YHWH’s reign and the loyalty of YHWH’s remembrance/reflection.  Ancient Israel may 

have failed in its reflection, but YHWH, the ideal and ultimate king, has not. 

 Psalm 99 does not contain the hgh wordfield.  It is, however, a YHWH-malak 

psalm and engages in its own remembrance of Moses, Aaron, and Samuel in both their 

successes and their failures.  Interestingly, in verse 7, the mention of the “pillar of cloud” 

sets this remembrance in the context of the wilderness and thus connects the psalm with 

the larger themes of this section. 

 Psalm 100 titles itself hd`otl= romz+m!.  At the end of an opening pericope calling 

for shouting, serving, and singing to YHWH, verse 3 then commands a knowledge of 

YHWH as deity, creator, and shepherd.  Accordingly, the balance of the psalm calls for a 

cultic ascent for worship, secure in the knowledge of the everlasting ds#j# of YHWH.  

This psalm serves as a fitting capstone to the theme of ancient Israel’s failure of 

knowledge and YHWH’s continued ds#j# as it now commands and assumes the readiness 

of the righteous to accept and embrace such a reflective piety. 
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 The cultic procession indicated in Psalm 100 links it to Psalm 101 where the 

superscription (romz+m! dw]d`l=) and the opening line allow it to function as song-meditation 

(hr`M@z~a& hw`hy+ ;l= hr`yv!a* fP*v=m!W-ds#j#).  Verse 2 explicitly makes this song a reflective 

one, when the psalmist declares the intention to ponder (hl*yK!c=a^) the way of YHWH.  

The following verses present what could be considered the song-substance of the 

psalmist’s meditation.  The righteousness of thought and action is of foremost importance 

to the psalmist.  The reflective intention of this pericope is corroborated by verse 4’s 

statement that the psalmist “will not know evil” (ud̀a@ aO ur`).   

 Psalm 102 has a lengthy superscription.  Significantly it defines the psalm’s 

content as w{jyc! EP)v=y] hw`hy+ yn}p=l!w+ [f)u&y~-yk! yn]u*l= hL*p!T=.  The use of jyc to describe this 

longer psalm captures the reflective quality of its thoughts.  After a substantial opening 

section of dark lament (verses 2-12 [1-11 ET]), verse 13 [12 ET] transitions to a more 

optimistic section focused on the eternal nature of YHWH, YHWH’s capacity for 

compassion for suffering humans, and YHWH’s securing of Zion/Jerusalem.  All of these 

things go under verse 13’s [12 ET] programmatic expression that the “remembrance” 

(rk#z#) of YHWH is eternal.  The starting place for hopeful meditation in the face of 

frustrated lament lies in the permanent nature of the divine name and identity. 

 Psalm 103 has a simple Davidic superscription.  With an inclusio forming a 

benedictive bracket around the psalm, it is much more upbeat than its predecessor.  It is 

reflective in nature, starting with verse 2’s exhortation not to forget (in essence a call to 

remembrance, a form of reflection) any of YHWH’s “dealings” or “benefits” (wyl*WmG+).  

This psalm thus thematically connects with Psalm 102’s point about the eternal 

remembrance of YHWH.  Psalm 103 is a concrete manifestation of that sentiment in 
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response to the preceding lament.  Among YHWH’s dealings to be remembered is the 

making known of YHWH’s ways to Moses (verse 7).  Thus the opening of Book 4 is 

recalled as it begins to draw towards a close.26  Furthermore, the Davidic superscription 

makes explicit the acknowledgement by the voice of human monarchy of the importance, 

even precedence, of Moses and the Mosaic covenant.  The answer to the crisis that Book 

4 inherited from Book 3 at its opening is also addressed, as the psalmist points out in 

verse 9 (and following) that the remembrance of the divine name confesses that YHWH’s 

anger will not last forever.  YHWH’s reflection on humanity reminds YHWH (verse 

14—rkz and udy) of the frailty and finitude of human beings.  Still, YHWH’s ds#j# is for 

those who themselves show faithfulness to the covenant by “keeping” (rkv) and 

“remembering” (rkz) its requirements.  The psalm then concludes with an optimistic 

description of the celestial stability of YHWH’s throne and the angelic beings that 

powerfully perform YHWH’s bidding. 

 Psalm 104 links to Psalm 103 by sharing the same benediction-inclusion.  It has 

no superscription, making such a link even tighter.  Indeed, the lack of superscription 

continues on through the remainder of the psalms of Book 4.  This situation makes the 

superscription of Psalm 102 the last substantial one in Book 4.  That superscription’s use 

of jy^c! to refer to itself, coupled with Psalm 102’s statement that the remembrance of 

YHWH is perpetual, places the final psalms of Book 4 under a reflective rubric.  This 

observation is born out by the numerous and significant occurrences of the hgh wordfield 

                                                 
26 The use in verse 8 of language from the name theophany of Exodus 33-34 

confirms the reading of Psalm 91 proposed earlier.  It also helps to confirm the overall 
reflective intention and dimension of the Moses figure and remembrance of YHWH in 
Book 4. Furthermore, this psalm’s self-identification as hL*p!T= links it back to the 
superscription of Psalm 90. 
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in these final psalms.  The final simple Davidic superscription of Psalm 103 adds the 

voice of David and its royal overtones to the meditative process as YHWH’s powerful 

kingship is reflected upon. 

Psalm 104 picks up where Psalm 103 ended, reflecting on YHWH’s power and 

majesty, particularly in terms of YHWH’s sovereignty and power over creation and its 

providential sustaining.  YHWH’s creative work is described as a product of Wisdom in 

verse 24.  Verse 34 presents the psalmist’s desire for the (current psalm’s) meditation 

(jy^c!) to be pleasing to YHWH.27 Significantly, the preceding verse 33 describes the 

psalmist’s intention to sing, once again setting meditation as a product and inherent part 

of the process of singing in the Psalter. 

 Psalm 105 continues the reflection upon and remembrance of YHWH by opening 

with an imperative to “make known” (udy) YHWH’s deeds among the nations (verse 

1).28  Verse 2 then immediately presents three parallel cola containing three imperative 

verbs to “sing,” (ryv) “sing,” (rmz) and “muse” (jyc) on YHWH’s “wonders” 

(wyt*oal=p=n]).  Verse 3 mentions worship-reflective focus on the divine name again, while 

verse 5 imperatively calls for remembrance of YHWH’s “wonders” (wyt*oal=p=n]) in 

continuation of verse 2’s programmatic statements.  On the divine side of the ledger, 

YHWH still remembers the covenant according to verse 8, though the following verses 

                                                 
27 The language of verse 34 (yj!yc! wyl*u* br~u$y\) is reminiscent of similar language 

found earlier in the Psalter in Psalms 19:15 [14 ET] and 49:4 [3 ET], even if the actual 
words employed, though always coming from the hgh wordfield, are different.  
Furthermore, the use of jy^c! here helps to link this psalm and its context back to Psalm 
102 and its superscription. 

 
28 This statement being in parallel with a preceding line commanding calling upon 

the name of YHWH—a subject of particular remembrance and reflection in Book 4, no 
less. 
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indicate that the covenant now in view is the Abrahamic one. The subsequent verses 

rehearse the history of Abraham’s descendents and their descent into Egypt, YHWH’s 

provision during those generations, and the subsequent deliverance YHWH engineered 

through Moses.  Thus the judgment of exile ancient Israel suffers under the Mosaic 

covenant is contextualized by the hope of the preceding and superseding Abrahamic 

covenant.  Moses and his work are placed under this larger umbrella of divine work and 

intention.  Indeed, even through the difficult years and generations of a previous sojourn 

in a foreign land (Egypt), YHWH aided and empowered Joseph and verse 22 indicates 

that one of Joseph’s roles was to teach Wisdom: right reflection was a crucial component 

of YHWH’s work for and with the chosen family.   

The end of Psalm 105 nicely pulls together the thematic lines so far described 

within it.  Verse 42, in summarizing YHWH’s miraculous sustaining of ancient Israel in 

the wilderness, notes that YHWH “remembered” the Abrahamic covenant (as opposed to 

the more recent Sinai covenant with its punitive aspects—a significant insight on the part 

of the psalmist).  This summary statement links back to verse 8’s opening of Psalm 105’s 

historical recounting by noting YHWH’s eternal remembrance of the Abrahamic 

covenant.  Thus an inclusion of sorts is formed around the historical reflection; YHWH’s 

own divine reflection encompasses the psalmist’s/reader’s human reflection.  The final, 

concluding verse 45 then further summarizes YHWH’s remembrance of the Abrahamic 

covenant and the resulting divine acts during the generations from Jacob/Joseph to Moses 

and the accompanying return to the Promised Land, all for the ultimate goal of ancient 

Israel’s “keeping” (rmv) and “observing” (rxn) Torah.  And so the remembrance of 

YHWH and YHWH’s deeds is shown to be a precursor to faithful observance of Torah.  
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The extensive role of historical remembrance and recitation of the Exodus/Wilderness era 

in Book 4 carries out Book 4’s own advice.  This accomplishment thus opens the door for 

Book 5 to present then its lengthy meditation on Torah itself in the form of Psalm 119. 

Psalm 106 concludes Book 4.  It links back to Psalm 105 as it also contains 

historical recitation and reflection with the Exodus and Wilderness traditions prominent.  

The psalm opens in verse 1 with a call to praise and a thanksgiving for YHWH’s ds#j#.  

This opening leads to verse 4’s imperative request that YHWH “remember” the 

anonymous psalmist.  Verse 6 presents the psalmist’s corporate confession of sin, linking 

the nation’s current failings with the Exodus generation’s failures.  Significantly, verse 7 

presents the psalmist’s explanation of that generation’s failure—they did not “reflect” on 

YHWH’s mighty acts nor remember YHWH’s covenant fidelity (to the Abrahamic 

covenant, contextually).29  Thus, in connecting the current failure to sin similar in type 

and scope in the Exodus generation, the cause of that failure is implied to be the same: a 

lack of careful reflection on YHWH and covenant (in general).  Verse 8 then immediately 

makes the point that YHWH delivered at the Exodus so as to “make known” (hiphil of 

udy) divine strength.  Deliverance was an opportunity and invitation to better reflection. 

Later, the failure of ancient Israel in the era of the Conquest comes into view, and 

that failure—symbolized in the nation’s refusal to drive out the inhabitants of the land—

could also be defined as a failure of reflection: the people “learned” (dml) the ways of the 

other nations, rather than showing reflective faithfulness to the covenants and the God 

who secured them.  The story of ancient Israel is then extended into the era of the Judges 

where, on the basis of the people’s cries, YHWH would “remember” the covenant and 

                                                 
29 The language of verse 7: ;yd\s*j& br)-ta# Wrk=z̀ aO ;yt#oal=p=n] WlyK!c=h!-aO 
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exercise ds#j# (verse 45).  This remembrance by YHWH, a willingness to be reflective 

when ancient Israel was not, becomes the basis for this psalm (and Book 4’s) coming 

concluding appeal to YHWH to save and gather them from among the foreign nations. 

Thus, verse 46 elaborates, would YHWH show them compassion              

(<ym!j&r~l= <t*oa /T@Y]w~) in the presence of those who had taken them captive          

(<h#yb@ov-lK* yn}p=l!).  The word choice here in verse 46 is significant, as it much better 

relates to and describes the present exilic captivity in a foreign land, than the oppression 

of previous generations during the era of the Judges in their own land.  The 

deliberateness of the word choice becomes apparent, however, as verse 47 then segues 

into the closing plea of Psalm 106 and, by extension, Book 4—an impassioned plea for 

YHWH to save the people and gather them back from among the nations for the sake and 

praise of YHWH’s name (which is the same basis on which YHWH had delivered before: 

to make known YHWH’s name despite human rebellion in verse 8).   

Thus Book 4 concludes with an appeal to King YHWH on the basis, not of the 

Mosaic covenant from Sinai, but on the basis of the preceding and unilateral Abrahamic 

covenant.  Furthermore, this appeal not only bases itself on a confession of failure that 

includes the failure to reflect, but on the need for YHWH’s name to be 

remembered/known/reflected on in the future. 

 
Reflections on Book 4 
 
 Given that Book 3 had indicated ancient Israel’s failure leading to Davidic 

catastrophe and exile was, at least in part, a failure of ancient Israel to reflect/know 

YHWH, Book 4 seeks to rectify that problem.  It makes sure that YHWH is hymned, 

praised, and thanked for mighty deeds and great compassion.  It, in effect, presents in part 
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a reflective rectifying of ancient Israel’s failures in the Wilderness which had been 

recapitulated under the monarchy.  In so doing, a way of remedying the current crisis 

could be found.  And, to be sure, there was a reflective element to that remedy.   

 Many of the psalms in Book 4 contain explicit references to singing.  This fact 

recalls the meditative aspects of singing sketched out in the early portions of chapter 

three of this dissertation.  Book 4 serves to sing/meditate and call others to do the same 

and thus remedy the failure to meditate that precipitated the present crisis.  There is much 

“declaring” or “telling” in Book 4 through all of the various historical remembrances; 

such acts and language are themselves forms of remembrance and thus of reflection.  As 

YHWH’s ds#j# is studied/praised/remembered teaching is being done and in so doing, 

meditation is encouraged. 

 
Book 5 and the Conclusion of the Psalter 

 
Psalm 107 opens Book 5 without a superscription.  Its first words are an 

imperative of thanksgiving to YHWH (hw`hyl^ Wdh{) for divine ds#j#.  The following two 

verses enlarge the reason for thanksgiving: YHWH has gathered the “redeemed”       

(hw`hy+ yl@WaG+) from the four corners of the world.  YHWH’s reign presents hope and 

progress in the aftermath of the disastrous end of human kingship and subsequent exile.  

The balance of the psalm praises YHWH’s ability and willingness to deliver as it moves 

from a setting in the wilderness to divine delivery on the high seas.  The picture is one of 

a deity who can protect in the most desperate and dangerous situations.  Hence, the 

hopefulness of the return from exile in this opening psalm for Book 5.   

It is the final verse—verse 43—of the psalm that sets one of the themes for Book 

5 as it works towards the Psalter’s conclusion.  It rhetorically asks, “who is wise” (<kj) 
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and then suggests that those who aspire to that status take note of the psalm’s message 

about YHWH’s deliverance (with its dire implications for oppressors) and 

“understand”/“reflect” (/yb) on YHWH’s ds#j#.  YHWH will honor the covenants that 

have been made, and the right response to human failure and divine deliverance 

(expressed as exile and divine enthronement) is one of meditation towards understanding. 

Psalm 109 sits in the middle of a three psalm Davidic “mini-collection” (Psalms 

108-110).  The preceding Psalm 108 expresses its determination to sing (i.e., “reflect” in 

response to Psalm 107’s conclusion) in the face of oppression and its corresponding 

confidence in YHWH’s deliverance.  Psalm 109 is a lament that climactically asks for 

divine deliverance (verses 26-29).  Yet as it expresses Davidic indignance and relatively 

intense invective at oppressors, it requests of YHWH to “remember” the oppressor’s 

“iniquity” (verse 14) so that the “remembrance” of the wicked might be removed among 

the living (verse 15).  This extreme request is premised on the fact that the oppressor did 

not “remember” ds#j# (verse 16), and therefore engaged in tyrannizing the vulnerable.  

Thus the psalm makes a clever play on the concept of “remembrance” where YHWH’s 

remembrance leads to humanity’s collective lack of remembrance of the identity of the 

oppressors due to the oppressors’ failure to remember substantively and properly.  It also 

recapitulates an idea seen earlier in the Psalter—that the guilt and failure of the 

wicked/oppressors can be attributed to a failure of reflection, in this case a failure to 

reflect on ds#j#.  Psalm 109 concludes with the expressed intention of the psalmist to give 

thanks to YHWH (verse 30), a continuation of Psalm 108’s determination to 

sing/meditate.  It links to the third Davidic psalm in this series (Psalm 110) through its 

final verse where YHWH stations the divine presence at the right hand of the vulnerable. 
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Psalms 111-112 stand at the beginning of a collection of hallelujah psalms 

(Psalms 111-118, none of which have a superscription) that bring the sequential reader to 

the threshold of the context-dominating Psalm 119.  These two psalms have been noted 

for their literary relationship (both acrostics, among other things) and shared Wisdom 

content.30  Psalm 111 quickly notes the reflective value of YHWH’s doings, using vrd to 

underscore the energetic searching/pondering of YHWH’s mighty acts (verse 2).  Verse 4 

then adds that YHWH’s actual intention was to have the divine activity serve as a 

“reminder” or “memorial”—an impetus to human reflection. Verse 5 states that 

conversely YHWH will eternally “remember” the covenant.  This statement would serve 

both as a confirming comfort of YHWH’s intentions for restoration, but also as an 

indictment of the preceding collection’s oppressors (Psalms 108-110) who did not 

remember ds#j# in their own doings.  Psalm 111 concludes in verse 10 with a proverbial 

saying that links “reverence” of YHWH (hw`hy+ târ+y]) with hm*k=j*.31  This line is 

juxtaposed with two corresponding lines that complete the verse.  One line parallels the 

wisdom/reflective idea of the first line of verse 11, seconding the sentiment by noting the 

good “insight” (lk#c@) of those who do as the first line exhorts.  The other line asserts the 

                                                 
30 Cf. Hans-Joachim Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (trans. Hilton C. Oswald; 

Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1989), 362-363; Raymond C. Van Leeuwen, “Form Criticism, 
Wisdom, and Psalms 111-112,” in The Changing Face of Form Criticism for the Twenty-
first Century (ed. Marvin A. Sweeney and Ehud Ben Zvi; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
2003), 76-84; and Erich Zenger, “Dimensionen der Tora-Weisheit in der 
Psalmenkomposition Ps 111-112,” in Die Weisheit-Urspünge und Rezeption: Festschrift 
für Karl Lönig zum 65. Geburtstag (ed. Martin Fassnacht, Andreas Leinhäupl-Wilke, and 
Stephan Lücking; NTAbh 44; Münster: Aschendorff, 2003), 37-58. 
 

31 See Proverbs 1:7 and its well noted analogue. 
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abiding nature of the praise of YHWH. Significantly, then, this opening psalm of this 

“hallelujah” series thus links praise of YHWH with Wisdom and reflection. 

Psalm 112 then immediately ties itself to Psalm 111 by pronouncing a blessing 

upon the person who so “fears” YHWH.  The balance of the psalm elaborates on that 

blessing.  In verse 6 it is underscored that such a blessed person, collectively identified 

with the righteous, will enjoy eternal “remembrance”—a blessing highlighting the 

importance of reflective activity itself. 

Psalm 115 also sits within the “hallelujah” collection (Psalms 111-118).  This 

psalm is a mix of praise for YHWH in contrast to “the nations’” doubt of YHWH and an 

admonition to ancient Israel to trust in YHWH.  Within this context, the impotence of 

idols and those who trust in them is underscored.  Particularly noteworthy is verse 7’s 

line that idols cannot “meditate” (<ǹorg+B! WGh=y\-aO).32  They cannot engage in a core 

activity that both YHWH and humanity perform, an activity that serves as a crucial 

avenue of relationship, piety, and even covenant fidelity.  Along this line, verse 12, in 

asserting the superiority and trustworthiness of YHWH, notes that YHWH “remembers” 

ancient Israel. 

Psalm 119 dominates not only Book 5 but the entire Psalter with its 

overwhelming size.  The force of the sheer length of this psalm is multiplied by the 

artistic element of its acrostic form, consistently enforced from beginning to end.  It is 

worth noting that this acrostic form has important significance for the reading of the 

Psalter being proposed and developed in this dissertation.  First, it is a standard Wisdom 

                                                 
32 The literal phrase “meditate/muse/moan in their throat” underscores the oral 

aspect of Semitic reflection described earlier in this dissertation. 
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device, and thus casts a substantial sapiential shadow over the Psalter as a whole as the 

Psalter’s most dominant and obvious member.33  Second, the acrostic form has often 

been suggested as a mnemonic device, meant to aid memorization, which, in the Semitic 

mind, was a form of and enhancer of meditation. 

                                                

The well-known focus of Psalm 119 is on YHWH’s hr*ot (referred to by various 

synonyms throughout the psalm).  Its opening line harks back to Psalm 1 with the use of 

several significant theme-words: yr}v=a^, El̂h*, Er#d#, hr*ot.  Overall, when the psalm is not 

focused on “reflecting” (whether that be through “learning,” “understanding,” 

meditating,” et cetera) on hr*ot, it is preoccupied with the doing of hr*ot.   

The hgh wordfield is well-represented throughout Psalm 119.  It occurs in every 

letter’s stanza, with the exceptions of k, s, r, and ?.  All wordfield members are present 

to a greater or lesser degree with the ironic exception of hgh itself.  Here, jyc seems to 

be the preferred root where hgh might otherwise have been used.  The most predominant 

uses of the wordfield in Psalm 119 have to do with the psalmist’s dual and related 

intentions to “learn” (dml)34 and to “meditate” (jyc) with the goal being to “understand” 

(/yb).35   

Perhaps the most semantically significant stanza belongs to m (verses 97-104).  It 

is the most diverse with respect to the varied elements of the hgh wordfield that it 

 
33 The Wisdom aspect of Psalm 119 is further underscored by its opening: it twice 

uses yr}v=a^ (a standard Wisdom word/form) in verses 1 and 2. 
 
34 Note in verse 124 how YHWH’s “teaching” (dml) is parallel to YHWH’s 

demonstration of  ds#j#. 
 
35 See this progression quintessentially laid out in verses 26-27. 
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employs.  A summary of this stanza in many ways helps to sum up the spirit of Psalm 

119 vis-à-vis the rhetoric of reflection.  Verse 97 opens the stanza with a declaration of 

the psalmist’s affection for hr*ot.  YHWH’s hr*ot is the constant object of the psalmist’s 

“meditation.”  The psalmist becomes comparatively “wiser” than others due to the 

benefits of this reflection (verse 98).  In verse 99, the psalmist claims greater “insight” 

than “teachers” due to “meditation” on YHWH’s “testimonies.”36  This claim highlights 

the significance of the frequent role of dml in Psalm 119, where YHWH’s sought-after 

teaching and the meditation derived from it far surpasses what human teachers can offer.  

The psalmist’s surpassing intellectual prowess as compared to normal human social 

expectations is further described in verse 100, where the psalmist’s “understanding” (/yb) 

is superior to the aged, again thanks to the psalmist’s relation to YHWH’s hr*ot (here 

identified with the synonymous ;yd\WQp!).  Finally, at the stanza’s concluding verse 104, 

the psalmist again reiterates the “understanding” provided by YHWH’s hr*ot (again 

synonymously referred to as ;yd\WQp!).  Thus Psalm 119 demonstrates and emphasizes the 

significance of “reflection” to the Psalter as a whole, making it a central aspect of the 

largest and most prominent of psalms. 

The collection commonly referred to as the “Psalms of Ascents” (Psalms 120-

134) immediately follows Psalm 119.37  Given its generally acknowledged prior 

                                                 
36 .yl! hj*yc! ;yt#w{d+u@ yK! yT!l=K^c=h! yd~M=l^m=-lK*m!   
 
37 In a sense, the “ascent” envisioned by this collection, traditionally interpreted as 

a pilgrimage for one of the annual festivals celebrated at the Jerusalem temple, could also 
be read in the collection’s placement in Book 5 as the songs of the returning exiles as 
they ascend up toward Jerusalem in confident but still idealistic anticipation of a renewed 
Temple and cult.  
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existence as an independent collection, the opportunities for redactional shaping of its

contents would be limited.  The only psalm within this collection that contains any 

members of the hgh wordfield is Psalm 132.  The psalm opens with an imperative 

requesting YHWH to “remember” David’s suffering (verse 1).  The subsequent verses 

rehearse the theme of David’s intention to make a place for YHWH—a place that beca

Zion.  The psalm makes this Davidic piety the grounds by which to invoke YHWH to 

honor the Davidic covenant and recall the divine desire for Zion (and, implicitly, the 

temple built upon it).

 

me 

 

 of the 

19, 

t 

                                                                                                                                                

38  In particular, the psalmist notes that the Davidic covenant not 

only involves a descendant of David on the royal throne (and hence part of the ideology

of restoration from exile), but also that Davidic covenant-keeping was related to 

YHWH’s teaching (dml) the Davidic descendants (verse 12).  Accordingly, part

appeal to YHWH for restoration included not just the Davidic covenant’s promise of the 

royal throne, but also of YHWH’s responsibility to “teach.”39  Coming after Psalm 1

with its frequent request for YHWH to teach hr*ot, this linking of the royal reign aspec

 
Cf. Joseph P. Brennan, “Some Hidden Harmonies in the Fifth Book of Psalms,” 

126-158, for a similar reading of Book 5 of the Psalter that sees, among other things, the 
relationship between the Psalms of Ascents and the return of the exiles. 

 
38 Notice that the two psalms on either side of Psalm 132 are Davidic psalms 

themselves, not a common thing among the Psalms of Ascents. 
 
39 Psalm 132 presumably is drawing here from what can be seen in the record of 

the Davidic covenant preserved in 2 Samuel 7:5-16, particularly verses 14-15.  
Interestingly, the language and word-choices of 2 Samuel 7 (jky) have a more punitive 
than pedagogical nuance that is softened by Psalm 132.  It is also noteworthy that 2 
Samuel 7 links the delivering of this covenant to David with the issue of the construction 
of the temple, a link that Psalm 132 implicitly preserves in focusing on YHWH’s choice 
of the location of Zion as a dwelling place.  Finally, it should be pointed out that 
YHWH’s ds#j#, already noted above for the role it plays earlier in Book 5, is affirmed as 
everlasting in 2 Samuel; this point is part of what Book 5 appeals to, already noticeable 
on the very opening lines of Book 5 and Psalm 107. 
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of the Davidic covenant with the oft-overlooked didactic aspect helps to underscore the 

implicit role of the rhetoric of reflection in the Psalter: just as part of the failure that led

exile was a failure of reflection (an idea noted earlier in the dissertation), so too will 

of the solution involves a recommitment of ancient Israel to serious meditation/reflec

 to 

part 

tion. 

in.  

                                                

The Psalms of Ascents are followed by three untitled psalms (Psalms 135-137) 

that lead to the final Davidic collection (Psalms 138-145) that ends Book 5.  Psalm 135 is 

a “hallelujah” psalm.  Calling on temple personnel to join in the praise in the first three 

verses, the psalm may well link to the preceding Psalms of Ascents by presenting the 

arrival of the pilgrim procession at the Temple precincts.  Verse 5 declares the psalmist’s 

great confidence in YHWH’s greatness, using the root udy to ground that confidence as a 

result of reflection/knowledge.40  Subsequent verses present that knowledge-reflection in 

a brief rehearsal of the Exodus-Conquest theme (verses 8-12).  This progression leads to 

verse 13, which can be read as a summative statement of the psalm thus far.  YHWH’s 

name and YHWH’s “remembrance” are paralleled in this verse and described as 

perpetual.  The knowledge of YHWH—by name and by mighty deed—is thus reflected 

upon.   

Psalm 136 is noteworthy in its “antiphonal” refrain that runs through every verse 

in the psalm.41  It is a thanksgiving psalm; the psalm essentially delineates reasons to 

give thanks to YHWH, each reason being followed and paralleled by the repeated refra

These reasons consist primarily of another recitation of the Exodus and subsequent move 

through the wilderness toward the land.  The ending of that progression with the defeat of 

 
40 hw`hy+ lodg`-yK! yT!u=d~y` yn]a& yK!   
 
41 w{Ds=j^ <l*oul= yK! 
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Sihon and Og (verses 19-20) and the reference to YHWH giving ancient Israel their land 

as an “inheritance” (hl*j&n~, verses 21-22) sits well with the subtle theme of exilic return 

that softly works through Book 5.  Verses 21-22, with their referring to the captured land 

as an “inheritance,” leave the historical rehearsal of the psalm at the point in the historical 

tradition where ancient Israel possessed only the trans-Jordan and was otherwise on the 

doorstep of possession of the heartland of the territory envisioned by the Abrahamic 

covenant.  This stopping point in the rehearsal of the narrative of national identity, 

apropos for a Psalter narrating theological issues of exile and return, makes sense.  The 

psalm then accordingly concludes in verses 23-26 with more generic thanksgiving for 

YHWH’s “remembering” (rkz) ancient Israel in her humiliating situation (verse 23), as 

well as noting YHWH’s rescue from opponents (verse 24) and provision of sustenance 

(verse 25).  YHWH’s remembrance serves as the crucial spark that makes redemption 

from Egypt and possession of the land possible.  Divine action is rooted in divine 

reflection. 

 Psalm 137 is a well-known lament that is shockingly graphic.  There is a 

reflective quality to the psalm with its heavy dependence on “memory” that helps to 

locate it in a Psalter focused on reflection.  If Psalm 135 could be read as the arrival of 

the procession of pilgrims implied by the Psalms of Ascents to a restored Temple, Psalm 

137 ends the intermediate group between collections (i.e., Psalms 135-137 as untitled 

psalms that sit between Psalms 120-134 and 138-145) with a reflection and memory-

marker of the emotional and personal fallout caused by the first Temple’s destruction.  It 

opens in verse 1 with a statement that the intense emotions embedded in the psalm are 

motivated by the “remembrance” (rkz) of Zion from the social location of Babylonian 
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exiles.  Before the familiar imprecations are hurled at the Babylonian conquerors and 

captors, the psalm first pronounces woe upon captives who fail to “remember”—and thus 

reflect—on Jerusalem and its former glory (verses 5-6).  Verse 7 then takes the memory 

motif and uses the imperative to invoke divine remembrance of Edom’s treachery—

reflection with an implicit view to judgment-action, as YHWH’s remembrance of ancient 

Israel in the preceding psalm had been a motivation to ds#j#.   

 Psalms 138-145 are a Davidic collection that brings Book 5 to its conclusion and 

the conclusion of the Psalter itself (Psalms 146-150).  All psalms within the concluding 

collection contain the hgh wordfield, with the sole exception of Psalm 141.  Psalm 138, 

simply entitled dw]d`l=, with no further modifiers or other genre designations, opens the 

collection with a gushing psalm of thanksgiving to YHWH.  This psalm frequently 

connects the rendering of this thanksgiving with the act of singing.  For the present 

purposes of the reading of the Psalter being sketched here, verse 6 is noteworthy: while 

YHWH “sees” the lowly, the arrogant are only “known” at a distance.   

This idea becomes a link to Psalm 139, which immediately opens with the 

Davidic statement that YHWH has “thoroughly examined” and “known” the psalmist.  

Indeed, “know” becomes a theme-word in Psalm 139, occurring a total of seven times in 

twenty-four verses.  Verse 2 continues the essence of the opening statement, introducing 

what will become the direction of the movement of the psalm—a general description of 

how thoroughly the psalmist is indeed known to YHWH.  Indeed, this divine knowledge 

is a function, as the psalm details, of divine omnipresence.  Still in verse 2, a second, 

parallel line describes this divine knowing of the psalmist’s mind and thinking as 

“understanding” (/yb).  Verse 4 speaks of YHWH’s prescient “knowing” of the 
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psalmist’s words before they leave the tongue.  This overwhelming divine knowledge 

leaves the psalmist humbly confessing in verse 6 that such knowledge is beyond human 

ability.  There is an acknowledged limit to human cognition as compared to divine 

reflection and understanding.  What the psalmist can confidently know is noted in verse 

14: that YHWH’s works and creative gifts of life to humanity are wondrous.42  Thus the 

sentiment of verse 17, that YHWH’s “purposes” (u^r@) are valued by the psalmist, well 

beyond human reflection and comprehension though it is.  The conclusion to the psalm 

brings the poem’s sentiment to a request; the psalmist desires YHWH to “search” (rqj) 

and “know” the psalmist’s heart.   

Psalm 140 primarily presents the psalmist’s request for divine deliverance and 

protection from oppressors.  As was seen earlier in the Psalter, one of the most prominent 

features of the oppressors is their rebellious reflection.  In this psalm that reflection takes 

the form of “thinking of evil things” (verse 3 [2 ET]; bl@B= tour̀ Wbv=j*).  Such evil 

machinations lead the psalmist to request YHWH’s protection from such menacing 

meditation (verse 5 [4 ET]).  After a confession of confidence in YHWH, the psalmist 

pronounces an imprecation upon the oppressors and concludes the poem with a reflective 

assertion that the psalmist “knows” that YHWH will indeed protect the oppressed (verses 

13-14 [12-13 ET]).  While Psalm 141 contains no members of the hgh wordfield, it does 

seem to continue the momentum of Psalm 140.  It calls upon YHWH to help and protect 

the psalmist against those who have plotted against the psalmist, but that request comes 

only at the end of the psalm (verses 8-10).  The priority of place is given to the psalmist’s 

desire that YHWH protect the psalmist’s mouth and heart from partaking of evil, written 

                                                 
42 Notice the clever wordplay in the use of the roots alp and hlp in this verse. 
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in a way that perhaps alludes back to Psalm 140’s reference to the oppressor’s evil 

meditations. 

Psalm 142, in addition to its Davidic superscription, returns to using the title 

lyK!c=m̂ (as well hL*p!t=).43  Between this superscription and verse 3’s [verse 2 ET] 

description of the content of the psalm and concern of the psalmist as mournful 

“meditation” (yj!yc!, parallel with yt!r`x*), Psalm 142 helps to cast a reflective pall over 

Psalms 140 and 141.44  It reinforces and emphasizes what was present but less obvious—

that the laments recently read in the series were not merely complaints but had a 

meditative quality or interest in how the psalmist was depicted over against the 

oppressors encountered in the early parts of this collection.  That Psalm 142 does indeed 

fit semantically with the overall thematic development of the collection and the preceding 

psalms can be seen in verse 4’s [3 ET] line that YHWH “knows” the psalmist’s path, a 

nod to preceding poems’ descriptions of YHWH’s thorough knowledge of the psalmist 

and the situation. 

Psalm 143 also partakes of the lamenting spirit of recent psalms.  The psalmist 

again finds hope and comfort, however, in meditation.  Verse 5 significantly uses rkz, 

hgh, and jyc in parallel to describe how the psalmist’s lament is the product of extensive 

meditation.  Since the psalmist finds comfort and hope in meditation on YHWH and 

YHWH’s work, the psalmist then goes on to ask YHWH twice to “teach” (dml).  Thus, 

in the most explicit fashion yet in this collection, the laments are identified with 
                                                 

43 The psalm superscription further goes on to give the setting “when he was in 
the cave” (hr`u*M=b^ w{toyh=B!).   

 
44 Note the parallel use of jyc with hgh in Psalm 143:5 for further evidence of the 

reflective use of jyc in this collection.  
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reflection and shown to serve as a source of comfort and hope due to that meditative fact.  

One of the forms that deliverance can take for the psalmist is in being taught by 

YHWH.45 

Psalm 144 then immediately ties in to this thought by opening in verse 1 with the 

statement that YHWH “teaches” (dml) the psalmist’s hands and fingers the ways of war 

(cf. Psalm 18).  Deliverance from oppressors may require literal battles, but even then, 

the action of war is the product of reflection.  The echoes of earlier psalms are also 

invoked as the psalmist proceeds to express wonder (similar to a sentiment expressed in 

Book 1 as well, such as in Psalm 8) that YHWH “knows” humans (a concept thoroughly 

explored in recent psalms) and even “ponders” (bvj) them and their situation.  Thus as 

the Psalter is drawing to a close, there are intertextual echoes of its opening. 

The superscription of Psalm 145, aside from its Davidic aspect, also titles the 

psalm as hL*h!T=.  Thus the final psalm outside of the conclusion itself, refers to itself by 

the name of the entire book.  Verse 1 praises God as “King,” thus acknowledging the 

crucial role that the kingship of YHWH plays in resolving the existential crisis of exile in 

the Psalter.  As the subsequent verses continue to express the psalmist’s intention to 

continually praise YHWH, verse 5 significantly adds the psalmist’s intention to 

“meditate” (jyc) on YHWH’s doings.46  Meditation/reflection thus is an apt aspect of 

what it means to praise YHWH in the Psalter.  Verse 7 reinforces this point as it defines 

                                                 
45 The significance of “teaching” in this psalm also reminds the reader of the 

emphasis on divine “teaching” in Psalm 119, earlier in Book 5. 
 
46 The use of jyc here may well have to do with the fact that this root has been a 

preferred term for meditation in this Davidic collection.  The fact that its typical mournful 
nuance is overshadowed by the overwhelming praise of Psalm 145 helps to undergird the 
reading proposed in the preceding pages that it can rightfully be read more as reflective 
than solely lament in this collection. 
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the content of praise as the “remembrance” of YHWH’s “great goodness.”  Praise itself is 

reflective by nature, as those who offer it reflect/remember what YHWH has done for 

them.  Verse 12, continuing the thought of the previous verse, explains that the “pious 

ones” (;yd\ys!j&, verse 10) will “make known” (udy) to humanity YHWH’s mighty deeds, 

and, importantly, YHWH’s kingdom and its solution and hope for human failings and 

devastation.  

Ultimately, the explicit connection of Psalm 145’s self-title—hL*h!T+—with jyc in 

verse 5 substantiates a basic assumption of this dissertation: that hgh and its wordfield, 

especially given the previously demonstrated oral aspect of hgh and its related roots, are a 

legitimate extension and interpretation of what it means to praise YHWH in the Psalter.  

That is, the rhetoric of reflection plays a significant role in the book’s final form and 

ultimate purpose. 

Psalms 146-150 are typically understood as the conclusion to the Psalter, as 

distinct from Book 5 which closed with Psalm 145.  Within this conclusion, the hgh 

wordfield appears in Psalm 147.47  There in a psalm (and an entire unit) consumed with 

the praise of YHWH, YHWH’s “understanding” (/yb) is noted and lauded.  At the end of 

Psalm 147, verse 20 notes the uniqueness of ancient Israel, in that no other nation had 

“known” YHWH’s “judgments” (<yf!P*v=m!).  Thus, part of what distinguished ancient 

Israel from her neighbors was of a cognitive nature: she alone was offered the 

opportunity for meditation on YHWH’s law. 

 

                                                 
47 The relative paucity of occurrences of the hgh wordfield in the Psalter’s 

conclusion can be explained by the overwhelming use of traditional praise terminology 
and the emphasis on the praise-act itself. 
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Reflections on Book 5 and the Conclusion of the Psalter 
 
 Book 5 continues to work with the insight of previous Books in the Psalter that 

the failure of the Davidic monarchy and the national calamity that followed was a result 

of a failure of meditation/reflection.  Thus the role of YHWH in teaching the nation 

becomes very important in Book 5.  Meditation/reflection must be restarted with a heavy 

dose of YHWH’s teaching, and the central Psalm 119 is both request for and evidence of 

that very thing. 

 Furthermore, the role of YHWH’s teaching as foundational for meditation as 

prominent in Book 5 comes out in another way, as well.  The unfathomable nature of 

YHWH’s own pondering is presented, with the implication teased out that there YHWH 

must teach ancient Israel what she is to meditate upon. 

 At the end of Book 5, the link between the act of praise and the act of 

reflection/meditation becomes prominent and clear.  Reflection both prompts the act of 

praise as well as provides the content for praise, typically prompted by reflection upon 

YHWH’s mighty acts and great ds#j#.48   

Finally, the Psalter’s conclusion (Psalms 146-150) simply gives a nod to the 

uniqueness of ancient Israel.  That is, she alone, among all the nations, was given the 

opportunity, but also the responsibility, of meditation/reflection on YHWH’s hr*oT.   

 
Conclusion 

 
 The hgh wordfield and its rhetoric of reflection have been the focus of a reading 

of the Psalter developed over the course of chapters 3 and 4 of this dissertation.  The 

                                                 
48 This observation can underscore the role of ancient Israel’s songs of praise in 

conveying the content of her faith.  Cf. Patrick D. Miller, Jr., “‘Enthroned on the Praises 
of Israel’: The Praise of God in Old Testament Theology,” Int 39 (1985): 5-19. 
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basic goal has been to note the nuance that a reading focused on this wordfield can bring 

to the Psalter.  This wordfield has been shown to have a widespread and significant 

impact on the final form of the Psalter.  This impact has been shown to integrate well into 

the larger aspects of the shape of the Psalter that recent research has brought to light. 

 



 
 
 

CHAPTER FIVE 
 

The Rhetoric of Reflection and Wisdom: Considerations on the Sapiential Shaping of the 
Final Form of the Psalter 

 
 
 The reading of the Psalter outlined in the previous two chapters underscores the 

pervasive place and role of the hgh wordfield in the shape of the Psalter.  This wordfield, 

with its focus on reflection/meditation, understanding, and other related cognitive 

activities—as well as its interest in teaching and knowing—naturally overlaps and 

implies connections with ancient Israel’s Wisdom ideology.  Indeed, a quick scan of the 

concordance will show the wordfield’s prevalence among the Hebrew Bible’s Wisdom 

books. 

 The final form of the Psalter is a postexilic product.  As such it must be 

understood in the light of the contingencies of that era.  To that end, Gerald Wilson 

writes: 

It does appear, however, that at a later point (some would pinpoint the Exile) 
Israel’s sages came to equate the demands of wisdom with the covenant 
commandments of Yahweh.  This is most clearly seen in the Apocrypha, where 
the identification of wisdom and Torah (the revealed law and commandments) of 
Yahweh is complete.  As a result, some psalms that are focused on the praise of 
Torah and exhortation to obedience should be included among the wisdom 
psalms.1 

 
This insight, that Torah and Wisdom could be sympathetic concepts to the point of near 

synonymity, provides a point of entry to a consideration of the conceptual role of the hgh 

wordfield in the final form of the Psalter.  Specifically, reflection/meditation serves a 

                                                 
1 Gerald H. Wilson, Psalms (vol. 1; NIV Application Commentary; Grand Rapids: 

Zondervan, 2002 ), 74. 
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crucial and central role in encountering and engaging Torah.  Deuteronomy had created 

the expectation of near constant conversation about and consideration of Torah (cf. 

Deuteronomy 6:1-24),2 and the Psalter in many ways can be understood, in its Wisdom 

shaping and use of the hgh wordfield, as an heir to that ideology. 

 The present chapter is, then, an exercise in noting the relationship between 

Wisdom and the hgh wordfield and reflecting on its role in enhancing the experience of 

readers of the final form of the Psalter.  To that end, this chapter will consider the 

Wisdom psalms, as such.  They are the single largest items reflecting Wisdom’s presence 

in the Psalter.  The relationship between the Wisdom psalms and the final shape of the 

Psalter will then be outlined.  To the extent that Wisdom concerns and Wisdom psalms 

played a role in the final shape the Psalter, the importance of the hgh wordfield becomes 

all the clearer given the wordfield’s role in describing the sapiential act of reflection.  The 

chapter will conclude with reflections on the relationship between Wisdom and the 

related concept of Torah and suggest how the hgh wordfield fits into this semantic space. 

 
Wisdom Psalms: History of Scholarship and Explanation of Phenomenon 

The concept of “Wisdom psalms” has been a contentious and debated topic 

throughout modern Psalms studies.  Hermann Gunkel, the father of the modern study of 

                                                 
2 It is interesting to note how this text, in its context, puts the Shema next to the 

expectation that one generation will teach the next about YHWH and Torah.  Also 
significant is how this context explicitly warns against “forgetting” (jkv) YHWH and 
Torah: here the role of rkz in the hgh wordfield becomes obvious and magnified.  For a 
larger and expanded consideration of the relationship between the Psalter and 
Deuteronomy, cf. Patrick D. Miller, “Deuteronomy and Psalms: Evoking a Biblical 
Conversation,” JBL 18 (1999): 3-18. 
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psalms and the Psalter, affirmed that some psalms should be considered Wisdom poetry.3  

Furthermore, he believed that Wisdom within the Psalter developed in the same way as 

the Wisdom phenomenon outside the Psalter.  As far as genre, Gunkel asserted that both 

“Wisdom sayings” and “Wisdom poetry,” despite their difference in tone, belong 

together in one genre; his rationale lies in that both Wisdom sayings and Wisdom poetry 

contemplate the same subjects, even if they vary in form.   

The content of Wisdom poetry consists of admonition and instruction, as well as 

different varieties of the doctrine of retribution.4  “The fear of YHWH” is a dominant 

motif.  Within various psalms, Wisdom features (usually sayings) manifest themselves by 

speaking of YHWH in the third person; in this way such psalms cease being formal 

prayers.  But the opposite holds true as well: lyric poetry also influenced Wisdom poetry.  

For instance, Psalm 73’s representation of the godless resembles the complaint of a 

lament. 

Gunkel also spoke of the relationship of the Wisdom psalms and the cult: 

.  .  .  in Ps 49:5, we still find a clue that one sang “the wisdom poetry” to the 
accompaniment of “the zither.”  It is noteworthy that a divine response has been 
added to the wisdom poem of Ps 91 in 91:14-16.  Thus, the first part may have 
been expressed as a priestly blessing for the people.  This leads to the conclusion 
that the poem was performed in the worship service.  The same is true in the 

                                                 
3 Hermann Gunkel and Joachim Begrich, Introduction to Psalms: The Genres of 

the Religious Lyric of Israel (trans. James D. Nogalski; Macon, GA: Mercer University 
Press, 1998), 293-305.  What follows is a summary of Gunkel’s thought from this chapter 
of his seminal Introduction.  It should be noted that in his foreword, Begrich explains that 
the chapter on Wisdom poetry is essentially the work of Gunkel alone. 
 

4 At this point, it is worth pointing out that a number of the psalms citied in 
chapters 3 and 4 of this dissertation, even if not formally or traditionally considered 
Wisdom Psalms, implicitly worked within the framework of the doctrine of retribution by 
asking YHWH to punish those who “do not know.” 
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superscriptions (even if only for the latest period) which show that these poems 
arose in the early collections which stemmed from the worship services.5 
 

Yet this conclusion does not mean that Wisdom psalms originated in the cult.  That they 

were formulated elsewhere can be seen in the secular content of Psalms 49, 127:3-5, and 

133.  It was at some later point in their history that the Wisdom psalms were adapted by 

the cultic functionaries—the priests and singers of the temple.  Gunkel suggests that 

cultic officials implemented Wisdom psalms into communal worship because the public 

simply could not do without them in the cultic service.  The occasions for the 

performance of the Wisdom psalms can no longer be discerned. 

 This issue of the relationship of the Wisdom psalms to the cult was particularly 

important to Sigmund Mowinckel.6  It was actually a problem which Mowinckel used to 

frame his essay “Psalms and Wisdom.”  Mowinckel believed that the “learned 

psalmography”7 arose among the “wise men” who led the Wisdom schools.  Because the 

formal boundaries among the members of the elite classes of ancient Israel (priests, wise 

men, prophets, scribes, etc.) were fluid, it was usually the scribes who were the “wise.”  

In fact, part of scribal education was the study of Wisdom literature.  Wisdom was an 

international discipline which most likely came to ancient Israel when Solomon probably 

                                                 
5 Gunkel, Introduction, 303. 
 
6 Sigmund Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel’s Worship (trans. D. R. Ap-Thomas; 

2 vols.; New York: Abingdon Press, 1962), 2:104-125, and “Psalms and Wisdom,” in 
Wisdom in Israel and in the Ancient Near East (ed. Martin Noth and D. Winton Thomas; 
VTSup 3; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1955), 205-224.   

The following summary will be a synthesis of Mowinckel’s thought in these two 
works.  It should be noted, however, that Mowinckel’s essay on “Psalms and Wisdom” 
contains much the same material as his chapter on “The Learned Psalmography” (chapter 
16 in volume 2) in The Psalms in Israel’s Worship. 
 

7 Mowinckel’s term for the Wisdom psalms. 
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established a scribal school in Jerusalem.  Furthermore, the practice of the ancient Near 

East was in all likelihood followed by closely associating this scribal school with the 

temple.8  Thus the scribal guild and the temple singers and poets would have been closely 

related. 

 These “learned writers” eventually became the scribes who collected and 

transmitted the Psalter.  These scribes produced psalms as well as Wisdom poetry.  The 

forms found in the Wisdom poetry included the “saying,” proverbs, and exhortations.  

The poetry’s content was “didactic,” detailing a wisdom for living out daily life, but 

always on a religious basis.  References to the divine were typically general and generic, 

though ancient Israel’s sages were certainly known to integrate distinctively Jewish 

sentiments into this literature.9 

 Some of the canonical psalms came to be influenced by this Wisdom poetry, both 

in their form as well as in their substance.  In particular, Thanksgiving psalms tend to be 

didactic and hortatory.  Mowinckel seems to place Psalm 73 in this class.  He holds that 

psalmists and the wise men have learned from each other here: 

[W]hen they [i.e., the wise men] are speaking of the greatness and wisdom and 
justice of God, they often do so in the form of a hymn, just as their instruction 
about the “two roads”, the road of virtue and the road of vice, not infrequently has 
the form of the blessing or the cursing word.10 

                                                 
8 In “Psalms and Wisdom,” 207, Mowinckel suggested that this deduction is 

warranted by “the very fact that the ‘wisdom literature’ of Israel was considered to 
belong to the canonical writings.” 

 
9 Cf., for instance, the concept of the “fear of YHWH” as the “beginning of 

wisdom.” 
 
10 Mowinckel, “Psalms and Wisdom,” 208. 

 Cf. Gerhard von Rad, Wisdom in Israel (trans. James D. Martin; Valley Forge, 
PA: Trinity Press International, 1972), 189, where these relationships between psalmist 
and sage, thanksgiving and Wisdom poem, are clarified: “It may, however, be mentioned 
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 As for the original lack of cultic context for this psalmography, Mowinckel had an 

elaborate hypothesis.  Wisdom poetry and Wisdom psalms had in common with 

traditional cultic psalms the fact that both were considered to be prayers.  The Jewish 

ethos considered prayer to be the unpremeditated product of piety; prayer could be 

offered completely independently of the temple and cult.11  Yet these spontaneous 

prayers were still influenced by the psalm style from the cult, thus defining a form for 

these non-cultic prayer/psalms similar to the traditions from the cult.  In time the wise 

men began to consider it a work of devotion to YHWH to create a psalm, particularly in 

response to some divine deliverance, and then to recount such a psalm among their 

adherents.  For instance, Sirach seems to include his psalms in his writings in order to 

instruct the reader; such psalms were probably also used in the lecture rooms of the 

Wisdom schools as well. 

 Mowinckel again returns to Thanksgiving psalms as a preferred form for the Wise 

in this regard: 

We might think, therefore, that it had become usual among the pious wise men 
that the person who had been saved had better himself compose the thanksgiving 
psalm to be recited at the sacrificial feast—if he was at all able to do so, which 
again means: if he was a “wise” and “learned” man.12 

                                                                                                                                                 
that the connections between wisdom and hymn are numerous.  Here it was the wise men 
who did the borrowing.  But the connection with the individual psalm of thanksgiving is 
also striking.  Here, with an inclination to sentence-like phraseology, the situation is 
reversed.  The cultic psalm utilizes wisdom forms of expression, a fact which is not, of 
course, very surprising, for whenever the individual wished to deliver himself of a 
solemn speech, this pregnant type of expression was available to him.” 
 

11 In The Psalms in Israel’s Worship, 2:108, Mowinckel explains the situation in 
this way: “.  .  .  in proportion as the law and the scriptures became the standard and 
source of religious life in Judaism, piety was to a certain degree detached from the temple 
cultus, and found a great part of its nourishment in the synagogue and in the lecture-room 
(the school) of the learned men.” 

 
12 Mowinckel, “Psalms and Wisdom,” 212. 
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Indeed, inspiration was understood to lie in a person’s ability to compose a prayer/psalm 

with the correct content and correct form. 

 Such psalms, originating outside the formal cult were apparently taken into the 

Psalter.13  Over time, the learned, in their association with the temple, had become 

keepers of the sacred tradition and texts.  In this vein, Mowinckel suggests that the wise 

men were also the final redactors of the canonical Psalter and thereby probably included 

some of their own non-cultic psalms.  He also suggested how a private thanksgiving 

psalm, closely related to Wisdom, could have been transmitted into the Psalter: 

[t]here is evidence for the custom of writing a thanksgiving psalm on a votive 
stela or on leather and placing it or laying it down “before Yahweh” in the temple.  
In just such a way personal thanksgiving psalms like Ps. lxxiii and xlix, or xxxiv 
and xxxvii, and perhaps also a mixed supplicatory and laudatory psalm like cxix, 
may have been deposited as a votive or memorial gift to Yahweh and a testimony 
to future generations, and on a later occasion have been included in the treasury of 
psalms transmitted to us, the handing down of which was the function of the 
temple singers and the temple poets.  In this way was can imagine that some of 
them may also have come to be used ritually in the cult.14 
 

 With both Gunkel and Mowinckel, there is a certain ambiguity in their thought.  It 

is a challenge to try to discern the nuances of the terms they use in this discussion.15  

                                                 
13 At this point Mowinckel, “Psalms and Wisdom,” 213, lists the following 

psalms: 1, 34, 37, 49, 78, 105, 106, 111, 112, 127.  Interestingly, in The Psalms in 
Israel’s Worship 2:111 (i.e., the chapter that largely parallels “Psalms and Wisdom”), his 
list runs as follows: 1, 19b, 34, 37, 49, 78, 105, 106, 111, 112, 127.  At some point, 
Mowinckel must have changed his mind about Psalm 19b. 

 
14 Mowinckel, “Psalms and Wisdom,” 217. 
 
15 Cf. James L. Crenshaw, The Psalms: An Introduction (Grand Rapids: 

Eerdmans, 2001), 87: “The use of the term ‘Weisheitsdichtung’ (wisdom poetry) in 
Hermann Gunkel and Joachim Begrich’s Einleitungen in die Psalmen has produced more 
confusion than light in the scholarly community.  Precisely what the authors meant by 
wisdom poetry remains unclear.  .  .” 
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Thus the nature (and even existence) of Wisdom psalms has continued to be debated in 

the decades since Gunkel and Mowinckel laid the foundation for modern study. 

 Roland Murphy addressed this issue not long after the publication of Mowinckel’s 

“Psalms and Wisdom” essay with his own aptly-titled essay “A Consideration of the 

Classification ‘Wisdom Psalm’.”16  As Murphy concluded his section on the history of 

scholarship up to the time of his paper (1962), he declared that the Gattung of the 

Wisdom psalms had not been sufficiently delineated as had some of the other “forms”; 

Murphy intended his essay to attempt a remedy for that situation.   

 Murphy affirmed that Gunkel’s form-critical methodology was valid in regard to 

the Wisdom psalms—uniform style, structure, and recurrent themes, as well as life-

setting, can be found.  Style would include such features as yrva formulas, numeric 

sayings, “better” statements, speech from teacher to a “son,” and alphabetic patterns.  

Content of Wisdom psalms should be comparable to that of the Wisdom literature of the 

Hebrew Bible: comparison of the uvr and the qydx, the two paths, the doctrine of 

retribution, pragmatic counsel for daily life, and the fear of YHWH (a concept which 

eventually became associated with Torah observance).17  As for the Sitz im Leben of the 

Wisdom psalms, Murphy agreed that a precise determination is not possible, but 

questioned whether this Gattung must be divorced from the cult.  He found the close 

                                                 
16 Roland E. Murphy, “A Consideration of the Classification ‘Wisdom Psalms,’” 

in Congress Volume: Bonn 1962 (VTSup 9; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1963), 156-167. 
 
17 For a more detailed consideration of such structural and thematic elements from 

the perspective of rhetorical criticism, cf. J. Kenneth Kuntz, “The Canonical Wisdom 
Psalms of Ancient Israel—Their Rhetorical, Thematic, and Formal Dimensions,” in 
Rhetorical Criticism: Essays in Honor of James Muilenburg (ed. Jared J. Jackson and 
Martin Kessler; PTMS 1; Pittsburgh, PA: The Pickwick Press, 1974), 186-222. 
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relationship of the Wisdom psalms to the Thanksgiving psalms to be an argument in 

favor of their cultic usage.18 

 Using the criteria delineated above, Murphy placed the following psalms into the 

classification: 1, 32, 34, 37, 49, 112, 128.  He excluded Psalm 73, even though its content 

contains the Wisdom theme of the doctrine of retribution; content by itself does not 

determine classification for Murphy.  In the case of Psalm 73, its literary form is more in 

concert with the Thanksgiving psalms.  As for Psalms 119 and 127, Murphy concluded 

that while they show the influence of Wisdom, they flout traditional categories. 

 What Murphy made clear was that certain psalms may contain Wisdom elements 

without being classified as Wisdom psalms.  Such psalms as partake of Wisdom elements 

without formally becoming Wisdom psalms are typically concerned with teaching a 

lesson to the faithful derived from personal experience.  What became obvious for 

Murphy is that “the psalmists found wisdom themes useful and that they exploited the 

wisdom style as an apt mode of expression.”19 

 James L. Crenshaw seems to go in the opposite direction from Murphy’s 

approach to delineating this Gattung.20  He delimits this category by what he calls 

“formal and thematic criteria,” as well as “the overall tone that surfaces in a given text.”  

Crenshaw is doubtful about many of the categories that Murphy asserts as normative for 

the genre: yrva statements, alphabetic acrostic structures, compilations of Wisdom 

                                                 
18 Murphy, “The Classification ‘Wisdom Psalms,’” 161, writes that “[a]s the 

testimony took on more and more a didactic character, the role of wisdom within the cult 
would have been secured, and with it the independence of the wisdom psalm form.” 

 
19 Murphy, “The Classification ‘Wisdom Psalms,’” 167. 

 
20 James L. Crenshaw, Old Testament Wisdom: An Introduction (rev. and enl. ed.; 

Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 1998), 171-175. 
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statements, simple didactic designs, and themes such as the “fear of YHWH” and the 

portion of the uvr and the qydx.  Accordingly, Crenshaw (somewhat ambiguously) 

seems to limit the Wisdom psalms to the “discussion literature” of Psalms 37, 39, 49, and 

73,21 the “meditation on torah” of Psalm 1 (and also Psalm 19?), and psalms which 

integrate Wisdom motifs and imagery—Psalms 32, 62, 94, and 127.  He also concludes 

that ancient Israel’s Wisdom class engaged and affected the cultic life depicted in the 

Psalter.  He would not, however, posit a vigorous concern for the cult on the part of the 

sages until the time of Ben Sira.  In a more recent work, however, Crenshaw seems to 

altogether doubt the existence of Wisdom psalms at all.22  Even such psalms as 37, 49, 

and 73—which consider the futility of life—are thought to occupy the mind of all pensive 

individuals.  Thus Crenshaw becomes quite a minimalist with regard to the Wisdom 

psalms.   

 R. N. Whybray has also addressed this issue, though somewhat unwittingly.  

Whybray declared openly in the opening of his 1995 essay that “[t]he object of the 

present contribution is not to add one more to the many attempts to identify the wisdom 

psalms in the Psalter.  .  .  .”23  Yet by the end of his essay, Whybray has enumerated 

Psalms 34, 37, and 78 as those most nearly agreeing with the Old Testament’s Wisdom 

literature so as to be indisputably linked to that school of thought—his thinly veiled 

                                                 
21 Crenshaw, Old Testament Wisdom, 171.  These texts are said to “ask the 

perennial question about divine justice in the face of apparent prosperity among the 
wicked.” 
 

22 Crenshaw, The Psalms: An Introduction, 94. 
 

23 R. N. Whybray, “The Wisdom Psalms,” in Wisdom in Ancient Israel: Essays in 
Honour of J. A. Emerton (ed. John Day, Robert P. Gordon, and H. G. M. Williamson; 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 152. 
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minimalist standard for what constitutes a “Wisdom Psalm.”24  Whybray’s hesitancy on 

this point is best demonstrated in his final paragraph: 

This terminology [i.e., of “Wisdom psalms”] may be useful if it extends the 
corpus of wisdom literature by identifying those few psalms and parts of psalms 
which have marked affinities with the acknowledged wisdom books; but a too 
indiscriminate use of it tends to weaken the distinctiveness of the notion of 
“wisdom” in Old Testament studies, and also draws attention away from the 
question of the character of the Psalter as a whole.25 
 

Whybray essentially winds up where he said he would not: making claims about the 

identity of the Wisdom psalms.  Yet at the same time, his conclusion serves well to 

illustrate the impasse that has existed for years in this area of Psalter research. 

 While the form-critical foundations of the work of Gunkel and Mowinckel have 

not typically been rejected out of hand, some scholars have pioneered approaches and 

                                                 
24 Whybray, “The Wisdom Psalms,” 158. 
Subsequently, Whybray, Reading the Psalms as a Book (JSOTSup222; Sheffield: 

Sheffield Academic Press, 1996), 37, elaborated more specifically on what in Whybray’s 
view constitutes a Wisdom psalm.  These quotes are long and so I have relegated them to 
a footnote, but I believe they are worth quoting in their entirety. 

“Clearly the term ‘wisdom psalm’.  .  .  can only properly be used of a psalm that 
employs modes of thought especially characteristic of the books that are generally 
recognized as wisdom literature: this means primarily Proverbs, Job and Ecclesiastes as 
far as the Hebrew Old Testament is concerned.  The literary form of such psalms is not of 
the first importance: the wisdom literature employs a number of different forms, and 
there is no single characteristic form.  Some wisdom books use characteristic language or 
terminology, however, and when this occurs in a psalm it is usually a pointer to its being 
a wisdom psalm.” 

In a subsequent paragraph, Whybray continued thus: “An equally clear pointer [of 
a psalm being a “Wisdom Psalm”] is a disposition to reflection, especially on personal 
experiences and on the problems and implications of religious faith and of the human 
condition in general.  .  .  .  Thus a Wisdom psalm does not necessarily take the form of a 
prayer addressed to God, but rather of a lesson addressed to the reader.  Its general tone is 
usually easily distinguishable.” What Whybray calls the “disposition to reflection” 
underscores the role of reflection inherent in Wisdom Psalms and other sympathetic 
writing. 

In the same work, Whybray also gave a much extended inventory of Wisdom 
Psalms: 8, 14, 25, 34, 39, 49, 53, 73, 90, 112 (?), 127, 131, 139. 

 
25 Whybray, “The Wisdom Psalms,” 160. 
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perspectives which are not overly reliant on form criticism and its inherent limitations.26  

Hans-Joachim Kraus admits that the form of the poems in the Psalter “cannot be ignored 

in order to abstract a few bundles of teachings for a theology of the Psalms.”27  Yet at the 

end of that same paragraph, he calls Gunkel’s evaluation of the Psalter through the lens of 

modern criteria “inappropriate.”  Kraus is obviously in search of the theology of the 

Psalter, not its historical-critical pedigree.  It is all the more significant, then, that Kraus 

considers the “didactic features of wisdom statements in the Psalms” as an important 

beginning place for the study of the Psalter’s theology.28  Yet a perusal of the table of 

contents of Kraus’s theology reveals no special section devoted to the “Wisdom Psalms.”  

Kraus does, however, create a theological category of “The Individual in the Presence of 

God” in which he places “the prayer songs, the songs of thanksgiving of the individual, 

and the wisdom poems (in which problems of human existence are considered).”29  Thus 

the role of content, outlook, and theology is seen to be of more potential significance than 

strictly formal considerations.   

                                                 
26 To be fair to the form-critical school, it simply must be understood that form-

criticism was a functional approach to the study of the psalms.  It cannot answer or 
explore questions beyond its own sphere.  If a psalm’s social (or otherwise) function is 
not accessible to its methodological assumptions, it will be ineffective.  Accordingly, not 
all psalms will be equally accessible to its methodology.  The Wisdom Psalms may well 
be one such group.  Cf. Peter C. Craigie, Psalms 1-50 (WBC 19; 2d ed.; Nashville: 
Thomas Nelson, 2004), 47. 
 For a recent consideration of form criticism—its failings and its future potential—
cf. Antony F. Campbell, “Form Criticism’s Future,” in The Changing Face of Form 
Criticism for the Twenty-First Century (ed. Marvin A. Sweeney and Ehud Ben Zvi; 
Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2003), 15-31. 
 

27 Hans-Joachim Kraus, Theology of the Psalms (trans. Keith Crim; Minneapolis: 
Augsburg, 1986), 15. 
 

28 Kraus, Theology of the Psalms, 15-16. 
 

29 Kraus, Theology of the Psalms, 137. 
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 While Walter Brueggemann also does not reject out of hand the form-critical 

assumptions of Psalter scholarship since the time of Gunkel, he does attempt to move the 

conversation beyond them.  Consistent with his sociological interests, Brueggemann 

suggests a typology of function in the psalms: orientation-disorientation-reorientation.30  

It is within the category of “orientation” that Brueggemann would place the Wisdom 

psalms.  This classification is somewhat ambiguous in his 1980 essay on “Psalms and the 

Life of Faith,” where he introduced his typology of function.  There he seems content to 

write of “sapiential tradition” and “songs of .  .  .  wisdom.”31  In his 1984 work The 

Message of the Psalms, however, Brueggemann specifically places the Wisdom psalms 

as a group under the umbrella of Psalms of Orientation.32  As for how he identifies such 

psalms, Brueggemann admits that they are “didactic in tone” and “amorphous in 

shape.”33  Thus he simply presents the scholarly community a relatively subjective way 

to move forward in understanding such psalms and such ideology in the Psalter withou

having solved the apparent ambiguity of the matter demonstrated by traditional form-

critical approaches to psalmody. 

t 

                                                

The uncertainty/ambiguity regarding the relationship between Wisdom and 

psalmody, implicitly seen in the work of several of the scholars summarized here, is in 

one sense probably inherent to the concept of Wisdom itself.  Wisdom thought (and to 

 
30 Walter Brueggemann, “Psalms and the Life of Faith: A Suggested Typology of 

Function,” JSOT 17 (1980): 3-32; repr. in The Psalms and the Life of Faith (ed. Patrick 
D. Miller; Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995). 

 
31 Brueggemann, “Psalms and the Life of Faith,” 6-7. 

 
32 Walter Brueggemann, The Message of the Psalms: A Theological Commentary 

(Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1984), 42. 
 

33 Brueggemann, The Message of the Psalms, 42. 
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some extent, Wisdom forms) may best be understood as a continuum rather than a 

singularly defined entity.  As Gerald Wilson has noted: 

Wisdom is first and foremost a way of looking at life—similar to what we might 
call a “philosophy of life.”  The sages based their understanding of life on 
personal and transmitted observation and experience of life.  Their concern was to 
enable themselves and others to understand how to relate to life appropriately so 
that they would achieve benefit rather than hurt.  Out of this desire to observe, 
analyze, and teach are derived several of the most characteristic features of 
wisdom and its extant literature.34 
 

Thus it is appropriate to see in the Wisdom phenomenon in ancient Israel both a core of 

defined themes and forms (hence the fact that virtually all scholars agree on certain 

aspects of Wisdom and Wisdom psalms) coupled with a less well-defined frontier/fringe 

that is less consistent in form or content and thus more open to the idiosyncrasies of 

individual scholars’ views and perspectives regarding what they see in the text.  If 

Wisdom is so closely rooted in daily life and the observation thereof, it is only natural 

that the intellectual work associated with it have a certain ambiguity to it (even trending 

toward the vague and random on occasion) just like the thing observed.  Indeed, even the 

Wisdom literature itself (and thus those behind it) concede as much: just consider the 

juxtaposition of Proverbs 26:4 and 26:5! 

 The fact that most scholars have generally agreed that there is such a thing as 

“Wisdom psalms,” even if there is disagreement about the exact nature—or even 

number—of them generally tracks with the fact that there has always been trouble 

                                                 
34 Wilson, Psalms, 72. 
For a similar approach to Wisdom Psalms, cf. Craig C. Broyles, Psalms (NIBCOT 

11; Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1999), 21.  Broyles gives three basic criteria for Wisdom 
Psalms.  First, such psalms contain the emphatic teaching of how to live skillfully; this 
manner of expression diverges from the explicit address to God found in many other 
psalms.  Second, Wisdom Psalms utilize expressions and formulas commonly found in 
Wisdom literature proper.  Third, in content these psalms express the themes of Wisdom.   
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discerning the relationship between Wisdom psalms and the cult.  The scholarly move of 

the past three decades toward a focus on the final shape of the Psalter (along with its 

purpose and social location) has reduced some of this stress as the issue of the 

relationship between psalms (individually or collectively) and the cult has become less 

important than the relationship of psalms to each other within the context of the entire 

Psalter.  J. Kenneth Kuntz captures the significance of the Wisdom psalms both 

structurally in their location within the Psalter as well as theologically in the important 

changes occurring in postexilic ancient Israel: 

Since merely one out of fifteen compositions in the Hebrew Psalter appears to be 
a wisdom psalm, it is safe to say that many other psalm types can be celebrated as 
more pervasive and perhaps even more compelling.  Yet these wisdom 
compositions effectively attest to the marked impact that wisdom and Torah 
teachers in the postexilic Israelite community played in establishing the Psalter in 
its final form as a collection of sacred texts.  Moreover, by virtue of both their 
presence and strategic location, these psalms accomplish much in affecting the 
shift whereby Israel’s former words to God in its praise, supplication, and 
thanksgiving were transformed into becoming God’s own word to Israel, the 
revelation of God’s nature and will, on which the faithful were invited to fix their 
attention intently.35 
 

Thus it is to the role of Wisdom psalms in the shaping of the final form of the Psalter that 

we now turn. 

 
Wisdom Psalms and the Shape of the Psalter 

 
 In recent decades scholarship has become more sensitive to the role that the same 

Wisdom phenomenon that produced the Wisdom psalms also seems to have played in the 

shaping of the Psalter.  There is a sense in which the understanding of Wisdom psalms by 

                                                 
35 J. Kenneth Kuntz, “Wisdom Psalms and the Shaping of the Hebrew Psalter,” in 

For a Later Generation: The Transformation of Tradition in Israel, Early Judaism, and 
Early Christianity (ed. Randall A. Argall, Beverly A. Bow, and Rodney A. Werline; 
Harrisburg, PA: Trinity Press International, 2000), 160. 
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scholars has tracked the study of the shape of the final form of the Psalter: as non-

exclusively-cultic approaches and settings have been considered, the role of Wisdom 

psalms in scholars’ thinking has increased.  In the early 1980s Gerald Wilson’s The 

Editing of the Hebrew Psalter brought much of the then-burgeoning discussion regarding 

the shape and shaping of the Hebrew Bible to bear on the Psalter in particular.36  While 

he does not there speak of the role the Wisdom phenomenon might have played in the 

final canonical shaping, he implicitly left the door open to that line of inquiry.  Wilson 

describes Psalm 1 as serving as the introduction for the entire Psalter.37  In so doing he 

rightly notes that this particular psalm would then affect how the entire Psalter was to be 

read.  Specifically, he writes that “[t]he emphasis is now on meditation rather than cultic 

performance; private, individual use over public, communal participation.”38  This 

statement agrees with the idea of Mowinckel and others, mentioned earlier in this 

chapter, that the Wisdom psalms (in which Psalm 1 is typically included) came from non-

cultic, private backgrounds.  Wilson, however, does not at this point suggest a role for 

Wisdom in the shaping of the canonical Psalter.   

                                                 
36 Gerald Henry Wilson, The Editing of the Hebrew Psalter (SBLDS 76; Chico, 

CA: Scholars Press, 1985). 
 

37 On this point, cf. Alexander Rofé, “The Piety of the Torah-Disciples at the 
Winding-Up of the Hebrew Bible,” in Bibel in jüdischer und christilicher Tradition (ed. 
Helmut Merklein, Karlheinz Müller, and Günter Stemberger; Athenäums Monografien 
88; Frankfurt am Main: Hain, 1993), 82: “The placing of Ps 1 at the beginning of the 
Psalter, perhaps even as an introduction to the entire Hagiographa, is no mere chance.  
This psalm has been entered here for the sequence to be read in light of the ideal of 
Torah-study.” Later, Rofé continues: “.  .  .  there seems to be a kind of ‘structural 
correspondence between Josh 1:8 and Ps 1.  Both were placed at the opening of a biblical 
collection; both were meant to make the ensuing collection be read in their light.” 
 

38 Wilson, The Editing of the Hebrew Psalter, 206. 
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 In a later essay, Wilson does begin to see a role that Wisdom might have played 

in the shaping of the Psalter.39  Specifically, Wilson proposes a “wisdom frame” for 

Book 5 of the Psalter consisting of sapiential material in Psalm 107:42-43 and Psalm 

145:19-20.  The wisdom frame of Book 5 may serve to unify it with Book 4 as well: 

Psalms 90 and 91 have Wisdom connections.  Thus Wilson speaks of Books 4 and 5 (i.e

Psalms 90-145) as being “shaped by the concerns of wisdom.”

., 

 

 

at: 

                                                

40  Bringing his work on

other aspects of the shaping of the Psalter into synthesis with these insights on Wisdom’s

role in the Psalter’s shaping, Wilson concludes th

.  .  .  the shape of the canonical Psalter preserves a tense dialogue (or a dialogue 
in tension) between the royal covenantal hopes associated with the first two-thirds 
of the Psalter and the wisdom counsel to trust YHWH alone associated with the 
final third.  In conclusion it seems apparent that wisdom has had the last word as 
demonstrated by the wisdom shaping of the covenantal Psalms 2 and 144 as well 
as the primary positioning of Psalms 1 and 145 in the final frame.41 
 

 This final role played by Wisdom in the final shape of the Psalter has been picked 

up on by other scholars as well.  For instance, Nancy deClaissé-Walford has suggested 

that “[t]he wisdom movement seems a likely social location for the final shaping of the 

Psalter.”42  J. Clinton McCann has taken Wilson’s view of Wisdom’s place in the final 

 
39 Gerald H. Wilson, “Shaping the Psalter: A Consideration of Editorial Linkage 

in the Book of Psalms,” in The Shape and Shaping of the Psalter (ed. J. Clinton McCann; 
JSOTSup 159; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1993), 72-82. 

 
40 Wilson, “Shaping the Psalter,” 80. 
 
41 Wilson, “Shaping the Psalter,” 81. 
 
42 Nancy L. deClaissé-Walford, Reading from the Beginning: The Shaping of the 

Hebrew Psalter (Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 1997), 96. 
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shaping of the Psalter and suggested that it is in reality eschatological.43  Specifically, 

McCann defines this eschatological perspective as the tone of the Psalter in sagely 

counseling ancient Israel to trust in YHWH despite the circumstances (exile, oppression 

of the post-exilic era, etc.) that would encourage other, less-pious reactions and 

responses.   

Whybray has summarized the three ways the Psalter may have been shaped.44  

First, the extant psalms could have been so arranged in their particular order so as to 

influence how each individual psalm was/is read.  Now each psalm, originally 

independent of the others, has a “context.”  Certain key psalms may have been placed in 

their present positions so as to guide the reading of the psalms around them as well as to 

remind the reader of the purpose of the book implied in Psalm 1.  Second, there could 

have been additions to existing psalms to mold them into their new function in the shaped 

Psalter.  As an example, Whybray suggests that verses 8-9 were added to Psalm 32; these 

are words not addressed to God (as one would expect in the middle of an individual 

thanksgiving psalm) but to the reader by an “instructor.”  Thus Psalm 32, on Whybray’s 

reading, could have been adapted to the new ethos of a Psalter designed as “instruction” 

(torah).  Third, new psalms could have been added to the Psalter in order to accomplish 

the editorial intentions.  This point is especially noteworthy since the occasions for 

reordering some of the psalms already in the Psalter may well have been somewhat 

limited (i.e., the various, earlier, independent collections).  The addition of new psalms in 

                                                 
43 J. Clinton McCann, “Wisdom’s Dilemma: The Book of Job, The Final Form of 

the Book of Psalms, and the Entire Bible,” in Wisdom, You Are My Sister (ed. Michael L. 
Barré; CBQMS 29; Washington, D.C.: The Catholic Biblical Association of America, 
1997), 18-30. 

 
44 Whybray, “The Wisdom Psalms,” 155-157. 
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key locations, however, would have permitted the editor(s) to accomplish still their 

designs for the redacted Psalter.   

 
Wisdom and Torah: The hgh Wordfield, the Final Form of the Psalter, and the 

Phenomenon of Text 
 

Perhaps the most apparent—and noteworthy—exemplars of a type of psalm that 

was probably relatively new45 and placed in key locations are the Torah psalms (Psalms 

1, 19, 119).  Indeed, the ideology of “Torah” in the Psalter is the traditionally overlooked 

“elephant in the room” in Psalter scholarship which has traditionally been consumed with 

matters of form, Sitz, and cult.  The facts that the Psalter opens with a psalm calling for 

meditation on (T)orah (Psalm 1), that its largest member is a massive acrostic poem 

consumed with Torah and its various synonyms, or that the Psalter itself in its final form 

has been divided into five books—reminiscent of the Mosaic Torah—have, until 

relatively recently, not played much of a role in the scholarly consideration of the Psalter.  

At present, it is also worth noting that it has become a scholarly commonplace that 

Wisdom and Torah, in the postexilic period, had become closely related, if not downright 

synonymous concepts.46 

                                                 
45 But, cf. Leo G. Perdue, Wisdom and Cult: A Critical Analysis of the Views of 

Cult in the Wisdom Literatures of Israel and the Ancient Near East (SBLDS 30: 
Missoula, MT: Scholars Press, 1977), 312, for the suggestion that Psalm 119 may have 
been a Wisdom Psalm intended for cultic use. 

 
46 Cf. Anthony Ceresko, “The Sage in the Psalms,” in The Sage in Israel and the 

Ancient Near East (ed. John G. Gammie and Leo G. Perdue; Winona Lake, IN: 
Eisenbrauns, 1990), 224, and Leo G. Perdue, Wisdom and Cult, 312, where Perdue refers 
to the view of Torah as the capstone of real Wisdom in Psalm 119 as the “hallmark” of 
late post-exilic Wisdom. 
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It is worth noting, however, that the term “(T)orah” can be a slippery one, 

meaning most generically “instruction” while also serving as the traditional technical 

term for the Mosaic legislation and, ultimately, the Pentateuch itself.  The term’s use in 

the Psalter can likewise be semantically and contextually slippery, ambiguous and even 

functioning as a double entendre.47  In fact, James L. Mays refers to the psalms normally 

classified as Wisdom psalms with the referent “Psalms of Instruction.”48  This association 

between Wisdom and (T)orah fosters an appreciation of the optimism inherent in many of 

the Wisdom psalms, particularly as compared to the more pessimistic forms Wisdom can 

take—just consider Ecclesiastes; this optimism flows from the confidence that the Torah 

reveals God’s will for living in concordance with the divine will.49 

The conflation of Wisdom and Torah becomes a point of entry for James L. 

Mays’ seminal essay on the Torah psalms (Psalms 1, 19, 119) of the Psalter.50  Psalm 1, 

                                                 
47 Cf., for instance, Hans-Joachim Kraus, Psalms 60-150: A Commentary (trans. 

Hilton C. Oswald; Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1989), 125: “The teacher of wisdom is the 
first one to call his poetry ‘my Torah’ (cf. Prov. 3:1; 4:2).  Therefore the term hrwt in v. 
1 [of Psalm 78] is to be distinguished markedly from that of vv. 5 and 6, for there the 
reference is to the Torah of Yahweh, while in v. 1 immediately next to hrwt the words of 
the language of wisdom, lvm and twdyj, occur.  According to Prov. 3:1 and 4:2, hrwt in 
the language of the wisdom poetry points to the meaning ‘exhortation,’ ‘warning,’ 
‘directive.’” 

 
48 James L. Mays, Psalms (Interpretation; Louisville: John Knox Press, 1994), 27-

29. 
 
49 Bernhard W. Anderson, Out of the Depths: The Psalms Speak for Us Today (3d 

ed; Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2000), 193. 
 
50 James Luther Mays, “The Place of the Torah-Psalms in the Psalter,” JBL 106 

(1987): 3-12.  This was the published version of Mays’ presidential address to the annual 
meeting of the Society of Biblical Literature.  A revised version of this essay is published 
as a chapter in James L. Mays, The Lord Reigns: A Theological Handbook to the Psalms 
(Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 1994), 128-135.  It is this version that will be 
cited in this dissertation chapter. 
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according to Mays, is “[i]n form, vocabulary, and topic.  .  .  a creation of the literary 

conventions found in Proverbs.”51  He goes on to differentiate Psalm 1 from Proverbs, 

however, in its concern for (T)orah, where it has much more in common with Joshua 1 

and Deuteronomy 17.  YHWH’s Torah becomes, effectively, a superseding replacement 

for human Wisdom and its attempts to solve problems and answer questions.  Of Psalm 

19, Mays notes that its author 

.  .  .  offers his words and the meditation they express as the acceptable sacrifice 
to accompany his prayer.  That is, the recited psalm performs a cultic function 
without the cultic procedures of sacrifice.  This is a clue to the way other psalms, 
the hymns and prayers, are viewed by the composer.  They are all words of mouth 
expressing meditation of heart said as the primary medium of worship.52 
 

Thus not only is Wisdom ceding its place to Torah, but also one of Wisdom’s 

quintessential activities—meditation/reflection—is declared to be a major way of 

actualizing and submitting to Torah.  Psalm 119 makes large and unmistakable these 

developments.  Thus Mays can summarize the situation: 

How does one come to be able to praise and pray and act out of the center of 
torah?  Three times in the Psalter we hear of the person on whose mind and 
emotions torah is, as it were, imprinted.  The instructing word has been 
incorporated in the very structure of consciousness by a kind of study mentioned 
in all three of the torah psalms.  It is a kind of study that proceeds orally; it 
rehearses and repeats.  It searches the instruction of God by reciting in receptivity 
until the matter becomes part of the thinking and willing and doing.  For this kind 
of discipline, any text that has become scripture can become instruction, 
command, word, precept.53 
 

And so reflection on (T)orah can be extended as one of the essential uses of the Psalter.  

Of its final form Mays writes that “[i]ts way was faithfulness through study and 

                                                 
51 Mays, “The Place of the Torah Psalms,” 129. 
 
52 Mays, “The Place of the Torah Psalms,” 130. 
 
53 Mays, “The Place of the Torah Psalms,” 132. 
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obedience and hope through prayer and waiting.”54  Thus the hgh wordfield represents 

the activation of crucial theological developments embodied in the final form of the 

Psalter. 

 These insights can be extended further still.  In his essay “Memory and 

Encounter: An Educational Ideal,” John Eaton highlights the role of both memory and 

recitation in the ancient Israelite educational ideal.55  Eaton notes that reflection was 

inherent in the Wisdom ideal of ancient Israel; despite the pithy nature of even those 

shortest sentences, critical discernment—reflection—was always paramount in ancient 

Israel’s Wisdom and educational ideal.  Accordingly, Eaton identifies “discernment” 

(hn*yB!) as virtually synonymous with Wisdom: to make discernment effective, a person 

was required to cultivate a receptive disposition to accept divine revelation and guidance.  

In the Hebrew Bible history is to be taught and reflected upon as a key to theological 

understanding.  In other words, a crucial aspect of Wisdom reflection was memory.  In 

ancient Israel’s case, its history included an implied manner of living before YHWH.  

Eaton notes how “commandments” (i.e., Torah) are integrated into historical narration in 

the Hebrew Bible.  Torah is a means of sustaining relationship with YHWH, but Torah 

takes some of its meaning from history.  Memory-reflection allows the present generation 

to make imminent past events and experiences.  But, crucially, Eaton reasons that  

“[t]he aim of the remembrance is to come to the place where the fundamental 
salvation is given and make the response that the ancestors failed to make.  The 

                                                 
54 Mays, “The Place of the Torah Psalms,” 134-135. 
 
55 John Eaton, “Memory and Encounter: An Educational Ideal,” in Of Prophets’ 

Visions and the Wisdom of Sages: Essays in Honour of R. Norman Whybray on His 
Seventieth Birthday  (ed. Heather A. McKay and David J. A. Clines; JSOTSup 162; 
Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1993), 179-191. 
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account handed down had a critical spirit.  In remembrance one must 
discriminate.  One must set one’s hope in God—unlike the fathers, that stubborn 
and rebellious generation, devious in heart, fickle in spirit (Ps. 78.7-8).56 
 

The “critical spirit” reflected in subsequent historical recollections—such as those in the 

Psalter—is Wisdom’s work, the reflective use of discernment and memory.  Eaton 

continues on by emphasizing the grass-roots nature of such memory-reflection: all levels 

of society and all aspects of daily life are to be impacted and influenced by the reflective 

ethos.57  The Deuteronomic warning that failure to remember YHWH and YHWH’s 

saving deeds could lead to catastrophe drives this reflection.  In the fallout of the Exilic 

era the urgency of this reality would have been heightened.  Of decisive significance is 

the fact that Eaton uses the motif of remembrance-reflection to unite the concepts of 

revelation, cult, and reflection: YHWH’s “prophet enjoins his will for its maintenance.  

The priesthood too, the sanctuary, the liturgy, and the sacred observances in family life—

all receive their validity from divine ordinance, and all contribute to remembrance.”58  

The role of the Psalter as (per Eaton’s earlier grass-roots emphasis) the democratic means 

to accomplish widespread communal remembrance and reflection is subsequently made 

explicit: “Ideas of education and formation through memory, recital and reflection are 

                                                 
56 Eaton, 185. 

 
57 On this point, see Rofé, 81: “In my opinion, what we have in Deuteronomy is 

just the beginning of the long process that brought about the divulgation of the Torah and 
its study throughout Israel.  The Torah is now accessible to everybody.  .  .  .  In Ps 1 the 
study of the Torah is the free choice of ‘the Man’, any man.” 

The use of the Psalter to foster wider, more democratic reflection on Torah and 
actualization of the Deuteronomic ideal of Torah as the content of common and continual 
conversation among all classes of society makes sense.  Songs/poetry, much of which 
was originally developed or used in the cult would be easily remembered and passed 
around among all members of the populace. 
 

58 Eaton, 186. 
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illumined also by psalms that exalt God as teacher or guide.  The most obvious psalms 

with this theme are Psalms 1, 19, 25, and 119.  .  .  .”59  It should be noted that Eaton’s 

explicit list of psalms here essentially consists of Wisdom and Torah psalms.  This 

dissertation’s work on the hgh wordfield permits the extension of Eaton’s insight here to 

the Psalter as a whole and as itself.  In highlighting the basic, theological importance of 

memory-reflection, noting its links to Wisdom and Torah, and pointing out its role in the 

Hebrew Bible in general and the Psalter in particular, Eaton notes the crucial role that 

reflection—specifically memory—played as both a Wisdom ideal in its own right, but 

also as a means of community coherence and perpetuation.  The basic dynamic can be 

summarized thusly: 

.  .  .  in the worshipping community the ideal of a great story handed down, and 
kept ever in mind by recitation and other acts of remembrance.  It spoke to 
community and individual of their origins, the purpose and pattern of their living, 
and of the Good that they should ever love and embrace.  The constant 
remembrance of the story was to fill their lives with its values and with the One 
who gave the values.  It was maintained that neglect of the remembrance would 
be enslavement to false values.60 
 

Particularly in the postexilic environment, the need to continue to perpetuate the nation’s 

story, update it due to previous failures, and seek to correct those failures of previous 

generations is exactly how the Psalter’s final form has often been described in recent 

years.  Memory-reflection (and the pervasive hgh wordfield) are crucial for translating 

that purpose into reality. 

The need to remember both the heroic past and the past’s royal and national 

failures, as well as the need to redeem those memories through the proclamation of 

                                                 
59 Eaton, 187. 
 
60 Eaton, 190. 
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YHWH as king, are the essence of the final form of the Psalter as it has been studiously 

described in recent decades.  The pervasive presence of the hgh wordfield, its role as 

described in the preceding dissertation chapters further underscores such a social function 

for the Psalter.   

 
Conclusion 

 
This chapter serves to describe the larger theological and ideological environment 

in which the Psalter, read through the emphasis of the hgh wordfield, would sit.  Wisdom 

psalms form an influential and eminent part of the Psalter’s overall content.  They are 

some of the most obvious features of the final form of the Psalter, typically existing 

outside of older collections.  Concurrent with this presence of Wisdom psalms is the role 

that Wisdom would have played in the overall shape of the final form.  Indeed, the work 

of Gerald Wilson again demonstrates the sapiential influence on the final form of the 

Psalter.  This Wisdom influence then leads to a consideration of how Wisdom ideology 

relates to Torah-concepts as a means of tying together the interests of Wisdom and cult.  

Specifically, Torah is preserved and actualized through Wisdom actions, better 

appropriated in the postexilic present than the preexilic past due to the postexilic 

generation’s commitment to reflect—continually—when the pre-exilic generation did 

not.  

One more time, John Eaton’s essay proves insightful: 

.  .  .  we gain the impression that the life of remembrance was like living inside a 
poem.  The poem, created and refined in tradition, was an interpretation of the 
world, of history and existence.  It embodied profound insights, and those who 
lived in it by remembering it were continually embraced, guided and nourished by 
it.  Our psalms showed how those who lived in the poem could become poets 
themselves.  They respond poetically, singing to their Poet-teacher of his grace as 



a way, as water of life, as light and sweetness, as counsel of friendship, as 
revelation of divine beauty.61 
 

In this way, Eaton well summarizes the contribution of the hgh wordfield to the final 

form of the Psalter.  Reflection—informed, shaped, and idealized as it is in Wisdom 

ideology—serves as the means by which the Psalter is particularly used in the post-exilic 

environment.  It is a corrective function in response to the pre-exilic generations’ failures 

to reflect (a failure referred to in the Psalter and described in preceding dissertation 

chapters).

                                                 
61 Eaton, 190. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
 

Concluding Summary and Potential Directions for Future Research 
 
 

In reflecting on the nature of the Psalter’s final form, Brevard Childs noted the 

Psalter’s multifaceted nature: its psalms and collections came from various settings, 

its themes and emphases as varied as the centuries over which it was collected and 

shaped.1  There is rich diversity within the unitary and singular Psalter.  This 

dissertation is an attempt to take merely one facet of the Psalter, read the Psalter in 

light of that facet, and note the theological implications that result.   

 
Summary of Previous Chapters 

Chapter 1 presented a history of scholarship for the Psalter as it pertains to the 

overall subject of this dissertation and situates the dissertation within that history of 

scholarship.  Starting with the foundational work of Gunkel and Mowinckel, the 

status of the question of the nature of the Psalter itself vis-à-vis its collections and 

individual psalms is rehearsed.  The role of meditation/reflection as a logical choice 

for study with respect to the final form of the Psalter is premised on the need to take 

the commonly recognized significance of Psalms1-2 as introduction to the Psalter and 

more systematically study the Psalter’s shape in the light of that insight than has 

previously been done. The role of Jerome F. D. Creach’s dissertation and subsequent 

book Yahweh as Refuge and the Editing of the Hebrew Psalter is acknowledged in 

                                                 
1 Brevard Childs, Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture 

(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1979), 522. 
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providing a methodological example, presenting a previous approach to addressing 

the nature of the final form of the Psalter on the basis of a wordfield. 

Chapter 2 defines the nature and scope of the hgh wordfield as it is treated 

within the dissertation.  Previous research and methodological particulars on the use 

of wordfields is gathered.  A nine-member wordfield is defined: hgh, lkc, jys, /yb, 

bvj, <kj, dml, rkz, udy.  Each root’s semantic content is then briefly described and 

all uses of each root in the MT of the Psalter are then systematically tallied. 

Chapter 3 develops a reading of Books 1-3 of the Psalter based on the specific 

occurrences of the hgh wordfield as described in chapter 2.  Before this reading 

begins, methodological issues are outlined.  Specifically, rhetorical criticism as a 

method particularly attentive to the use of language on semantic and aesthetic levels 

is examined.  The role of Psalms 1-2 as the introduction to the Psalter is considered 

with a particular focus on their function in bringing hgh and its wordfield to the fore 

at the beginning of the Psalter and one’s reading of it.  That discussion includes a 

brief look at the relationship between hgh in Psalm 1, hgh in Deuteronomy 31-32, and 

the link between music, meditation, and Torah created thereby.  Brief sketches of the 

general shape of Books 1-2 and Book 3 are provided and then the reading of the 

Psalter by this dissertation proceeds accordingly.   

Books 1-2 of the Psalter, when read with emphasis on the hgh wordfield, 

show a marked interest in asking YHWH to teach or instruct, in addition to the more 

commonly noted lament ideal that asks for deliverance.  YHWH is also quickly seen 

as a deity in search of those who reflect on YHWH and YHWH’s Torah and deeds.  

This meditative mindset is part of what differentiates those whom YHWH approves 
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from the wicked/oppressors.  One of the important insights noted in this chapter is 

that reading the Psalter with an emphasis on the hgh wordfield leads to the realization 

that the Exilic crisis that drives that “narrative” plot of the Psalter generally accepted 

in recent scholarship can be partially understood as a failure of reflection/meditation 

on the part of ancient Israel.  This insight is further extended as the catastrophe of 

Exile is interpreted as a means to bring the nations to a knowledge of—and hence 

meditation on—YHWH and YHWH’s deeds. 

Chapter 4 continues the project begun in chapter 3, now extending the reading 

of the hgh wordfield in the Psalter to Books 4-5.  As was the pattern for Books 1-3 in 

chapter 3, here again Books 4 and 5 are briefly introduced and their basic shape 

described as a prelude to a close reading of Books 4 and 5 with an emphasis on the 

influence of the hgh wordfield.  Book 4 is seen to address Book 3’s identification of 

ancient Israel’s failure to reflect on YHWH as being part of the dynamic that brought 

the nation to ruin and exile by making sure that YHWH is hymned, praised, and 

thanked for mighty deeds and great compassion.  The link between singing and 

meditation, described in the early portion of chapter 3, becomes important in Book 4.  

Book 4 follows the example of Deuteronomy: it uses singing for telling or declaring 

YHWH’s works and thus the significance and role historical psalms play in Book 4 

are seen more clearly.  Book 5 answers the lamentful cries of Books 1-2 for YHWH 

to deliver by teaching/instruction.  The Exilic crisis was in part precipitated by a 

failure to reflect and remember and so now ds#j# requires YHWH to jumpstart the 

nation’s reflections by YHWH’s own teaching.  Thus the centrality of Psalm 119 in 

Book 5 (and the Psalter as a whole) can be related to other, prior scholarly readings of 
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Book 5 that focused upon YHWH as king and related praise.  YHWH, as king, does 

what the Davidic king was supposed to do per Deuteronomy 17: copy/possess and 

reflect upon Torah in perpetuity.  The Psalter closes with an explosion of praise, but 

praise is now rightly understood to be the product of reflection: reflection spurs both 

the act of praise itself as well as suggests the content for that praise of YHWH. 

Chapter 5 seeks to situate the significance of the hgh wordfield in the Psalter 

within the larger context of Wisdom’s role in the Psalter.  This contextualization is 

accomplished by considering the scholarship regarding the place of Wisdom psalms 

in the Psalter, noting how they may have been intentionally used to shape the 

Psalter’s final form and give the book an overall Wisdom ideal, and then commenting 

on how Torah can be linked with Wisdom in making sense of the role of reflection in 

the Psalter’s final form.  In the final analysis, the need to redeem and rehabilitate 

national memory in the fallout of the catastrophe of exile is substantially 

accomplished by the work of reflection. 

 
Suggestions for Further Research 

The theological significance of covenant is one of the foundational 

presuppositions of the Psalter.  Covenant is constitutive for national identity and 

ethics.  Any reflection assumes covenant of some sort as the starting point.  

Scholarship has quite adeptly noted the centrality of the Davidic covenant as one of 

the driving forces of the existential crisis that comes to a head at the end of Book 3.  

The significance of Moses in Book 4 and the Psalter’s relationship to Torah through 

its five-fold division, its prominent torah-psalms, and its explicit opening exhortation 

to meditate on Torah are well established and accepted in recent scholarship.  The 



Abrahamic covenant, as noted earlier in chapter 4, becomes an important part in 

rebuilding national identity and hymning YHWH as king.  More clarity and 

comprehensiveness in understanding the scope and role of the Abrahamic covenant in 

the Psalter would be a useful line of research to pursue further.   

Related to the observations above, the importance of covenant ideology in 

general within the Psalter could stand closer study.  In particular the loaded term ds#j# 

is found throughout the Psalter and serves as an explanation for YHWH’s willingness 

to restore and reign over ancient Israel as it emerges from the Exile.  This word 

deserves attention as to its theological impact on the Psalter’s final form.  Walter 

Brueggemann has already made one valiant and creative attempt to account for the 

role of ds#j# in the Psalter.2  While there are issues with his proposed reading (making 

Psalm 73 the turning point of the Psalter is problematic for a number of reasons), this 

line of study should be pushed further.

                                                 
2 Walter Brueggemann, “Bounded by Obedience and Praise: The Psalms as 

Canon,” in The Psalms and the Life of Faith (ed. Patrick D. Miller; Minneapolis: 
Fortress Press, 1995), 189-213; repr. from JSOT 50 (1991). 
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